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Chaffer I

For Teachers: Using General Principles instead of ReCipes

This is a book for teachers of students of all ages. Specifickly, this :
<-1

?book speaks to these teachers who believe that the kind of learning which takes

place when studenti-talk, explain.and argue is di4 fferent from learning when students;

I

, .
. , * . .

listen to-what the teacher is.saying, when students give public recitations.
--- ,-

,

when they sit and work on papers and exercises by themselves. Ida teacher

wants'to produce active learning, properly designed work in groups is a powerful

tool for providing.simultaneous opportunities for all clasi members.
,

. ,

GroupwOrk is an effective strategy for a variety of other.objectiVes .. Small
0'

. -

groups are of critical importance to special classroom settings such as the

,

desegregated'classroom where talking together about tasksenables student* to

use each other as valuable'resources.and to discover that students coming from

different backgrounds haire something worthwhile to contribdte'to the group

endeavor. Beig able to ask questions and dic.-..dss problems witiffellnw students

in an articulate, reasonable and respopsive manner is another objective. Skills

for working in groups have many applications in student and,adhlt work life.

Small grOups are an excellent method of 6cOoPtine poor achievers into activet
effort and engagement with their academic tasks.

' Small groups are not a panatea for instructional problems. They are only

-

one tool, useful for specific kinds of.objectives in the classroom. Most
,
teachers

will want to use them in 'combination with a variety of oth-ei classroonvformatsfor

diffegidg kinds of tasks and objectives. The cholce of small groups as a strategy

should depend upon the instructor's objective and the kind of learning experience

necessary to achieve those objectives.
*

'What is Groupwork?
.

..

e ,

., When studentwork together In a group small enough so that everyone can'

participate on atask which has been clearly assigned and where students me
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expected to carryout their task without direct and immediate supervision by.
,

the teacher,.ye have what this boo k calls "groupyork." Groupwork is not the

'eame'avebility groupihg hie which the teacher divides' up the -class by academic

criteria so that he/she cantinstruct a more homogeneous group. 14 should also

be distinguished, from small\groups which the teacher composes for intensive.
4

\*.

instruction, such at fidxible\gioupiftgr rrecedures used'in individualized
11

.

L . i %
......, I

readinginstructioh. \

The qUestion of whb is.in c dtge of the group is critical; if a teacher is
..

i *
. ge4

O

i , . r
1 0

in Charge, regardless Of the age\of.the studehte, the teacher will do much more
: 1 '

.
talking than the students.' The t

\

achet's evaluations of each Membet's per-

formance will haVe far more wef, ght than'any'Other group member's evaluation.
N\ \

k
-If-the teacher is.in Charge, members will talk' not to each other, but'to the

'' 7 P .t V :,
teacher as the authority figure who

\
i overseeing the intellectual performanceA

, '--.,
I .

of the members. Group4Members will wa t 6 know what the teacher expects in.

I

the way,of a satisfactory performance I will be more intersted in obtaining
,

. *, -

, . A
Iv, 1

. \ o .

' ..0 .
.

feedback on the performance from the teac ex than from any other group member.
-

'
.

Superviged group Instruction is the id al 'learning situation for'many.,
objectiiei. 1;For example, if.students are j st learning new diff4ult technical

i

skills, they. May need close supervision to p Vent them from making mistakes'

on their initial attempts at performance. Ano her example is.renedial reading,
1.

where students-need maximum.feedback, structuring, and encouragement (Stallings,

1978). -

In contrast to this situation; the groupwork I am talking.aboutinvolvesan

explicit delegation of authority to the students; it is their job to carry out

-the Ask. The instructor should provide them with clear instrections on how

they'Sre to go about doing this task, but they must take over the job of suggeptihg
, .

what other members should do, listening to what othei people are saying, and

is 1O
A"
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deciding how to get the job done within6the time and resource limitationsvet

the instructor. A key feature of groups is their interdependence; to some

degreemembers need each other in order to- complete the task. ,Interdependence

.is a strong source of motivation for participation in a group; at-the same time

it is the source of a whole series of problems fot4groups. I will give the'
)

' topic of interdependence a thoiough analysis.

Use of General Principles

A .
..0

Contrary to what moat practitipers believe, there is nothing so pradtical
'. ..5.

.
.

. .
1as a gooetheory. 'Sociologists and'social psychologists have usefulltleort

, - iY
I

/ .,.
.6 ,r4

and relevant research On small groups in laboratory and clasdroOm settings.'
t-,ti .

.

_.' 4
.

From thi$ theory and researa come some'general principles,applinable,to 'thp -

instructor's own situation. UsAng these principles, an instructor can ana'l'yze
N

his'/her own'class and learning objectives in Order to design a suitable small

group format. Instead of "recipes," I mill present.generai principles and

concepts combined with practicable, workable ex4es: These samegeneral

17.
principles suggest ways to evaluate the success of the technique so that the

instructor can decide whether,it works for his/her class, and if so, hoW to;

improv44 it for thejteNg time. ,

The advantage of providing general principles is that the teacher can use,

them in settings ranging from elemental}, to college level and to non- formal

education. The instructor iakes'various adjustments for differencip in age of
.

.

the student andin the nature of the setting. For example, the simplcitY of the
eV

.

0
instructions will vary with the age of the students., So will the analysis of

,
.

1

. whatskills are,alrRady posiessed by group members in comparison to what they
-36.

...
groupwill need for the rtask.

.
It is clear that in younger gioups,.there are

a--
potential probfi ms of discipline an3iclassroom menagement.which are absent for

.

Noh
.

older groups. 'Not all the analysis and adjustment focusses 'on age of the
1

- .

student. kegirdlias of age, different classes and settings provide different status

II
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prOblems;sbme classepare much more heterogeneous in social status than

Groups

. ,

'others. I will devo e several chaptersto status problems and what can be

,done about them.

Use of Research

Most relevant for this book is the research which has,applied useful

theoriesto classrooms. In some cases, I find the theory and research suffi-

ciently strorg to assert with some. confidence that ,:.;sere arespecific desirable

effects of groupwork on 'student behavior. To support such claims, I will present

,
.

relevant data from research. Particularly in ihil chaptdr on groupwork in inte-
-..

. '
. .

grated settings, where I have done extensive research, the reader will find the

specific kinds of measurable behavior depicted in tables. This should prove

helpfulfor the practitioner because she/he will know.jdst what kind of desired

'effects to'iook for in evaluating the success of instruction.

`In my own research on classrooms; I have.always worked closely with

teachers who have left the classroom for graduate work. Many of the dissertations

of these teachers are the best sources of evidaxtce in the book. It has always

,beeil these graduate students who were concerned to make the research relevant
A

and practical for the classroom instructor.
..

,

'

, -.
'

How True are the Principles? - .
6

An experiencedyractitioner ob9iously wants to. know how "true" any,
?'

.

.

e assertions I might make are for their own clssrorms. Will these propositions

hold in all settings/ What are the dangers of things going wrong? Are the

risks worth the gains?

Let me be perfectly frank:ci do not know for s.ire whether the principles
'

'hold under all copations. But I do know of, a variety orclisaroomconditions

where the data are supportive of the propcsitio?s. What the practitioner must

12
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dO is think about what is likely to happen when these principlespare applied.

There,is no-way that a set of recipes-in a.boOk will relieve the instructor of

this responsibility. If it appears thatnothing untoward is likely to happen,

then it may well be worth the risk to try and accomplish teaching objeCtives.

a
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.Chaptek II

Groupwork and Teaching Objectives

Groups

, This id---not the first book to be written about groupwork, There are,good
;

f

workS available; and I will -take the opportunity to refer the reader to them

where relevant. Many of these oth books stress'the effects of group3on

students' feelings and attitudes,toward each-other. There are indeed socio-
. r .

- emotional,gaina from groupwork, but first I would like to discuss the use of

this strategy for the teacher whose objectives are more intellectual as well.

Intellectual Objectives .

.

After an instructor has introduhed new concepts and illustrated how they

apply, there cones a time inthe:eaCti,..g and learning process, when the student

must obtain some active practice in using these_ne4'ideas and applying them iii

various ways. Traditionally, methods of accomplishing these goals include

written papers, exercises in class time (known as seatwork), and public

recitation where the teacher asks the students to make application and onemcC.

student at a time.tries to do so, while the **est of the,class listens.

There_ake obvious limitations to these techniques. Clearly, when

recitation is used, only one student at a time gets the "active practice."

There is no evidence that I know of which says that listening to other people

assimilate nay concepts is the same experience as doing it for yourself.

Exercises and essays are the time-honored methods of teachers everywhere. Yet
1

we all krkw that younger students, low achievers and less motivated students

areloalh to carry out the prescribed exercises. If the teacher assigns the

work during classroom time, the children are very likely to be found doing

anything but what they are suppoied to be doing (Berliner, et Al., 1969). If

the teacher assigns homework, many students, especially in inner city schools,
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will not do the work. Even among better motivated college students, there are

limitations to the essay. Understanding and assimilating new and

writing about them demand bath.. cognitive processes and the writing skills.

Problems wf -Wth writing are then compoundedith, h,ie understanding and thinking

problems.' Furthermore, -until the student gets back the corrected essay or-

/ .

. exercise, there is no opportunity to discover confusion and error. As any busy _

! . .

instructor knows, the lag betweeny6e student turning in a paper and receiving
. ,....:- .

.
.

.

it back with adequate comment, may-be embarrassingly long.

Groupwork will produce more active, engaged,'task oriented behavior than

the traditional seatworkalterna4ve. However, proper steps must be taken if _

the objective is to achieve learning and assimilating of new concepts. There

' ---Nis no point in producing active engagement if the discussion 'represents

collective ignorance. The students must have the vocabulary and respurces to

achieve.a required level of intellectual di§-eotgse. Furthermore, there must be

some to structure the expirience so that people will.listen.cdrefully to

emgbFoter, explain to each other, and provide some corrective feedback for
1

each other. All of this 1.6 unlikely to take place by magic; the teacher has to

lay the groundwork through meticulous planning and careful instructions to the

group.

Another intellectual objeCtive is learning through creative problem solving.'

In American society where so much emphasis is placed on individual achievement,

it-has to be explicitly pointed out that many problems are solved better by a

group than by an individual working alone. For many
1

years:the demorittrations

developed by Jay Hall of the superiority bf group products t6 those,of the

individuals in 'that same group have been carried out by educators and business

401.11

consultants who need an effective way of teaching this simple lesson (1971). Social

psychology has not developed a clear idea of just which intellectual tasks are

Q ' better accoiplished in groups. All of the Half.tasks involve. -problems of

15
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survival for hypothetical groups, where they must pull together their

individurt knowledge and insights to produce solutions for the optimal use of

objects available to further group survival.

In my own analysis of this issue, the kind of problem which'isThetter

done by a group is bne where people have-something to learn from each other;

each person may have some information relevant to-the SolutiOn. In addition

to the sharing of technical and concrete factual informatiOn, people's-thinkingi,

and insight are stimulated by the ideas" and questions offered by other grd4

members., This is "brainstorming" which executives in the business world have

tried to mike a self-conscious process.

Students have much to gain from participating in creative group problem'

solving. ,They learn from each other; they are stimulated to carry out some

higher order thinking; and they experience an authentic intellectual pride'of

,craft when the product is more than what any Single member could create.

There is much research on small groups which documents the generalfzation-

that some tasks are better achievedby groups. However, without a general

theory, concerning which tasks are better done in groups, this research is of no

particular use to the practitioner. More useful is that work of Piaget and

researchers in his school of thought on the subject of group interaction and

intellectual functioning. Piaget sees interaction between children as one of

the
, chief mdtivations of their intellectual development. Through exposure to:

t
--

different points of view, they come to examine the environment More objectively ,-

and to use other than theit own perspective (Sharan, 1976; Piaget, 1951, 1970;

and Inhelder, 1974).

A fascinating experiment whic' illustrates this principle is the work of'

F. Murray on the acquisition of conservation through social intera ion. He

composed groups of three kindergarten children. One was able to solve the
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.

classic iagetian conservation task; the other two were not. They were told

that they would not get a score for their solution unless a correct answer was
.

,

reached unanimously. They were free to use all the'equipment and to' experiment.

.

A'week later, V.1were tested individually onthe same basic principle,, but

different materials, made up the test. Many children who were not able to solve

the problem in the first testing were able-to do so after their experien ce in-
. .

the group. In addition the quality of the solution given by children who could

solve the-problem in the first testing was improved (Murray, 1972).

I do 'la think the resultitof this experiment only apply to*immature
. ,

Children. It illustrates two good things that can, happen to intellectual

functioning in groups. Through intense group interaction, individuals can achieve

genuine insight and learning frog each other and from the interaction of materials

and.people. Seconc4ly,.those who know more,are not exploited by having to teach

others in the gro they instead come to learn more and to understand what they

knob; -- better ,t ugh. the process of"demonstration and communication with others.

Increasing Engagement .

C
k ..-

.
.

.
.

Recent research on why achievement test results in public schools are
, .

.

often disappointing, especiallflor children of lower social class backgroUnd,

points to a simple problem. Some children:do not spend adequate time on learning

teaks. Sometimes thiss a management problem; teachers do not allocate enough

time to learning skills measured on these tests; or teachers spe-A45.00 much time.
.

organizing and having children wait; or teachers do not rove around the room

enough, giving feedback to the students on the correctness of their work. But

sometimes theack of time on a task is a product of thstudent's refusal to

work..

The Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study, a monumental work'of classroom

observation and achievement testing, revealed that on the average, students obseryed

.17
A
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in Grades '2 and 5, spent at least 60% of their time seatwork Berliner

et al., 1978). There was more seatwork in Grade 5 than 2.____Over half tha time

during reading and mathkmatica, students work on their own, with no instructional

interaction..

ii6ortant?, Because engagement rates in these self-paced

Setangs are markedly lower than In Other.settingeL This means that stue is
4

------. tend to be doing something' other than their assigned 'work when they are. left ,to
4

4

a

ytheir own devices--and the students observed 1 the ieginning Teacher study' were the
it.

tudents who needed to work because they were achie g inbthe.30-60th percentile
,

. .

i!.the seandardizecl. tests. Furthermore, this study finds strong relationship.
.

tis

berwoen engagement rates and post- test achievement scores, holding constant what'

.

the individual had a-oheived;dn the pre-test.

. The old-fashioned "seatwork" is-often passed otf ssiindividaalization,

because children are found working at different tasks at different paces at
,/ .

their seats. BUt without corrective feedback given in a trmely, fashion and

without keekobservation by the instructor to see if the task is appropriate

to the:individual, this method can hardly be said to resemble the.diagnostic-

prescriptive individualization model:

ti

I would Argue that this problem of desengdgement during seatwork is partly

a product of choosing a methOd of organizing students which leaves the student who

rarely succeeds in ichoolworkiquite alone. The teacher cannot supervise as

direttly and efficiently as 'in, whole class instruction where students who 46 not

conform can be quickly seen and urged to get back to attentidn4Or work. The

students are receiving very little informatiOn on how -well they are doing or how

they co 1d be more succcessful.,The tasks theiselves are rarely sufficiently

interesting.to hold the students' attention. Unless the children take total

responsibllify for their own learning (a difficult task to achieve with less

1
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successful. students) they will drift off task simply because there is nothing

Groups-

to compel that to stay with it.

'
}

Butthia leaves the instructor with a dilemma. If the Aplanationof

the'concepts has'already been presented on a whole class basis, there is not

much point to\going back to that format. The students need to practice with

the new concepts and relationships; seatWork.seets Unavoidable. Here is where
. 1 ", . ,e

cooperative- relationships between children provide agooa answer to this

teaching problem. SiWents can teach'one anther; they can give each other
.

. .

assistance; they can work 'as a'roup On a sample problem. These interdependencies

can be,momenta7 or a long-term project.
t
V

The interactive.stulent situation will provide more feedback onthe learning

process. r It will give more opportunities for active rehearsal of the new'ideasv.-7

and the situation will show\dramatitally increased engagement rates in comparison,'

to seatwork (Ahmadjjan, 1980).

If the instructor can organize the classroom so that students are working

cooperatively and taking responsibility for their own learning, there is asound

basis for expecting improved learning outcomes, The Beginning Teacher Evaluation

Study took a weekly rating in classrooms of the extent to which students took

responsibility and the extent to which students helped each other. These rating

scales were the strongest and mast consistent predictor of achievement at the

Classroom level.

.

.Although these goals are not easy to-achieve, they are well worth considering.
.

Cooperative relations between students in tarrying out their own learning tasks are

a. major tool for increasing active learning among low achieving students. It

is therefore,a tool for the achievement of major instructional objectives.

,Language and Oral Communications

;Cooperative tasks tare an excellent tool for still one more learning

objective--the learning of language and the impovement of oral communication skills.
.

,1 9
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In any language.learning setting; in bilingual classrooms, or for students of

any age who need td improve their skills'in oral communication, active practice

is.Ot the essense. Recitation and drill are limited tools. They cannot compare
,

to au ekercise which forces studentl-to talk with eh other with respect to the.

active, practice per student. r

Language letrning specialists argue that
' f

from patterned drills id common in the English

Rather, children learn language by using it is

,

young children do ndt benefit

as a Second Language 'approach.

a more_nati.on. If the_ -_--
-,---"Instructor of the bilingual classroom sets series oetasks which gq1children

.

to taIk'to each other, usi the new vocabulary associated with an interesting

talk
k-

the possibilities for active language learning can be greatly enhanced.

The same'argument applies for increasing skills in oralenmmunication.

Compare the traditional approach of having one siuden't stand up and make a

presentation to the class, with setting up small groups where each Member is

responsible to communicate, akey part of the task to all the other members of

the group. If the group must understand what each member hai to communicate in

in order to accomplish the goal, they will ask questions and force the; presenter

to be a clear'communicator. The group method will provide far more active and.

relevant practice than the ra4ke event of making speech to Aa quiet whole class.

Socio-Emoilbnal Objectifies

There are a'whole range of socio-emotional objectives for which groupwqrk
, #

is commonly recommended. Social research has gathered impressive evidence CO the
, .

;effect that cooperative groups, where people work together for'group.gdals, produce

a number of desirable'effectsim people's feeling for one another. Whe groups

engage in.cooperative ta requiring interdependence of members, they are more

likely to form friendly ties and to influence each other than when the task

stimulates competition among members (Deutsch, 1968). Slavin sums up.,the

research as follows:
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t .

bOratory research flat. produced conflicting results when'social
sC entiitt.have tried to compare produCtivity of the group working
un et,compeiitive vs. cooperative reward conditions. For conflicting
reviews of what this research-literature say, see. Johnson, D.W. and -

Johnson, R.T. "Instructional goal structure: Cooperative, Competitive
. /

or
\

dividualistic." Review of Educational Research, 1974, 44, 213-
240, .d Michaels, J.W., "Classroom research structure and academic
perf .ce," Review of'Educational,Research, 1977, 47, 8Z-98. Of
course his laboratory research is'evaluating the group product in A

most ca es, whereas the focus of our disCussion has been on the

; ,
. process of working in groups. ant the:favorable eft4eti,this night

. have.on earning and understanding or attitude for individuals.
, ...

In-contrast'to theresearch on performance; the laboratory research
relating coopeOtion td group cohesiveness is expectionally

- consistent.\-qrtually; all of the lab studies in which liking of
others or'reiated variables were measured founds that cooperation

'leads to greiter mutual attraction than do individualization or'
,

competition, 0/en when the effects on .performance go in the opposite
-direction.

In summary, the lesson from the laboratory studies is.that,cool'erative.
increases cohesiveness, but has uncertain effects on performance.

. (P.,11, Slavin, Robert. "Cooperative Learning-;" 'Technical Riport
No..4147. Center for Social Organization of Schools, The Johns
Hopkins University, December, 1978).

/
. .

.Because of this research; cooperative'groupt are oftenadvocated-for-de-

segregated classrooms where one would like,to see the different racial groups

' learn how to get along together, form cross-rhial friendships, and reduce any .

Groups...

sterotypic views they have of each other (Weigel, R.H.; Wiser, P.L. and Cook,

S:W., 1975). However, it takes much more then setting interracial. cooperative

groups to work on a collective
. .

found. It ie true that one is

individualistic; reward system.

6

task to produce the desired results that Deutsch

more likely to get results than with a competitive,

But even under cooperative ,conditions, the groups

can fail altogether to operate cohesively as a group; interpersonal relations can

be-the opposite of harioniouti hierarchies can develop with cooperative groups.

Simple setting up of interdependent groups with group rewards is not uniformly

effective; the instructor can do much to obtain these desired results consistently

from group to group. How to getibenefits of doOpeiation without its drawbacks is

the major goal of several chapters of tills book.

21
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Of the many educators who. have written about the favorable effects of

small groups in the classroom, only:the Sharans (1976) point out that when
. 3?

.

...
,.

.

. the teacher makes licleardeleation to the student group of a learning task,

and allows that group to make a series of degisl.ons as to how.they will proceed,

there is it special socializing effect. The Sharans argue that having students

experience making decisions on their own rather than being told by the teacher

exactly what to46 will have a 4esirable political socializing effect on themi.

They will havellece.of a sense of control of their own_environment;_they will '.

,

learn how to be acti e citizens (in a,collect.i/e rather than in an individualistic
. \ .

sense). This constit tes an antidote for classroom .organizations where the
-______

teacher does all the directing and telling others What to do;'while the student.'

play a passive role: 5

,
There is experimental evidence that when students experience situations

which, are cooperative in nature, they will come to prifercooperative rather

than competitive methods of social organization (Breer, P.E. & Locke, E.A.,

1965).' In a classroom experiment, Bloom and Schurcke demonstrated that if children

experience a. series of group tasks where someform of interdependent organization 'c

is necessary for completing the task they learn to prefer cooperative methods

of social organization. In this curriculum, each activity prol)ided information

experientially Co the children regarding_the usefulness of interdependent task

means and goals. This information was reinforced by the teacher as each task was

completed. Children who had these4experiences were more likely in a later

experience (quite unconnected with these classroom experiences) to choose the

interdependeht cooperative method of attaining goals than the children who were

in control classrooms and had never experienced the curri6ulum on cooperation,

(Bloom,. J. & SchUncke, Jr., 1979).
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0
There is a third objectiveof gronpwork which has-to do pocialization.

Groups can teach children and adults how to cariy on a rational orfanized

discussion and how to plan and carry out a task as a result of.that discussion.

This is a set of skills which adults frequently lack; they do. not know how to

, listen to other people in groups; they do not know how to work.with other people's
.

ideas; they. are .often more concerned with dominatft the discourse than with4r-

1,.participating. In so many aspects of adult work and organizational life, these

'Skills are critical, yet we rarely teach them in formal education.

In closing this discusssion of socialize tid , I would like to quote

David L. Abelon, Senior Circuit Judge,.U.S. Court of Appeals for the District

of Columbia Circuit, Waishington, D.C.:.

0

In resolving differences, "civility" in both its common meanings
should prevail. The first As.related to politness and accepted
nordis of social behavior in, civil society. Civility can set norms
of honest discourse, promoting listening 4, well as talking. - The
.second meaning I give to civility is the quality we strive for'in
the name of civilization, the ideal.seate pf humanculture,where,
human beings are the measure of value 'and humankind is the,iii4ject-

, of enhancement.

'CScience, Technology; and, the Court," Science, VOL. 208)
No. 4445, 1980, p.661)

for
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Chapter III

The Dilemma oCGroupwork

.
- . , \

-Educators are attracted t9 the idea of groupwork; it seems so much moreA .

democratic and creative than traditional classrooms where students sit quietly;

recite ,on call,' take notes on the lecture, or follow instructions in programmed

materials. Even in higher education, where the lecture method has so long ruled,

professors say they would like to try discussion groups or the "seminar"

-method. So they put in charge of the disenspion sections an inexperienced

teaching sending in a novice for,a job which.most.renured professors
cx

admit they find frustrating and unsatisfactory. .

4 -,..."1.--1 -1".. c . C

Despite the appeal df grou'iwork, one findwirlinly rarely in classes of
4%.1 any, age level, Why should this be? The teacher who has no more tools for the

pianning.of groupwork than an initial attraction, to an ideal group as a demo-
.

cratic and creative setting for learning is likely to run into trouble in trying

out the new methodsc 4dre t an\likely, the teacher will dodne of three things:
7

;

(1) take. an assignment one w uld ordinarily make to an individual and give it

\
to a grqup; (2) lick a group t met and discuss.some assigned question, or

1

(3) ask the group to plan wha they would like to do i n the way of.a group

project.
. -

,

The results of this."expe ime t" are typically' dismaying. Sometimes the

.-,

groupi can find nothing to 111 abo t; in 'younger groups, this often leads to,

"fooling &mane. forcing the. te che to'become a7disciOlinarian and apoliceman
. r

i

'rather than an educator. If thetass gnment is similar to one of the subjects
. . '

'

Q. a
tazght in the classroom the stud nt ho is the -highegi achiever in that area

is likely to come forward and do he ork while the rest of the group sits by.

.1
;
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The group who has been given a discussidn question, even if they do become'

/
involved and start'talking about the Jaime, may become dominated amazingly

Groups

' quickly by a,member who is(perceived to have high academic ability or by a

student who is inflaential and socially powerful in informal sdcial relations.

The teachet who listens carefully may note that some of the gir /s in a mixed
t

sex group are saying almost nothing; also, there may be students from a

Minority ethnic or racial group who are non-particiiants. The teacher wonders
#

whether they are really disinterested in the task or whether they are under-
.

estimating' what they might have to contribute to the group.: Lastly, the quality
. \

.

. , .. .
. .

. f the discussion may be quits distressing;the grodp loses the main pant of
e

. 4
,at .they are supposed to be discussing. They do not listen to'eachother most .

...

the time. They may seem more interested in riakiiig frequently and loudly

h n in genuine\ly\responding
0

to what the other person has to say. Ahcthey
._- -

rar have aniithing complimentary to say about each other's ideas. SUbservience.
.

to a loud or fast-talking peeris hardif.an experience in classroom democracy,,.A * ..rN-
nor i talking to heir oneself

1
talk an,exercisi in creativity. .

,

.
L =t us imagine a teacher who observes-many grottos that are dominated by

- .i. , . . ,
.

-
_ the bes student or by theferson whois believed to be the best student.

.

. .

;
el'

9.

.: V "1 \.. 'SuOpose hat this teacheiperabits beiodd the first experiment and tries t
.e .

,*

'I,

4 recompose the groups so that students of.more similar ability and/or int ests

are-placed-.6gethert Much to his or her dismay,\a new status order quickly.

:

arises with the gaie'symptoms of domination and-non-participati:n. In some
0

groups there is a status struggle:with much load arguing between two or more

,

: members of the group-and rather acute discomfort by the other`' group members.

What is the matter? Are the students jest too immature to work in a group?

Or has the idea-of groupwork been oversold so that the wide teacher would do
c

25
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.... As

well to return to traditional methods?

The answer to the first question is that it is not a,problem of yofrth:.
* .

. .
.

.

Adults will show such the same behavior in stall groups given tasks like these:
.

...N .
. . . .

Although dominatiound status struggle will'be lesstoisy,
/

. . .

felt tol,:be most'knowledgable about the SUbject,is likely to

the person who is

dominate the group.
I

.

° If the instructor tries to avoid having one person more expert thin the others
. .

,
....:-.4\ .

.

by salting a novel new task, then diffirent social characteristics like the

'''' - ...

prestige.of the job"one holds, race, qrlex may act as the basis for expected
'

.

.
.

competence nu the\new task. Andthe.person 43.41 a higher social status is
. . .

4likely to talk more and
..

be*more influential even ifthe new group task has
... . .

nothing to do with any of theta social statuses.

Status problems in groupwork among dollege,students are further compounded

by the typical instructor's belief that.because one is dealing with adults,
,A'

no special planning or structuring is necessary when assigning group tasks:..
.

. .

EVen though the students are adults, gropwork. still requires car7pl structuring
.

. . . ..
.

.

and. preplanning, and sometimes traininiCin IOW to behave is groups. In the

to
college classroom, students respond with boredom and anxiety to the instructor 1s

permissiire invitation, want you to discuss on a topic you really think is
0)

important." If the instructor sets a technical discussion question, the

discussion is ..icase of collective ignorance; the student's are angry that the

teacher is not doing 49/her job and teaching them something. If the group

tafacis a joint paper or presentation, it is often t* case that one student

decides to rideon the efforts of his/her classmates. He/she fails to carry

out part of the project and lets the others "cover." This is most upsetting.

to the group; they are often unwilling to sanction a peer for this behavior,

yet they feel it is manifestly unfair for that person to .receive a satisfactor;r2

2

.
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evaluation for a refusal to perform. The group ends with such a bad feeling

about the experience that it may be difficult to persuade the'participants

to try a group project ever again.

Has groupwork been oversold? The answer.to this_question is that the

proper design of groupwork for classrooms cannot be achieved without a more

general understanding of sope of the phenomena that take plaue.in human groups.

Once the teacher, has made Aproper analysis of certain problem like status
/ -

differences in.thi,group, th re are/available/me relatively simple interven-,

tions which can "Short-cireu

But analysis and ipplica

undesirable domination.

ion of general prInciples are not enough. In
. .

addition, the proper engine'ering of groupwOrk for classrooms requires meticulous

analysis of the nature of the task, the resources it requires, and the relation-

ship between the group experience and attainment of learning objectives.

.Finally, groupwork requires, very careful preparation of materials, managlithent

ofthe,time available, and considerable attention to creating totally clear
ifts

instructions Co the students. This chapter introduces a minimal number of

concepts needed to understand some of the phenamena that take place in small.

_task:groups. The next chapters willagain introdUce a minimal number of

abstractions which have proven useful ,in structuring the group task so as to

avoid many of the common problems listed above.
4

Behavior of Task Oriented Groups
S

Laboratory studigs ofAsmall groups workingoon discussion and problem-

solving taski usually find'that participation of various members is unequal.
-ir,

FoF example, I have studied over'100 four-person groups in the past five

'Yearsi,,.It is practically never the case that each person contributes one-.-

quarter of the speeches having to do with the task at hand. Instead, one

27
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. ,

person may be extremely active, and another perion may have.almost nothing to

0.
say. A moment's thought will lead to the realization that for most of the time

allotted to the task by the person in charge only one person can talk at a

time'(although careful observation of many groups reveals 'tliat two people

'quite often are talking at the same time). If one person starts by doing most

of the talking incpe first few minutes, other people are more likely to address

remarks to that ,Rerson than they are to talk to someone who has said nothing as

yet. Having people talk to Mr./Ms.nHigh Initiator only encourageshIm/her

to go right on being a high participator. If you are a member of the group who

has said nothing as yet, it may feel quite awkward to start,an entirely new

line of thought, even though you happen to have the most valuable idea in the

group. Yoi.t may content yourself with just commenting on what the:high initiator

has said, or you may simply murmur agreement withiehat'that p,rson has asserted,

or you may continue to say, nothing.

As the groupwoik continues, it may become quite accepted by the group that

the high' initiator does most of the talking and is the most influential person,

while you do little except to go along with the group. If you are asked

who was the most influential person in the group, after the task is finished,.

you are very likely to choose the high initiator, The high-initiator is likely

to chode- him/herself as most influential:. Even among a group of people who .do

not know each other and who have been selected for a laboratory study on the

basis that they are all male, 19 or 20 yeats old, and white, this hierarchy of

influence will emerge. The members agree that one person has made the most

important contribution to the tasynd has had the best ideas (Berger, Conner,

& McKeown, 1969)

If the very same people are split up and assigned to different groups with

different taskstheywill-not necessarily behaiie the same way: High initiator

23
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may become mediuM initator, and low initiator may become the most influential

person on-the next task. These differences in behavior between tasks are a

product of three factors which must always be taken into consideration by the

engine-er of groupwork: the nature of the task, the initial patterns of

interaction, and the expectations all actors hold for the competence of the

task of each member of the group.

0 If this same group continues meeting oval time, there will be a remarkable
o

stability in these rankings on influence and leadership. As Webster describes

this stability, "If the group meets for several sessions on successive days,

the actor who ranked highest on initiation at the end of the first session

is.likely to rank highest on initiation at subSequent sessions" (Webster, 1975,.

p. 140).

Among a group ofstatua equals, this hierarchy does not alwa-ys develop

smoothly.'= In many laboratory groups'llich have been observed there is an

early status struggle. Two members will vie vigorously for the position of

who will be, the high initiator. They will sometimes attempt to form coalitions

with,other members'vf the group. The quality of the discussion suffers notice-

ably 'under-these circumstances. (For an excellent` discussion of these labors-.

tory findings, see,Murray.Webster, Jr.: Actions and actors: Principles of

social Osychology,.Chapter 6, "Power and Prestige." Cambridge,-Mass.:

Winthrop Pub., Inc., 1975, pp. 135-162.)

Teachers often see students as exhibiting persistent behavior pitternst.

because of personality characteristics which are inherent in the individual and

will reveal themselves in a variety of classroom situations. Teachers also

look at students in terms of a general "academic ability" concept and develop

ideas about how-well they will do in any new classroom task. In contrast, social
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psychology, if it has one single important lesson, teaches that behavior is very

often situational. The dramatic change in people's behavior from ontasleand

group composition to another is'a product of the differences in the social

situation.

Students of-sMail roups have tried to show that certain'peoplellive

"leadership abilities" and that these people will be "leaders" regardless of

theftask and. the compOsition-of the group. Laboratory studies fail to show that
Th

leadership is a cOnsistent characteristic of a peaonrather, one parson-may'

assume a leadership role-megroup but not in the next. The persOn whoia-o

emerges as leader among a group of status equals partly depends .on-the nature

of the task (Carter, Haythorn, & Howell, 1965). Classroom teachers often speak

of certain students.as exhibiting 'leadership ability." These are often the

better students. In doing so, the teacher is making the same error as those

social psychologists who assumed that leadership existed,across a variety of

- social situations. It may well be true that a certain student acts out the

role of leader, but this may be a product of an informal prestige hierarchy in

the school yard or because the teacher is constantly calling upon this person

to play the role of'leader imtheclasSioom. Other students have the capacity

to play the very same role, out the situation is never-structured to allow them

to do so.

- This tendency of people to respond differently to new social situations

can be put to work by the instructor in designing groupwork. By restructuring

the social situation, one can produce new and different and desirable behaviors.

The perennially quiet student may play a leadership role. The poor student

who often avoids classroom work may become a highly active participant,on an

academic group task. He/she may even on occasion serve as a group expert.
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Students Will behave quite differently in different:groups when the teacher

modifies,the compositign of the group, the nature of the task, the ideas
.4:1:4

about how one ought to behave in the group setting, and the expectations

.

for cmnpetence_oLeachmember of'ihe group.

The Laboratory vs. Ae4Claissrmoil.

The typical laboratory group consists of people who do not know each

otherthey are oftenCollege Students,all of the same race, sex,*and age.

There are some key differences be`ween these laboratory groups and class-

, room groups. There are also some key slopilarities which allow us to transfer

and apply some of the knowledge gained from laboratory research to the bless-

Differences

A classroom group is by.no means a meeting of "status equals."

Classmate0 are not typically all of one social status--there are girls and

boys. Sex constitutes one kind of a status. aracteristic, and in many social

situations men have a higher social status than women (for example, in the

ad of schools and universitips). Other kinds.of social status .

. -
difference within,a classroom are racial and ethnic differences. Certain

racial and ethnic groups in American society haye,historically been powerless-
.

and have had far less than their fair share of the economic resources in the

society as a whole. At the present time these groups can be said to have

l6Wer social status than White Anglos who control economic resources d

occupy more powerful positions. When we bring together people_Of different

social status in a collective task, the stage is set.for a reenaction of the

pattern of high status domination of the society as a whole. This holds

for both adults and schoolchildren. Many studies show patterns of unequal
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.

.. 74/
.....participation in mixed status-groups of schoolchildren and adultspatterns .-------,,,.

of domination by high status group members (Strodtbeck, James, & Hawkins,

Groups .

1957;. Torrance, 1955; Cohen, 1972; Zander & Van Egiond, 1963).

There. are other kinds of-status differences in classroom groups besides
F ... , AO .

those that are a:reflection,of status distinctionsmede in society at large.
.-. ,,

. . .
.

--.There are "objective" differences between students in mastery of the topics'

in the curriculum% These differences are objectified in test scores:, grades,

comments by the instructor on how wella'student is doing, and in the
v.

difficulty.of thetask a.teather will assign ,a certain student. These

differences in expertise are not private ktiowledge. Teachers make public

It

evaldations,' particularlduring recitation; grades are +times posted.

The students themselves compare grades, test scores, the speed with, which

taaks'srerecompleted, and the difficulty of the tasks or text they hive

been assigned.

I have placed the word "objective" in quotation marks in order to stress

that the defining of a classroom skill and what constitutes "expertise"

.in that ski4 has many elements which are aiiiatter of social definition.

These differences in mastery of a skill are not all given in the nature

4of the subject matter. For example, expertise in a rithmetic as defineby

classroom teachers often involves the speed with which a student completes.
.

a series of numeric examples on a test and does not take into account

whether or not a student grasps theunderlying concepts and we-demonstrate

. transfer of,understatiding-to a more life-like problem solution. Thus the '

best arithmetic student -in the fitst classroom might not be the best in a

.
,

classrocia which stressed the second definition of being good in arithmetic.

These "objective" distinctions Constitute a relatively rational basis
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for expert status in group tasks which involve the very same skill on
, --,.... -____ ,

, .

whist} a student has been defined as excellent. For example, if the instructor
, . -4 '

. sets a group task which is identical with individual exercises and tests
---- .

, ...
*5. -_

.the students hat.7e been experiencing, then the student who-__ is-seen as the mos

idvanCed.in the relevant skills will be viewed as a high status expert -in_

the group. His or her opinions will have more weight than those of other

group Members who have not been. evaluated as highlyin this subject. The

other students in the group may decide to let the "expert" do the whole

'job.
-...

Expert-status which will affect influence on .a task relevant to the

dimension onwhich the person is considered an expert is quite different'

from others kinds of academic status which hav: acts even on tasks where

th no.rational reason for t o do so. Some academic status

.differences have t e power to spread into new tasks which have no 'relation-

ship to the'inilial academic difference. For example; in ou research,

we have idenaied reading ability among elementary schoop u nts as a

,particularly powerful status characteristic. Not only will those ren

who are seen as high in reading ability have high'status on a reading up

task, they will also have high status in a re\Igroup task which does not \

reading (Rosenholiz,,1977):

Reading ability has this powerful effect, in all probability; because-

.reading is defined as,a central academic skill, and because it is made a

prerequisite for most academic tasks by the fifth Or sixth grade. Those

who-are good readers generally receive better grades in many subjects than

those who are poor.zeadecs--partly because reading is a prerequisite for

successful completion of assignments in social studies, science, and even

33
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u
ih word problems_ in dathenatics.

Children (and some, teachers) see'reading ability as an index of something

more general than a specific, relatively mechanical skill. Reading
AP
ability is

,

used as an index of how smatt;la graiWschool studentid. Thus good readers

develop a general expectation for Intellectual competence over a wide range'.,

ociasks, and poor readers develop general expectations for incompetence at

that same range of tasks. Rank on reading ability is evidently public Xnowledge
.

.

in many elementary classiooms. In most of the classrooms we hale studied

:'-the students are Ole to rank older oath other on reading ability with a
high level-of agreement. Furthermore, the tdechers''ranking is in agreement6

with'the tudents' ranking. This means that if you are the poor reader, your

classmates hold expectations -for your incompetence in addition to your own

low expectations for competence. Likewise, they hold high expectations ,for

competence for those they-piieeive ashaving high reading ability. These

students in turn expect, to do,well and know they are expected to.do so

(Rosenholtz & Wilson; 1980).

As the students grow older and readifig skill is not so problematic, a

general academicability ranking can /lot as a source of(status among class-

Mates.. Some students are perceived as bettet at schoolwork or as.having

higher academic ability. These students will also act as high status members
$

in a wide range of group tasks, including those that involve no academic

- skills a'. all (Hoffman & Cohen, 1972).

In review, a major, difference botween classroom groups and most labora-

tory giOups is that classroom groUps are often mixed status groups. There

are status differcnes based on societal distinctions such e six, race, and

social class. There are differences in expert status which are of specific

r.
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relevance to the task assigned by the teacher, and there are academic status

characteristics such as reading ability and academic ability which can

generalize tojirrelevanttaiks.

In addition to peoplt who dominate groups because they'are high status,

there are other people who ddminate groups because they are socially powerful.

.Because classroom, are ongoing socia systems in comparison to "one-shot"

laboratory study'

There is a World

groups, there is still a further relevantdifference.

of informal social relations among classmates, particularly

in the settings where membership is stable over time and where most people

intim school know each other. During the many interchanges outside and inside

,

the classroOm, some students'come to be Widely-influential. In classrooms .

4 .

Where social powtr has been studied, certain children are identified with

great regularity as one of the three students who are "most able to get you
t

, -

to do things" or alternatiVely.as one of the three who -are- - "least able to

get you to do things." As in this research literature, I-will refer to this

ability to influence others as social power.

Techniques of social power amoin children are not always physical

coercion. Among boys social -power is often correlated with athletic skill.
. -

Several studies have revealedthat among girls it is correlated witA'

attractiveness and.beingt,good at schoolviork. Powerful childrenor adults

can appeal to others by making them feel very good if they conform to his!

her values and ver9rguilty if they refuse to Conform. This is the hallmark

of the poweiful

can persuade o

lescent in a peer group context where powerful. members

dress and walk in ways which seem bizarre to outsiders.

In more sub s, -this same phenomenon.of social power is at work

in adult groups. Certain individuals may be been as attractive and influential

35
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on,the campus or in the organizational setting outside the classroom. These.
0 ,

a
,

,individuals have the same power to influence others in a group task assigned ;

.by the teacher'ap they do in the organization at large.
.

Similarities

Classroom groups and laboratory groups do have some important similarities.

We have defined groupwork as a collective task, where' individuals need

each other in order to attain the group"goal. In most small group laboratory

studies, the brood is given a col ective task. Members are interdependent

in carrying out that task.

The concept of g collective -fask is crucial in understanding why

high status AmdividualS, dome to dominate groups and why ierarchies of

,prestige cy.relop in groupwork. An important feature of a collective task

lies in 'the directive to come to some concensus as a grou or to make

contributions to a joint produdt. This produces a situation-.where Members

are 'forced to evaluate eadvother's ideas or contributions. Their group

product is only as good'as the ideas and contributions that go into it.

Assuming that a group member is involped and anxious for the group to do

a good job, that group. member will be very concerned with ,the competence

of every other member who makes'a contribution to the final product. This has

powerful effects on people's b ehavior as they struggle to evaluate and are

evaluated. Some of the side effects are not particularly desirable in an

educational setting, and much that we have to advise is in the way of softening

some aspects of this rugged interpersonal ?rocess.

Another key similarity is the presence of an authority figure cho

Makes a clear delegation of a task to the group and is in a position to

evaluate the individual's performance and /ox the group product. In the
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claisroom case it is easy to identify this authority figure as the teacher._

a'
.Tn the labiorator;, we, do not often .think of the host experimenter as. an

l'.. . .

authority figure operatiagein the organizational context of the university

..--....

where the experiment'is run, but that is the way most experimental subjects/.\

1 regard him or her.' -.Just like students in classrooms, subjects in experiments

L.- ..

are very concerned with the evaluition the. host experimenter might make of_

,.them or their group. They are, just like students, dependent on clarity
,

'of instrictions.for the successat their task: Furthermore, they are usually

paid for their time and feel constrained to do a goad job-on the task for

-which they have been hired.--Studats in classroom groups are not paid, but

they are concerned with the teacher's evaluation and if it is made clear to
. ,

them that responsibility for success.of the group task rests, on their shoulders,

they will undertake respbnsibility to carry out the task in'a.serious and

mature fashion, even when quite young in years.
.

.

A teacher who is successful in groupwori must be aware of his/her role

as an authority figure. He/she must make a 'clear and explicit delegation Qf

responsibility andauthority to each workgroup. The dtudents should also

be clear on the criteria for formal evaluating of performance and who has the

right to apply these criterih.:
0

Status Generalization: A Self-fulfiiling,Prophecy

I have discussed a number of problems with groupwork. The central problem

has been identified as the unwanted domination of groups by a person who does

not necessarily haim the best ideas, but wklo'dominates by 'virtue of social

or academic status.' Also undesirable in this situation is the member of the

group rho says practically hotbing and who emerges from the situation '

feeling ld ke they have been Incompetent on the,group task.
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Before going on to give some trinciPlea for treatment of the pfaie*,

it is essential to understand how this process operates. Just what happens

to allow a person who is high on.reading ability or a White person to

become the most influential person on a task which his nothing to do with

reading or race?` Many explanations are possible. I have found that the

explanation offered by Expectation States Theory is enormously...useful as

4
a basisfor developing ways of'intervening and.preventing to desixed domination

by high status members of classroom groups. This is a body
)

of theory developed

by sociologists and tested in laboratory and field settings. The theory

is set out in rigorous and logical foim; parts of it have even been thematized.

For a general riview of these findings, see Webster &\Nriskell, 178.)

r

" When the instructor brings together a group in the classroom,which is
$

mixed in perceived academic status on a collective task, the stage is set

for process"of status.generalizationl -.According to the theory, the'scenario,

Pr ceeds as follows: If the task is one which does not resemble any of the

gular school sUblg4s, no one will be seen as having initial expert status.

e group has 110 really rational basis for expecting one person to be much

more,competent.at this particular task. However, the initial status differences

in the group become the basis for people to decide yho will be the most

competent -and the least competent at the new"task. The collective nature of

the task forces the group members-

Attached to status chaiacteristics

to make evaluation of each other's competence.

such as ,reading ability are expectations

for competence and incompetence at a wide varietyof tasks: These expectations,

often unconscious and always invisible, become activated in the new situation.
1

They then become relevant to the new collective task eve though there is no

rational reason for this to berthe case. Finally, they become the basis for

4
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assignment of expected competence ;on the npw task.

Once the three 'hypothetical
.

step's have taken place--activation,

Groups

-relevance, and assignment---the stage is set for the familiar pattern of

hAavior described earlier An this; chapter. The students with high status
i

expect to be and are expected by'others to be more competent on the group-
,

work assignment. They start by talking more. The low status students expect

to be and are expected to be less Competent. They start, by doing more listening

and lesitalking. The net result of this prOcess'is a prestige and power

order in the small group.which is like the initial status order in reading

ability or other status ranking on which the'group differs. This process

can:bedescribed as a self-fulfilling'prophecy whereby initial differences,.

in expectations for competence turnout to be observable differences in

.participation and influence. .

- There is evidence to the effect. that groups taken right out of ongoing

classrooms function just'as the theory describes. For example, Rosenholtz lz

hid fourth graders rank each other on how goOd they were at reading., Then,

she composed four-person groups of classmates who were all the same sex and

race, but differed on perceived reading ability. She had some groups with
,

1

mixed high and medium reading ability 'sad some goups with mixed medikand

low ability. She asked them to play a game called,"Shoot the Moon," whiCH

has functioned as a measure of status effects in much of the research on

the application of Expectation States Theory to classrooms. This game requires

no school-like skills. However, it does meet the requirements of the theory

that it be a collective task. The roup must make repeated decisions as to

which way ta,proceedAon a game board. When the group has decidedwhich

way to go, the host experimenter rolls a die which deterdines how many spaces

39
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the playing piece Will advance. Tht total score of thegroup depends one

adding tp. the values printed the space where the playing piece lands.

The group must reach the moon in 14 turns or less and is directed'to attain

the highest score possible. Even the addition is done, by the experimenter.
,.

On artask like, this, Rosenholtz found.that the high readers were more active

and influential than the medium readers.- And in the other set of. groups the

medium readers were more, active than the lows. Furthermore, these results

held for the female groups as well a$ the male groups ( Rosenholtz, 19130).

Similar results were ,found' earlier by-Hpffman, Who composed groups

from a junior high school social studies classroom. Hoffman had the students

rank e ach other on how good they were at schoolwork. His task was introduced

to the students as a "game" that was being developed for non-school purposes.

4
Yeti his results were just like those of Rosenholtz. The effect of academic

status generalized into the new task where no academic skills were called

for SHoffman: & Cohen, 1972):

The significance for teachers of these two studies is that even if,

-in an effort to (hake groupwork a great success, the teacher chooses a

gam-like task which requires no schobl- ?elated skills, it will not prevent

the phenomdnon of status generalization from taking place. The high-readers-

will assume they will be the most competent at this new task as well.

Classrooms have uch complicated social structures from-the point'Of

view of status and power relationships that examinit,ion of what happens in

small groups can simultaneously reflect more than one of these status and power

factors. For example, a classic study of third graders by Zander and

Van Egmond formed groups of classmates and had them do such problem-solving

tasks as coming to agreement on the number of beans in a bottle. Analysis

Coo
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of the data revealed that there were at least three variables which, edicted

who would make successful attempts to influence the group. Those children

who were higher in IQ tended to be more influential. Those children who were

named as socially powerful by their classmates were more influential .n the

4
small groups, and boys were so much more influential than girls that even

girls who were named as socially powerful were less active and influential
A

than low power boys. These results can be seen as the simultaneous operation ,

..

of academic status, sex as a status characteristic, and the-informal power

and-influence whichdevelops between classmates. These forces are all

operating during the innocent classroom task of coming to concexsus on the

number of beans in a,bottle - -a rather -silly task where none of these status

and power variables have anything much to do with competence ffam a rational

perspective.
1

The Working Concepts

In bringing this theoretical chapter to a close, I want to review

briefly the Major concepts which can be used to create solutions to the

problems described. The first major concept to remember is the idea of

the collective task where students are forced into an interdependent

relationship in order to accomplish the goal set by the teacher. This is

the key condition which sets the stage for the opsration of the self-fulfilling

`prophecY we have described above. ,

The second major concept Is that of elialuation..___Interdependence-i-force

4'
people to make evaluations of each other's competence at the task. If there,

is no expert in the group who is known to excel at this particular task, the

members will make use of other status information to organi4e their evaluations

for competence. Students in classrooms are constantly making evaluations of

t

41 .4
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each other. Furthermore, students care a great deal about their classmates'

evaluations of their competence. 4

Evaluation takes on an added dimension because grohpwork is set,in

an. rganizational context. People in the organization, such as the teacher,

have the right and duty to make formal evaluations of the. student. This issue

of formal evaluation also affects the operation of people in groupwork. Even

while students are working,in groups, they all be very concerned with the

.N)teacher's evaluation of their contribution to the group and ,the teacher's

evaluation of the group product., Thus 'the instructor must chink carefully,

about interpersonal evaluation in the group and about the formal 'criteria for

evaluation of achievement in the Context of the group. 'she whole,issue of

what happens to evaluation of the teacher in the context of groupwork is

Quite critical and can neverte ignored in planning groupwork.

The third major concept is that of expectations for competen Students

form expectation's for competence for specific academic tasks,on the basis of
_

"their past experience with these taks and the evaluation's they have received.

What is 'not Often pointed, out is that student expectations for competence

are a function of evaluations they receive from.classmates as Well as from

the teacher. Some of these expectations for competence are, specific and Apply

only to a strictll releVant task. We have called these differenes in compe-r.

tence, expert status. Other expectations for competence, such as those based

on reading ability ar.ac-: i.c bility are-caps lT16-61-iineraIizing to a wide
,

range of classroom tasks: These are termed status characteristics and the

process is called status generalization.

We LFwe introduCed three major bases of differentiation between class-

mates: They Tay come from different social status groups; they hold different

44
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rankings on an academic status characteristic; and they develop informal

relations of power and influence over, each other. When a teacher assigns a

groupwork task, she/he ignores thesedifferences between students at,his

or her own peril.' They are each'quite capable of preventing the achievement

of the primary objective of groupwork.

In the next chapters I take advantage of the general social psychological

principle that behavior is often situational. By changing the social situation

in which the groupwork task takes place, the teacher can avoid undesirable

domination and non-participation by members of the' groups.' The concepts

provided 'in this chaPtei are the working tools used to design these interven-

tions. Furthermore, these concepts provide the tools for the instructor to

analyze what is likely to happen given a groupwork assignment in a particul

class.

1,

c.

t
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Chapter V

Treating Expectations

Suppose that you have decided that-yod cannot avoid a truly inter-

dependent task. You want the students to have the intellectual experience

Of doing a group paper or a group_research projeCt or making a group

presentation. You want them td havd the experience(of creative problem

-solving as a, oup. Or alternatively, you may.wantto design a situation

in which students of low'academic status have an opportunity to be evaluated

more favorably by classmates and hemselves--in other-i;iai'ds, you may' wanlrio
1.

treat expectations for competence in those students who show you that they

have low general expectations for success in the classroom.

Perhaps your objective is to achieve interracial cooperation in a

desegregated situation; or finally you may want to teach students how to

work in groups so/that you will be able to set group tasks throughout the

gear and so that they will have these important skills as adults. For any of

these objectives, one Must deal with the problems of differential expectations
. . 4

for competence in the group described in Chapter III.

MAKING, A LOW STATUS STUDENT GROUP EXPERT
ti

If your goal is -to change low expectations for competence, then, an

obvious possibilityis to design a situation where the student who is expected
\

to beincompetent will actually be so competent as tolbe able to function as

xpert-wiXtrancrther-s-tnuent Ur 4 6Luup of-etude nts--.---11mEsimplvrar-and

probably safest way to do this is to locate a task where tbe student is already,

actually an expert. An example might be a Spanish-speaking child who could
.

teach classmates a'song o t. poem in Spanish. Even this fairly obvious

strategy requires very careful analysis. Do not asthat because a student

44
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can speak in Spanish that he knows how to teach something in Spanish: He/she

will need to be carefully-prepared for the teaching_xole. SecOndly, this is

Ap kind ofeXpertiie which Hispanic students areexpectedlto have--as a

cultural or racial stereotype. It is unlikely that this experience,will

alter expectations for competence on other kinds of tasks, because the situation

in which the child functions as expert is viewed in a narrow stereotypical

fashion. It is similar to a situation in which females are expert in cooking

or blacksxpert at basketball. Despite these limitations, this narrow version

of eertise has, some merit if it gives the low status a chance.to

A -

function in the leadership role of a teacher. Unless ithe teacher points out

0 that teaching the group itself, constitutes a special kind of expertise and

represents competence in animportant skill, the group will never notice

that "teaching the song" is a different skill_fromi"singing the song."

There are areas of strength for each student that can be employed

in setting up groups with resident experts - -areas of strength which are not

stereotypical. I have seen classrooms with a list of all students'. names,

4

:each,list4as an,expert of some sort. This simple technique can provide a

workabie_group as long as the membersoctually believe that the student is

an expert and the student is,actually competent.

We have carried out many experiments where expectations were treated by

.

having the low statue person exhibit.a high level of competence in the role
4

of teacher of a high status student.. This method of treatment-is called

Expectation Training. Theoretically, if one is successful in producing

favorable evaruations of the student's competence, that is, he makes favorable

do

evaluations of himself and the high status students make favorable evaluations

of him--then new favorable evaluations combine with old negative ones based

on the status characteristic. The result is an improved participation and

4
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influence rate in any new collective task that is introduca. Tasks for
, - 4,-

Expectation Training are not culturally- specific or stereotyped for any
°,-,. .

group. We have used tasks like teaching sometting,about the Malay language
C.

and culture, teaching how to build a two transistor radio, or. teaching how to

solve a plastic Chinese puzzle._
/ . .

These laboratory Studies have consistently shown in American and
. ,

.
4

i.r.i. .
,

. other cultural settings that Expectation Training can increase the parti-
, .

.
;

cipation anlinfluence of children with lowI

social
r

status so that the yesult

is a pattern-of equal status behavior (Cohaa & Roper, 1972; Cook, 1974; Cohen

& Sharan, 1980). .In a group which shows equal status behavior; you cannot'

tell who will be the most active and influential, by a person's race, social

Class or academic status. Sometimes it is the high status member and some-

times it is the low status member.
_

The laboratory atudiet otExpectation Training were all with children

who knew nothing about,each other but the fact they were from different

social 'status backgrounds. In an interracial summer school study, we were

-able to show that ff,Expectation Training were usedthefirst week, it wa

possible tomaintain equal status behavior for six weeks. At the. end of the

as active and influential,six week summer program, the Black children were
--

if not more active and influential, than the White
4 .

tasks(Cohen, LoCkheed, Se...Lohman, 1976). In this summer school setting the

childrdh on.colledtive

r

curriculum did not require conventional school skills as a prerequisite to

success on tasks in the_curriculum. For example, one part,of the curriculum

taught-movie-making, Children worked-in small-groups-rotating-roles as

camera person, director,, actor, etc. All of this took place after the Black

children had functioned as teachersvf the White children on a series of

academic'andnon-academic tasks. For'this pirpose the Black children came

to'the'summer school a week early for special training in their role as

teachers (Cohen, Lockheed;-, kIlohman, 1976).

46
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Over the years, of this research I have lesined that there are some

cautions that should be exercised in thii particular treatment. It should

never be undertaken lightly and not at all if the teacher doesUot have the

resources (aides, older students, volunteers) to spend time with each low.
.6

status child who will function in the role of teacher. The dangevis as

follows: If you allow the low status child to function in the. role of teacher

and to fail in that role:you will have knoWingly exposed that student to

;another overwhelming negatiVe evaluation. This must not be allowed to happen.

One of the Most difficult things to achieve in thiskind of, a treatment

I

_

,
Y is to Convince the low status persoi of his/her own competence. You may

,

'Observe that the student can both carry-out the task and teach the task with
,

\ . -
.

,
. , 1

.. .

.

considerable aplomb and skill. But you would be surprised to realize that

0

studenti maystill make a very low evaluation of their skill. .,,The experiments ,

on Expectation Training used video equipment to tape the skilled behavior of

the low status student and to play ii back to both low and the high stativ

students, pointing out specifically -where he/she was explaining things so

well, speaking up. anA:Acting_so_sel&confidently. In the classroo51 situation,.

some way must be found for theadult to point out and reinforce the clearly e.

demonstrated skills othe low status student so that neither he or anyone

in the group can miss them. (A tape recorder might be employed.)

Obviously, the student must be so well prepared that this is genuine praise__

never; never lie about such matters!

Expectation Training is a extraordinarily powerful treatment. The low.

status student not only displays impreisive competence, but is in a powerful

position to direct the behavior of the high status student as does every

teacher= -a rare opportunity for this student in most classrooms. Even though,

the low status student may teach a new non-academic task such as a Chinese

puzzle, the favorable evaluations of the student as competent in the task

and as a skilled teacher will transfer to a wide variety of tasks involving

47 ,
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other intellectual skills. However, it is not the most practical treatment

_ for the classroom setting: Teachers often do not have the time to prepare

students for their role as teacher so that they are absolutely sure the

child will not lail. Even if an aide is assigned this task, the aide will

need to be carefully trained so that each child reaches some Specific

criterion level of'competence before any demonstration of teaching Skills

takes place.

Another important problem may come u0'in having the aide do the-

training. If the teacher _belongs to a high social status ethnic:or racial

group. and the aide'belongs to the same minority group as do the loW status

'students, then one may unwittingly undo the effects of Expectation Training.

Experimental results have shown.titat Expectation Training will not produce
. .

the desired effects in settings where the adults mirror the status order of .

the outside society, i.e., the Anglo teacher is the "boss" and the Hispanic

aide clearly functions as,a subordinate. .Uqless the aide and the teacherclearly
, .

model equal status behavior fOr the children, the low status child is likely

-tp think that it is illegitimate in ,a desegregated setting to speak up and-,,
.

tell high status children what to do (Robbins, 1977). Thus, even after

Expectation Training, the children of high'social and academic status will

still dominate.

There are added complications in the cla/ ssroom setting. One Cannot
\

. .

expect the effects of.Expectation Training to, spread to specific academic
'

collective tasks where some students have been publicly evaluated as "expert'

by receiving the hest grades. As explained in the previous chapter, the group

will expect that the person who has received praise for a task like the one

they are about to1do and'who has received the best marks in that subject will

be the most competent. In order to avoid the student assumption
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4, that any task in social studies will be best performed by the best reader

and/or the person who gets "A's'.' on the social studies! tests, special steps

must be taken to redefine the skills involved in the new collective task.

But that is taking-mem, to the next strattivollefining Multiple 'Abilities.

This is the itrategyWhigh has proved most practical and applicable in class-

}0'
room situations. The use of groupwork is at te core of this strategy.

DEFININGMULTIPLE ABILILITIES

Let us return to the basic model of how expectations for competence
.4

become activated and relevant to new tasks see.byttie teacher. We have said

that people will pickspecific relevant competences as the first and preferred

basis for'deciding how competent they and other people will be at the ne*

task. If there is no clearcompeterice that is relevant (such as skill in

drawing for an art task), then they will'use social and academic status

information to decide who will be most competent. ow suppose the teacher

intervenes by saying that there are many differeht skills that are involved

in'ple new task. The teacher names Those skills and shows why they are

relevant to the new task. The teacher spect ally explains that "No,pne
r

person is going to be good at\ali theie skills; everyone ib'going to be good

at at least one."

This sounds simple; it is actually a prOfound alteration in

the social situation because it alters expectations for competence at the aew

task. The participants accept the proposition that many different abilities

are relevant to thenew task, and that different students will be good at

different aspects of the new task --they 'will conclude that academic status

i hotthe only basis for competence on, the new task. The stage is set.for

students who may have low academic status to'form favorable evaluations of

themselvea and'for peers to form favorable evaluations of the low status

student's cont ution on at least some aiplgts of the new task. Once this
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favorable'evaldation has formed,, on many new collective tasks, the low status

students will be much more active and influential than if they had not had

this-experience. Instead of a uniform set of low expectations, for competence

there are now a set of mixed expectations for the low status student--some

favorhble and some.unfavorable. The net result is a real improvement in their

position relative to that of the higher status student.

Research Evidence

This intervention in the process of status generalization was originally

developed by J. Stulac in l'h-leboratory study of children selected on the

*basis of havihg high andaverage est mates of their Own read g ability.

Although they did not come from the same school Stulac devised away to inform

them of their relative scone on reading: She then introduced a creative

problem solving task oftet\

(Hall, 1971). This task r

landed on the moon. There

used in'classrooms, called "LOst on the Moon"
41 a

quires the group to imagine 'that they have 'Crash

,

are only 13 objects which have Vten salvaged-from,

the wreck. The group must come to'concensus on the rank order of importance

of these 13 objects for their survival as a group. They az:. tdld that experts

from NASA have rank ordered these objects in the best possible way. Before

the experimental groups had the chance to discuss this task Stulac informed

them that many different abilities were Important to a good group solution.

These included "listening carefully to what other people have t,) say,"

"thinking of new and original uses for objects," "getting the group to move

forward on their task," etc. She said that no one person would be good at all

these abilitities, but that each person would be good at at least one. Further-'

more, she said that reading, had no relevance to this particular task since

all the objects were pictured on cards for the students. She then had the

four person groups made up of two Higher Readers and two Average'Readers

discusseand reach concensus on the rank order of the 13 objects. After they

,
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'had finiehed'she presented them with a new and different collect task.

This was the,standard gale task described in Chapter,III, called Shoot-the-

Moon .which -has been used thrOughout the program orstatus researCh On the

Shoot-the-Moon game, the four-person group must make repeated.decisions.

' Unless something is done to interfere with the process, one may expect

readers of higher perceived ability to dominate. St s results showed

that the Average Readers were iighificantly more active.and influentialonthe

new collective.task if they experienced "Lost on the Moon" definedas requiring

Multiple abilities than if grey were in the control group. where'' they simply

discussed the "Lost on the MOon" task without any definition of the abilities

involved (Stulac, 1975). Stulac demonstrated that one can effectively inter-
s

fere with status generalizatibn by defining multiple abilities as relevant

to a task
1

thereby'preventing students from assuming that only academic or

social statusvill be.a relevant basis for predictions of competence. Once

this has occurred, mire favorable evaluations for low status students will

affect their - behavior on subsequent tasks.

1

Rosenholtz carried this treatment into classrooms. In a school with

children of a wide socialclass range` (all Angld white children), she brought

a one-week version of this treatment called-the Multiple Ability C rriculum.

The Multiple Ability Curriculum went much further than Stulac's t atment. It

lastedaytole week for an hour per day-and was carried out on fourth grade

children who had known each other for some time and who had many opportunities

to make evaluations of each other on reading ability.

Her preliminary-study showed_thutin_this_tathet_traditional_schobl_____________A

which emphasized ability .;rouping and competition, the students showed a high

ti

degree of agreement on their ranking of each other on reading ability In

Note that . Stulac also defined reading as irrelevant to Lost on- the Moon. This"
additional step is not always desirable P.R.a classroom setting. Rosenholtz later
showed that a multiple ability treatment will be effective even when nothing is
said abopt the relevance of reading to the collective task (1977).

51 4
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'-untreated. four person groups of mixed reading status, High Readers were

extremely dominant. It was often the case that both the readers with higher

relative reading status were more active and influential cthan both the readers
9

with the lower status. This is the study described in Chapter III.

The Multiple-Ability Curriculum offered a whole series of tasks as

representative of three different abilities. The curriculumimade explicit

an important general lesson: There are many human abilities children and

adults use in solving problems in life. The three abilities Rosenholtz

selected as examples were Visual Thinking, Reasoning, and Intuitive. Think

In each case, she showed.a film strip of how people use each of these

intellectual abilities to solve-problems ollowing.the presentation of
114.,

each film strip, children were assigneA -heterogeneous groups. They w

told that toey were about to carry out a task which'use& the ability a, der

discussion. 9

One adult sat with each gropp to explain the games and to make sure

that each student had a satisfactory to, successful experience.' These tasks.

were carefully engineered so that self-141filling, prophecies could not take'

place while the Low Readers were gaining more favorab,le evaluations of their

competence. One way this was donewies to require students to guess the answer
Nark

to the Problem only when it was their turn.

"Guess My Rule" was one such task describe& as an example of ReasSning

Ability. Materials included .a circle of yarn plaCed in th'e middle of the

table, a stack of cards with small and large circles, squares And diamonds

uegreen_and_rad.,_and_a_stack of rule-cards-each-containing-a-rule---

telling which symbols bbloriged inside the yarn circle. "All fgur-Sided objects"

or"AI1 shapes small and green" were two such rule catds; these cards were

written partially in picture symbols. One student held the 'rule card so others

not see it The students then took turns in putting shapes inside the
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circle, asking "Does this fit the rule?" After receiving a "Yes:' "Nor answer

fromcthe rule card holder, that person was entitled to one guess,as to the rule."'

As the game progres ed, the collection of symbols fitting the rule and cleft inside

4

the yarn circle yielded more and more clues as.tp the rule. After someone had

guessed the rule correctly, the next person around the table became the "Rule

Card Holder," a position power. Thus, it was impossible for one child to

dominate this game and for another child eo be left out. The logic recired was

challenging; and teachers were often.quite surprised to find that students who are not

good readers have exdellen powers of logical deduction.

Another way of pr venting self-fulfilling prophecies Rosenholtz used

required each person to ma e a contribution before the'group product was created.

One task of this type was part of the Visual Thinking series Each child held

a 4" xl"xl" block of wood. On each long flat surface' was glued 1/5 of a Snoopy

picture. The children dould not show each other their piece. The adult held one

of the blocks and'started by describing her part of the picture on one side of

the block. ,This gaveAthe group the cue as to which side of their block belonged

in the picture. They each,,in turn, described their block until it became clear

whose block belonged where in the picture. When they thought they had it 'figured

out, each member would put down a block in place and a picture appeared, all

;assembled. These Rosenholtz task:1i are all thoroughly challenging; adult groups

have a good deal of difficulty with them because they are not as willing to make

'guesses as.children are.

This curriculum went ou for .one hour each day for a week. Groups were

.0.

recomposed with new members afterfeach task so that a wide variety of classmates

worked together. Following this experience, the effect of the curriculum was

measured in two ways. In order to see if new, more favorable evaluations had

developed for Low Readers, each student rate& their own ability at Reasoning,

Visual Thinking and Intuitive Thinking. Re'sults showed very few negative

t)
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self-evaluations; the range was from "average" to "superior." The self-ratings

of High Readers on the -new abilities were.no higher than those of the Low Readers.

The second measurement of effect was the standard game of Shoot-the-Moon.

In the results, the'tow Readers who had experienced the curriculum were signif-

icantly more active and influential on the new task than those Low Readers who

were studied in untreated classrooms. Behavior was not really equal status in

these groups in that there was still a tendency for High Readers to be more

active and influential. But the advantage of the High Readers was greatly reduced

by treatment (1980).

J
A lication of Multi-Abilit Treatments

A.:It is neither difficult rot expensive for the instructor to .define a

collective instructional task as "Multi-ability." It does, hdwever, require

a rethinking of the skills and abilities necessary for the task given to groups.

There is no "correct list" of human abilities; it.is a problem of analysis

and a new way of thinking about human competence. If the teacher really believes

that students can be arranged on a single dimension, running from "intelligent"

to "unintelligent" and that a student's skills in conventional academic subjects

like reading and writing are an adequate index of how intelligent he or she

. is--then it will be very difficult to carry out a multi7ability treatment. If,

hdwever, the instructor takes a fresh look at intellectual abilities as they are

used in solving challenging mental problems in adult life rather' than in con-

ventional classrooms:, it becomes much easier to see that one can pull out

distinctive new talents. For example, a science task, in the schoolroom may seem

-to be-nothing-other-than comprehension.of a textbook chapter, but an actual

collective science task in the adult world of work involves reasoning, creativ4,

mechanical Inventiveness, precision, patience, keen observation etc:- -all in

17
addition to convention' skillsskills of reading and writing.
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As soon as the teacher realizes that it is a matter of how one defines .

the situation, many common classroom tasks can be'analyzed in this fashion.

The students themselves are quite capable of learning to pick out the multiple
4

abilities involved in a task, once they are given the idea by the instructor.

;"
With the caution in mind that my examples are not to be taken as the

.

preferred list of human abilities and skills, let me'give a few more suggestiOs.

% A teacher of English iiter:ture might easily define a group task of interpreting

the motives of' a main character; relevant abilities might include understanding-

why people behave the way they do; going over the text with great carecto glean .

additional clues; and finding a good way to phrase the group's answer. Minip-

.

ulative science tasks are.easily seen as requiring multiple abilities such as

keen.observation, precise manipulation; careful data recording; hypOthesizing

causes and effects; and writing up the repOri clearly and concisely. In social

studies
.i.

many assignments lend themselves to a multiple ability definition:because
...

, , \
they involve so many visual", interpretive-and artistic skills.

c

.

With younger childten, it is often possible to provide multiple ways for
....-

)

working through the problen -- drawing a pictute of how something works is as good

if not a better way of communicating an answer than'a written verbal description.

With-older students Working on research papers, there are so many analytic,

library, writing and editing skills that are relevant, that it should be quite

easy for the instructor to spell out a long list.

Even tennis instruction can be defined as involVing multiple abilities.

tennis instructor, of my acquaintance, 4lo wanted to avoid beginning students'

withdrawal from the class because they felt they were "no good at the 'sport,"

redefined the abilities necessary for the game. He used groupwork with each

group working a different subskill which he carefully defined as a separate
A

aspect,osuch as "serving;" "placing yourself on the court to receive the ball,"

"use of backhand," etc. When the group had every member' up to criterion on

c
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the practice drill of the new skill, thy proceeded to teach other groups the

skill they had mastered. Attendance at the tennis class was greatly improved

by this multiple ability application of groupwork.

Implied in' the aboxe' examples is a selection .of a group task on which it

is Possible to display different abilities.

Care must be taken. in constructing a multiple ability task for grOupwork.

. It should be one which the teacher sees as actually. involving different abilities

and skills. If she/he choosesa task requiring every member of the group 'to read

materials and to carry out some operation before participating in the group--then

the student who is a pool reader may be so)landicapped,that he/she will never

perform successfully.in this task. If, in contrast, the teacaer defines reading

the materials as only one'incidental,step in task completion and makeslit clear

that it is perfectly acceptable for one person to read the materials and explain

them to the others, then the poor readers will be able to make some stisfactory

contribution'on one of the otherskills in the task.

In introducing tasks,iit is essential to take the time to spell out

abilities. AlthoUgh It may seem awkward, it.is very effective to use Stulac's

wording, "Everyone will be good on at least one of these abilities. No one will

be good at all of them." Students themselves quickly adapt to this way of

breaking up their own thinking about human."smartness."

Short-term vs. Long-term Treatme4

If you taut to achieve active participation and to avoid having behavior

solely deiermined by status differences within the group for a particular learning
1

task, this way of defining the situation may be all that is necessary along witlja

careful choice of group task. Examples of such short -tern treatment might be the

introduction of a science curriculum involving laboratory work or learning centers,

Sc;
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teaching'computer skills, a psychology.class in high school, a speech class in

collage; or an adult-education class in some specific-set of skills.

If the purpose of the groupwork is simply to achieve active learning on

a particular curricular task, then the techniques just described will be useful.

If, however, the purpose of groupwork is a longterm improvement of low general

expectations for competence held by students in a classroom, then much more

fundamental changes ininstructiOn will be necessary. The distinction is one

between equalizing expectations for competence on a particular task vs. impioved

expectations for comipetence,and more active learning behavior over a wide range of

.

p*subjects and tasks. If you are only teaching a class for single purpose, then ,

.. .
I

you need only worry about defining that task as multi- ability. If you teach

,different.subjectS, many of which require some application of conventional

academic skills such as test-taking, reading and paper-writing, then you cannot

expect a transfer of improved expectations for competence 'from the apedial

multi-ability task to conventional academic tasks. Unless steps are taken to

intervene, the students will assume that their previous grades in such activities

are the most relevant basis for predicting their Oerformance on what they see is

conventional tasks.

Both.Stulac and Rosehnoltzshowed that the multi-ability definition of the

situation would transfer to a gams task like "Shoot-the-Moon." But the students

lad no previous experience with such a task. In areal classroom, when the

teacher takes up reading and math and sets the students to work on seatwork

according to their membership in three ability groups, there is no reason to expect

Abo
that newly defined abtlities will affect expectations for a math task where one's

ability group is a much more relevant way to decide how competent one is going

to be. If you want some transfer of improved expectations to math activities,

they must be redefined, so as to allow people to perceive that there are different

4
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math subskills which operate anil which cannot be predicted from previous

grades.

The task and the evaluation structure of conventional academic 'subjects

must both be changed. Obviously, one,cannot go or with the use of ability

groups, with relatively permanent membership. Such techniques will quickly undo

the good effects of participating in a multiTability_taek. The students will be

reminded of; the instructor's evaluation.of who is expected to be competent on a
A

task organized into explicit ability grotips.

These and other changes in the task and evaluation structure are part of

the concept of a Multi-Ability Classroom, as distinct from a Multiple Ability

Treatment. The Multi-Ability Classroom is a long-term treatment of which group-,

- work is only one part. The instructor shoilld consider a Multi-Ability Classroom

when students show-big differencds in academic skills--as in many racially integrated

or bilingUal classrooms.

want to postpone discussion of the-Multi-Ability Classroom until later

in this book. First-the reader will need to learn about teaching students how to

work tegetl.er in groups and about differentiating roles in groupwork. The Multi-

Ability Classrooms designed for the most challenging teaching-situations; and

, ,lc requires very sophisticated groupwork as well as associated changes in'task

and evaluation structure.1 It-is in some sense, the capstone of the concepts and

techniques in this book.

To summarize, if your primary concern'is to soften status effects in

particular groupwork tasks, you should consider the 'multiple'ability treatment.

If, on, the other hand, your primary concern is to treat the problem of low general.

expectations for competence on the part of low status students in a heterogeneous

classroom, then groupwork with a multiple-ability definition of the task is only one

of a number of fundamental changes which must be made to change the underlying

views of human ability.

5 3



'Chapter IV:

Designing the Social, Situation

There are a'nubqlof solutions to the problems posed in the last

Chapter. Which solution the teacher chooses has to do with an analysis of

teaching objectives:, Suppose thdt you want to increase the task engagement

of ybur low achieving, students.. You are hot particularly concerned about

the affective goals of groupwork or the acquiring of skills for working in,
O

groups. It is quite possible to avoid the problets of status generalilation

by the'siiple strategy of designing a situation in which group members are
.

not reallengaged in a collective task; there is no single group product that

,- emerges from their work. .Although the task requires the members of the groUp

to pra ice their thinking out loud with4each other and to usezeach other

as resources, their interdependence is limited because sthey' turn out

individual, not group products.. If the task is designed this way, one has

all the advantages of active practice and feedback from fellow students,.
without having set the stage for self- fulfilling prophecies based on status

.

charadteristics. It has the additional advantage of "co-opting" the low-.

achieving student and giving him/her the needed help to benefitfrom the

work and to complete the tequired task.

On the

together in

desegregated

otherhand, if your objective is to teach students how to.work
-

a civil and harmonious fashion, as is frequently the goal in a

claisroom, then it will:be necessary to make a much bigger

investment of time and training in order to teach the students new ways

of behaving. If Your goal is to change ,expectations for competence of low-

achieving students,for the better, then truly collective tasks have what
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you need and are es13eptial for the change process. Preparing students to

work in tru/Tcollecti4e tasks is a major investment, but well worthwhile
,1

as the data we haye collected show. There are a numbef of recommended

strategiis for gaining your endsfyhile preventini self-fulfilling prophecies

based on status.

This chapter discusses the.gtrategied of limited interdependence.

These_strategies,havethveffectof:gaining the instructor's objectives with-
.

out producing Uhdesirple side effects of unequal participation and inter-
., -

/- personal unpleasantnedt. For many intellectual objectives, these strategies

are preferable.' In the chailter that foliows.I will take up the strategies

for truly, collective tasks' which have the impact of preventing or modifying

problems of status and of achievingcivilized,dialogue among the group members.

-

In each case I will try.to present workable examples of what instructors
0,

of students o, various ages.cando in the classroom to enact these strategies.
41

Limited Interdependence

The previous, chapter painted a grim picture of the outcome of many

group tasks: Am, I trying to discourage teachers frosm groupWork? No; ,there

are such important aerantages for. certain teaching goals that it is worthwhile

'to perseveretand t ry-to- design group tasks avoiding these undesirable ,

qutcomes. .shave introduced a:theoretical framework to give a basis for

the following cprinciple:
,

, The teacher can avoid setting the conditions which activate
expectations, for competence based on- academic or social .

,
status.

A reexamination of the conditions for the phenomenon of status generalization
0

'suggests just how-this might be done while still deriving the advantages of

grpupwork.

60
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Avoid tasks which are highly" interdependent. If the task demands

-group interaction but is not so interdependent as to force the group to make

a public rejection of-someone's i.dens as unuseable or of no importance

.for the group product, then many of the undesirable,side effects discussed
t'

will disappear. "But," the teacher will ask, "I thought you were arguing

for groupwork. If you are going to.pick atask;..where the members don't have

eo deal with one another, aren't you defeating your own goals'"

Here is the key,question: It all depends on the instructoes.goals.

Some of the instructional objectives discussed in Chapter II can be-achieved

by a task.sti.ucture which Is not highly interdependent. For example, one
.

can provide much more active practice at new concepts and ideas for individual

class members; one can increase the engagement of low achieving students by

,d.d4gning a situation involving interaction; one can increase the-use of oral

language in a bilingual classroom without the necessity korAlligh degree

oaf interdependence.

The teacher can design the/social situation so that students are required

talk and-confer with each other withOut their having to come to concensus

on the single best answer.or.probiem solution. Ifoa design for groupwork

can achieve these goals without runninglhe riqk of activating irreievant

expectationssforcompetence, then it makesa good deal'of sense to do.so.

.:.--
,...--None of the goals just listed demands that students concensus. . Main-

taining a difference of opinion rather thanaeeling forced.to come to concensus

is.often intellectually desirable, provided that there is some way for the

student to evaluate the quality of the 'answer he/she has chosen. This process
0

of evaluatiOn does not have to take place in the context of a group of 'peers.
.

After the student has conferred and arrived at what he or she thinks is the
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best answer, the teacher may either provide criteria for evaluation or
,

may give the student private feedback by correcting'the Rroudct. The teacher
.

may also bring out that there-is more than one answer to the problem.

There are several different methods of -achieving limited interdependence:'

Students.may.confer with one another on a collegial basis, but turn out the

final product oh an individual basis. Student's may be allowed to make

shOrtAerm use of each other as expert resources, allowing one student to ,

request assistance from another whom he-or.she feels is more expert at the

, .

problem at band. Alternatively, the group task may call for a division of
. -

labor where'each person 1.4 responsible for part of the task; the inter-
. ,. _

dependence may be limited to planning the initial project division. of labor

94 editing the final product. Lastly, the task instructions may call, for

taking turns in such a manner that everyone gets a chance to heave their say
^ r.

in a'relatively,machanical fashion.

.

Practical Examples
7

Thus, far rhave been talking on such an abstract level about,concepta:

like interdependence, collective tasks and diviSion of labor that 1.;is

important to stop and: take time to give agme more concrete examples of what

I am talking about. In each case these examples are- drawn froMniassrooms

where I have seen them work well.

Conferring,,with other students. When the teacher wants students to
:i

.e

. .

work through a new set of concepts or to improve skills through practice

she/he often assigns an exercise. If'the topic is'sociarstudies,, the

students may be learning to apply map skills. If the topic is history,

the student maytbe learning how to see events in terms of economic inter-

pretations. If the focus is one of improving reading comprehension, the

.teacher may want the student to work through a series of questions on the . 1

passage they have just read. If the topic is mathematics, it may be
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desirable to take the new concepts and operations and use them to solve

some applied mathematical or arithmetical problem.

Teachers who have goals like this in one or several subject area may

use a strategy of limited inteidependence by assigning an exercise to be

completed by, each student. Students are allowed to =confer on the assignment

, before doing theii own exercise. In this case, the student is still indi-

vidually responsible for the completion of his/her own exercise, paper or

project, but has had-the advantage of being able to talk it through with

someone else." With younger students the instructor may want to set up a

speeific coiderence time before students can start writing on'their papers.
.41

This will be sufficient to prevent one, student just'taking over and doing the

'paper for another studen.

,!"

More important than this precaution-is the preparation of students for

this kind of collegial behavior. In this case students are acting as resources

for one another.' Some of the desired behaviors for this relationship are
.. ..-

# iH.:
listening carefully to what another perm is trying to say and taking the

-time to eXplainzsomething carefully to someone else rather than just doing it

for a'fellowistudent.,
.

It 'is not a particularly good idea to allow friends to work together.

Friepds, as every teacher knows, are.likely to chatter and "fo81 around" rather

-than get their work done. That is because there is a difference between the

nature of a friendship relationship and the more<lormal business -like. collegial

relationship that is desirable in this application.

Certain students may be more valued resources than others because they

are expert at this kind of task. These resource students can be spread around

the class so that they are, available to weaker students. Note that a student

who can function as a valuable resource in one subject may not be a resource

person for-another subject; be careful not toreinforce a general academic

6
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status order by having the best readers always function as'resource persons.

The student who functions as a resource has much to learn from explaining to
cti

others. The weak/student may actually understand the explanation better

'from a peer than from a teacher. 4

The teacher has the responsibility of evaluating the student's indi-
:

vidual paper and should give feedback to the student so that he or she knows

if they have gotten what they should out of the eiercise or if they should

redo part of it. In this way, the teacher can make sure that no student is

left behind by havikg copferred'and received poor' assistance from someone else.

Dace students'Aearn how to confer in a constructive fashion, this basic

11

4

format can be used again and again for various exercises. I have seen class- .

4

rooms make consistent use of this method for all different subject matters.

The following are important- steps of preparation for this form of teaching/
, .

1y selection of tasks which can benefit-from another persons' ideas-or

explanations, 2) deliberately, composing the groups which will have the job

)1
of'conferring with each other, 3) making it clear to students that you expect

them to make use of each other,' and 0 discussing, reinforcing and modeling

of behaviors that make a good collegial relationship.

- 'Learning centers and science activities. The use of Leaning Centers'

where students are expected to rotate through each Learning Center and carry

out' the activities with the material's set up-there is a popular method of

teaching today. ,Particularly appropriate is the.use of such Learning Centers

for scientific problem solving where the instructor wishes the'student to

grasp scientific concepts through active manipulation of materials and problem-
,

solving; Such problem-solving-is often greatly assisted by peer interaction.

One student's observation about what happens to the materials is of great

assistance to another in seeing to the core of the problem. Furthermore,,

as the students talk about the problem they practice the use of new scientific

vocabulary.
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As in the first example, in the case of'liMited interdependence, each
4.

'student can be responsible for a worksheet based on the activities at a

given Learning Center. The instructor goes over the worksheet to see if

the student is grasping the concepts. At the same rime the following rules -

,"

are made explicit: Every student has the right to call upon.any other student

at the Learning Center for explanation and assistance. Also, everyone has

the duty to assist a fellow student who makes a request for assistance. The

individual worksheet has the advantage of assisting the teacher in monitoring

the learning process and is an excellent method for making sure that each

student is completing the task at each Learning Center.

This is the technique used ina bilingual mathand science.

curriculum developed by E. De Avila for third and fourth graders.

In this application, instructions for the tasks are written in English,,

Spanish and pictographs and are displayed.in coanect,ion with each Learning

Center. There is a limit' on the number of children Allowed at each Learning

Center; but each student must finish.. the task at each Learning Center. The

use of these two rules creates a situation where the particular-group at a

given Learning Center varies in composition so that children who are dominant

Spanish speakers find themselves 'forking side by side with dominant English

speakers or children who speak a dialect made up of both languages. The

stimulating nature of the manipulative tasks produces a good delz1 of inter

action and comment as children do much working together on a momentary basis

and a lot of watching and "kibbitzing" of each other's activities. Thus

children receive much active practice in both languages; their eagerness to

communicate about the-fascinating tasks impells them to try and use both the

new Scientific vocabJlary and to communicate in their weaker language.
e %

I-
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The complexity Of the tasks f6rces them to refer back to written

Groups

instructions quite frequently', There are a number pf children who do not

yet read; but the rule about being able to ask for assistance. takes care

of this problem as long as there is a least one person at a Learning Center

able'to read and thus assist a fellow classmate. In these classrooms, I

have often seen teachers who make, sure that there is at least one reader

at a Learning Center where non-readers are working. Through the use of

these written instructions, the weaker readers also gain some practice at
4

learning reading and writing; the worksheets call for them to make some

attempt to write out answers, even.lf they have to accept assistance. The

teacher and aide circulate between Learningitianters and often give assistance

In this particular culture of the Chicano or Mexican-American,child;

it aas not proved necessary to teach the children how to assist each other

in a constructive and helpful manner. Here Xhe teacher has only to remind

the children that they are -supposed to helpfeach other; they already know

how to do this quite well. In an upper middle class Anglo setting, it would
t.

on the worksheets.

probably-be necessary to teach these behaviors.

Division of labor. If the task instructions divide up the job so that

each person does a very different part ofithe task, the group is inter-
,

dependent, but in a very limited way. The simple-expedient of having each

student in possegsiet of part of an answer or product and setting a rule

about taking lturns in making a contribution of that part, .will guarantee

that each has.a'chance to make a valuable contribution to the'group. For

'

example,

opportunity

a group is studying geography and each member has had the

to learn about one relevant' sub-topic spa as "agriculture,"

"topography," "climate," each member dontributes impovtant relevant information,

66
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. -e
to the group. For a detailed description of how this method works, see

Eliot Aaronson, The Jigsaw"Classroom, Aaronson sees an analogy between this

kiiidof limited interdependence and doing a jigsaw puzzle where participants
,

6

1 each hOld different pieces (1978). The analogy is an apt one.

In designing such a task, it is essential that students who are: poor

readdrs are thoroughly preparedto contribute their information; they may

need a cassette oe film strip in conjunction with written materials so that

they wilt be thoroughly prepared to make a creditable contribution to the

group. Otherwise, a weak contribution by a student who has academic dif-

ficulties will only reinforce hi4her position in the academic status order

of the classroom.

Small groups that are,working on projects may divide the labor so that

,''t
each member goes off and'doesrgeegia on some aspect of the joint product:,

1. ....,,-,0
.

Howeve4, it is essential to analyze the. interdependence of the,ehtire project.

IIf the group decides on the divis of labor, the nature of the topic, and

evaluates each =ember's contribution in putting together the final product,

I

then toe have a task which has many sub-tasks with.strong interdependence;
1

the interdependence is limited only during the phase,when people go off and
. .

do their research and individual write-up. The initial phase of deciding on

the,projeCt and assigning the sub-tasks is actually strongly interdependent;

it forces students to evaluate each other and will set the stage for self-.

fulfilling prophecies. Therefore, certain steps will have to be taken to

prevent High status students fromAominating that phase of the project.

A play where each actor has a part is a rater good model of a division

of labor, where no person can be shut out of participation because the other40.

members of the cast evaluate his/her contribution negatively or where the

actor him/herself refuses to participate because of a sense of incompetence.

6
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An excellent way of practicing colersation in a foreign language is to

have small groups play out a scene such as a restaurant dialogue. Each.

person ,plgyv a role; perhaps the waiter, anc two customers. The instructor

provides a foreign language menu and a lesson on useful word& and 'phrases

for arestaurant setting. Each person must improvise and play thd role in a

o foreign language. In this way every clais member gets.active practice in

conversation in the foreign language. The teacher functions as a resource

person and circulates between groups.

small group can perform foi the whole

opportunity to note the common errors

whole on those errors.

Review of Limited Interdependence

After a period of preparation, etch

group. The teacher then has tiT.

andb in a lesson for the group. as a

Note the way I have analyzed each example in terms of the learning
%,

4 ?-

objectives, the composition of small' groups, resouroasiand' materials,

special behavioral skills necessary for the task, exactly the lOgi of inter-

dependence at each phase of the task, and the precise nature of peer and ,

teacher evaluation. Of special importance is the analysis of new kifds of

1;ehavi6r whichwill be expected ihthe setting. Never assume that children

or adults know'how to work with each other in a constructive collegial

fashion. Years of teaching. adults at the graduate level have instructed me

that this is never safe to assume. Not only should new behaviors be discussed

and publicly specified, but students must have to have a chance to practice

these new behaviors in such a way that the teacher or fellow student identifies
V

flr them when they are behaving "correctlyjc"

It essential 'to think of tha role each person will play, even in the

limiters interdependence situation, Are the materials.and resources necessary

to make..a contribution to the group self-explanatory and easy to obtain? If
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not, has the instructor seen to it that everyone knows and understands how

to use these materials? If the instructor decides to rely on students as

resources for one another to solve this probleth, precautions must be taken

so as not to constantly reinforce the idea that the best reader is the

all-knowing expert who can clearly act as resource no matter what the task.

Inathinking about the level of interdependence required, it is helpful

to ask yourself: Will the nature of the task force peers to make evaluation

of each other in such a way that certain people will be deprived of an

opportunity to participate and others will dominate? If this is the case

then the task qualifies as having strong interdependence, and deliberate

steps must be taken to -Avoid self-fulfilling prophecies.
ca

Finally,, the teacher must spend some time worrying about evaluation of

individuals or groups. If students confer at first and then produce indir

vidual papers, they will require some constructive-evaluation on those papers.

.If the group product is to be evaluated, then the.task qualifies as one which

is, by definition, highly interdependent. If individuals are to.provide some

helpful ealeaCk-to each other in the process of,conferring, then you are

asking students to participate in your function of teaching; they must be

. I Coactied in good ways to do this important task..

O
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Chapter VI .

New Norms for Collective Tasks

If students of any age are to work'o collective tasks in groups where

they must depend on one another, special steps must be taken to train them

for this experience. The chanties are that they have not had previous success-

qui4experience in collective discussion or othet cooperative tasks working

with people who are not personal firends or family memberslbe-closest-------

experience is probably team sports, but roles in sports are highly structured

by rules of the game; and the coach and'the referee have the last word about

In this chapter, the concept of "norm" is central. A norm is a rule for

howpeople ought to behave in a given situation., Sometimes they are written

and sometimes people just act as if everyone were expected to behave in this

way. For example, students follati the unwritten rule; 'Never report to the

authorities on the misdeeds of your peers." Such norms are enforced by the

threat of ostracism and disapproval from others in one's social group.

Therp are a series of written and unwritten rules or norms in traditional

classrooms. They include, "Do you own wort and don't pay any attention to

what other students are doing." "Never give or ask for advice from a fellow

student while doing an assignment in class." "Pay attention to what the

teacher iwsaying and doing and not to anything else." "Eyes front and be

quiet." When dealing with younger students, teachers constantly reinforce

these norms and enforce them through punishment. By the time students are

adults instructors of higher education rarely have to enforce norms through

reward and pt.aishment; these norms are so deeply internalized that students

are quite unconscious of why they behave in class the way they do.
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Assigning collective tasks to groups involves a very important change

in these classroolp norms. Now the student is supposed to depend on fellow

students. Now theyare responsible not only. or their own behavior but to

some extent for the groUp's behavior.. Now a Vlaefseries of behavioral

, skills are relevant and acquire the power of norms in group discussion:

"Ask for other people's opinions; /Listen to other students; Don't be talking

all the time; etc."

The teacher's role ha also changed. Instead of lecturing,.calling on

individual students to;(ecite, and having everybody listen or supervising

individual seatwork the groups aow have the responsibility to carry out their/

own tasks. The teacher has delegated certain decisions about the content of

the task to them. Other decisions are implicit in the task instructions which

take the place of telling students what to do directly. The, teacher becomes

a resource person and a manager rather than a direct supervisont Students

take over some of the duties of teaching each other and some of the evaluation

of performance. The teachers may evaluate the group product rather than the

individual's performance.

t
It is important to realize the radical change in ordinary classroom

pradtices. Then one can begin to understand why simply composing students
0

into groups and assigning them a collective task, without careful preparation,

rarely works well. Even if expectations are treated as discussed in the last

chapter, students will not be well prepared for constructive group discuseion.

After treatment of expectations a low status student will speak, up, but he or

she will not be better listened to than anyone else in the group. The group will

still not know how to resolve conflict. Members may still prefer to be evaluatdd

on an individual basis and fail to see the point of cooperative relationships.
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Thus it becomes necessary to plan for a series of learning experiences

which will prepare the students for constructive work in the group setting.

Even after they have begun to work on academicItasks in.collectilm groups, it

will be necessary every once in a while to return to these norms, reinforcing

them and refining the new Skills for group settings.

IMPROVING GROUP PROCESS SKILLS

Using Social Learning Principles

Not only are most people unskilled in workihg in groups, but they are
.

blissfully unaware of the behaviors that make for good group process and the

troublesome behaviors which bring groups to grief. Therefore the first step

in improving these skills is to make participants aware of the specific be=.

haviors in question; they must be able to recognize,in ait,objective way when

such behavior has occurred. These behaviors must have a label.so people can

say-when one of them has occurred and note and discuss the fact in an objective

way. They must also'have the chanCe to practice new desirable behaViors and to
JO.

practice the avoidance of certain troublesome behaviors. It is highly

desirable that when a person behaves in.the particular way that has been

labeled and is under-discussiod that.he is reinforced for it, if itpis positive,

and made aware of the problem if it is negative. These are, in simple language,

the principles of social learning theory developed so painstakingly in many,

many experiments by Baudura and others (1969). These are extraordinarily useful

principles whenever one is introddcing new ,behaviors to children or adults.

There is more involved than social learning when thegrouNskills are

taught by the teacher in a classroom setting.,'' Students are learning that these

are effective ways of behaving if a good group product is to result. Further-

more, they are learning that these are desirable and preferable ways of be-

having in groupwork situations according to no less an authority than the teacher.
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Through this kind of a socializing experience students Come to believe that

this id the way they ought to behave in groupwork settings; they will be

_Willing to apply some conformity pressures to peers to see to it that they

also behave in these desirable ways.

Once an instructor has taken the time --and trouble to teach group process

skills, the groundwork has been laid for improved group functioning throughout

the school year. With some reminders, exercises for special new skills and

review of basic principles, the teacher can use'groupwork in a variety of

conventional academic content areas. If the tudents have internalized these

new rules for behavior, many of the problems o collective tasks will be

alleviated.' As we shall show in this chapter, is even possible to use

special training for working'in small groups to moderate the problem of status

generalization.

Introducing Group Process Skills

In the classroom we do not have the ideal conditions of the laboratory

study where a highly trained person supervises the practice of new behaviors

and uses all of his/her authority to reinforce them. Instead, there'_must be
o

some practical way for students themselves to assist in.thti-i-rocess of'be-

havior modification.

We have learned quite a bit about how to do this in connection with

introducing multi - ability groupwork to desegregated classrooms (fourth, fifth

and sixth grades). By working with the classroom teacher in introducing group

process skills in a very challenging setting, we have been able to carry out

techniques recommended by others and have noted systematically where the

difficulties occur and why somethings are so difficult for the students to

internalize. As a result of this practical experience, there is a series of

simple training experiences which I feel I can recommend. I have omitted

those which, in the opinion of the project evaluator, were no successful.
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In order to make students aware of behaviors which are criticalin group

process, we found the technique "Tile Four Stage Rocket," taken frcm Charlotte

Epstein's book, Affective Subjects in the Classroom (1972, pp. 48-57) very

useful. The basic idea of this exercise is'to. make the students realize that .

before a group discussion can "lift off" like a rocket, certain group behaviors

must take place. As Epstein presents these skills they include: I Conciseness,

II Listening; III Refliecting and IV Everyone Contributes. In applying this'

technique to desegregated elementary classrooms, we pictured these on a colorful

poster as making up the various stages of a rocket, so that the children might

grasp the idea th t unless each of these desired behaviors occur, the discussion

would not be succ sful.

,After some ind of a suitable introduction which should involve thP-:
1

students in diqussion of how they feel about working in small groups and some

of their ideas about what makes for good and for unsuccessful grgup experiences,

the students need to know why learning to work small grouPs is important. If

the instructor intends to make extensive use of -mall groups, then the student

ought to know that they are being prepared for thi experience. Students also

need to know that in the work world, many important tas re accomplished in

the small group setting, so that these skills will prove of nsiderable

practical importance to them.

The class is divided into groups of five or six students. The groups

should be heterogeneous as to sex, race, and academic or reading ability. This

can be best accomplished if the instructor has al\eady composed names into

groups and provides a map on the blackboard of who is in which group and where

each group is to meet in the classroom. It is essential to be very firm and

clear about your intention to haveeveryone work in the group assigned and

where that group is assigned to work. If the class is immature, unused to

such a procedure, or otherwise unpredictable, it is helpful to have a parent
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volunteer, teacher aide or even a high school studentor two to assist you

during this critical initial procedure.

Everyone is given the directi'ns for a collective task, such as

"Fallout Shelter. "' This is read out loud while students follow the directions

of their handout. The object of this game is to select several persons to go

into a fallout shelter. The group is to pretend that the end of the world is

about to occur with a neutron bomb. Only seven persons can go into the shelter.

They must reach agreement as a group on seven out of a list of 11 different

candidates. The list includes people like an 11 year old student (male) froM

the students' school and a 40 year old policeman wh, refuses to be separated

from his gun. The group must come to an agreement on the people to be :,may

selected for survival. (See Appen-dix A for directions.on this task.)

Each group is given five minutes to start discussing this task. The adults

circulate around the room, listening and taking notes but not interrupting the

groups. They note down behaviors like not listening to each other, talking

so much that others cannot participate, not really taking what another person

said into consideration before giving one's opinion, ramblingon rather than

giving one's ideas in a concise fashion. The instructor then halts the groups

and gives some feedback on having observed these particular kinds of problems.

This should be done with good concrete examples (no names) taken from the

discussions. This sets the stage; the students perceive the need to develop,

the four social skills described in the four stage rocket. It is at this

critical polvt that the chart with the four stages can be introduced, thereby

lessening the need for too much "teacher talk."

The students are then ready to have Some practice in the new behaviors

and learning to recognize them when they occur. The basic format for the

practice session is the same for each stage of the rocket. There is an
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interesting and challenging discussion task which requires the group to come

to agreement. There is a-strict 5 minute time limit on-each discussion period.

One student in each group plays the Observer role., It_is.the Observer's role

to watch for the particular behavior in question. Whenever he/she sees or

hears an example of fhis behavior, it is noted down on a recording sheet.

Different oudents in the group get a turn to play the role of Observer;

the role shouldkpot be restricted to high achievers or natural social

leaders. We found that all the children were able to play this role provided

that they'receive careful instruction. For this purpose, the instructor or

assistant shOuld take all those who will be Observers for the coming session

'asKcie and show them how to recognize behaviors and record them on a scoring

sheet (see appendix for suggested format of scoring sheet). After the discussion,

the Observer gets up and reports for his/her group how many instances of the

particular behaviorhaveoccurred in:the group --just numbers of behaviors--no

names. Groups are composed for each stage of the rocket; the entire e*ercise

can be spread over several days of instruction.

For each skill pictured as a rocket stage, there is a buflt-in opportunity

to practice the new behavior. For example, for the first skill, "conciseness,"

the,. group spends a second five minutes trying to come to concensus on the

Fallout Shelter Task. The Conciscneis is defined on a large chart as "getting

quickly to the point and not beating around the bush." Each person is re-

stricted to a 15 second speech. That instruction forces people to watch them-

selves for length of speech and to "make it short." Either an adult or a

member of the group makes sure that the gzoup only works for five minutes.

Then the observer reports to the class as a whole on the frequency with which

II

he/she 'observed concise participation.
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The directions for the second Stage, "listening," alSo require that each

person talk for no more than15 seconds. In addition, each person must wait

three seconds after the person before has spoken before he/she may speak.

The third stage is "refleCtitg." This is defined, as "repeating out loud

to the group what the person before you said." For this five Minute discussion

the MO rules from the first two stages apply. In addition, no person may

- speak until he repeats to the group what the person before him said. This is4

called reflecting. The person who had spoken before has to nod his /her head

to mean YES if he/she thinks this reflection is right. No one may talk until

he/she correctly reflects what the person before said.

The final stage, "everyone contributes," is defined as "all the people ,

in the group have to speak." The rules of all three stages apply. In addition

no one m r speak a second time until everyone -in -the group has spoken.

Fo owing this last practice session, there is a_post-test of a five
. .

minut discussion. An observer in _each group scores the four relevant behhviors
/

and eports to the class 'as a whole.

T

.

Adjusting for your particular class. The number of tasks you introduce,

during this process depends upon how long your class takes to come to closure

on a topic. A lively immature class with little practice at group discussion,

may be able to continue discussing a task no longef than 10 minutes. If that

is the case, and each stage'of the rocket takes five minutes, then you will

need a total of three tasks for the four stages and the two discussions required

as pre and post-test. I have included in the appendix four tasks which can be

used successfully with fourth, fifth and sixth graders. We selected tasks which

required concensus, because we were training the students for that situation.

There are other dimensions which the instructor should adapt to his or her

own clasp. It is possible to change the composition of the groups between each

stage of the rocket. This is good in that it acquaints students with working
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with almost every other member of the class. Ordinary instruction practically

never allows for this. It is not a particularly good idea to keep the same

-group for all stages. This does not teach the class that they will be expected

to work with everyone; furthermore, some groups can develop an interpersonal

struggle and it is wish o give them a change of membership. However, if the

class is a difficult one to manage, changing composition for each stage of

the rocket means quite a few chaotic scenes of traisition if they have never

had small group experience before. In this case, a.good cOmpromise might be

to change group composition between days of instruction --even though several

stages maintain the same group composition. The Observer can be changed

betweetkzuja.V.age, if desired, in order to give a maximum number of people

the chance to function in this role. It is unwise to spend too much time on

introducing overly complicated new tasks, "lecturing," the students on small

group behavior, or making the students wait around until everyone gets

organized.

One other caution is in order: The stage of "reAecting" may prove

difficult for some §ixth grade and younger classrooms. It is possible, if you

think this might be the case, to substitute another necessary skill for this

stage of the rocket. Or you might find a way of simplifying the task so

that the student does not have to repeat everything that was just said, but

something from what was just said. Epstein argues that a stage should not be

omitted just because the students find it very " difficult. She says that if

they knew how to do it, they would have no need of special small group training.

There is surely some merit in her argumen..; perhaps the students would learn

to do better on this ski31 if they haocpxt practice oprtunities as they

progressed in groupwork 1xperience. The Four Stage Rocket can be repeated after

the group has gained experience in repeated groupwork.
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Following the Four Stage Rocket, our version of a, group process curriculum

provided still more opportunities to practice avoiding certain troublesome be-

- haviors continuing to uses the observer role. A new' cooperative task which

required concensus was introducted for this purpose. (See Appendix

for description of more cooperative tasks which can be used for these training

purposes.) With the use of a chart, we introduced the students to a set of

behaviors which p ove troublesome in group interaction.

Example of Possible-Chart

TROUBLESOME BEHAVIORS

These are lems that come up between the people in the group and stop

them from getting their work done.

1. attacks other people

2: won't go along with other people's suggestions

3. talks too much

4. not talking and not letting others know your ideas

5. tells stories about himself and keeps the grpups from getting
their work done t

New groups were composed for this purpose. New Observers were appointed and

trained. The Observer did not participate but scored the occurrence of some

of these behaviors, and kept track of their frequency. This time the students

had as long as 15 minutes to carry out a full discussion of the task.

With a training program such as this one, the students have learned how to

observe and verbalize about certain 4sirable and undesirable behaviors in a way

that is independent of the people who show these behaviors. Becoming more objective

about group process is essential so that groups are self-critical and learn to

enforce th ew ways of behaving for themselves. They have also has some practide

on skills 1...a "listening" and "reflecting." The very "best" students may have the

most difficulty with these skills because they are accustomed to having the most
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worthwhile thing to say (according to themselves and the teacher's evaluation)

and are unaccustomed to listening carefully to anyone else but the teacher.

Thus far, I have selected behaviors which are important in both adult

and children's groups. When working with adults, the Four Stage Rocket could

be adapted. Groups could critique their own pre-test discussion, with the

instructor highlighting central problems. For each_skill, the task directions

could be just as Epstein suggested. The whole group could disc9ss for five

minutes while focussing their attention on how'well they are managing a parti-

cular behavior. Following their five minute exercise at each stage of the

rocket, they coul stop and critique their own,group processes. They might not

require a sep ateObscrver role to accomplish the same purpose as for the

younger groups.

-There are other behaviors which we found useful for training. These might

differ according to the age of the group and the nature of tie groupwork which

is being planned. For example, yodnger groups need specific assistance in

talking about how and when the group will proceed to task completion: They do

not ordinarily stop to discuss strategies, agenda, and timing of final decisions.

Evidently this is learned behavior, probably in extracurricular clubs and other

organizations using some kind of formal procedure.

Americans of all .ges evidently need some assistance in remembering to

say honest and positive things about each other's ideas. College age students

will even be reluctant to criticize each other's ideas. These fUrther behaviors

can be practiced using the format recommended above. Alternatively, a

facilitator may be appointed in the group, whose specific job is to attend to
./

the new aspects of group process. The use of a facilitator moves us on to the

strategy discussed in the next chapter--the use of different roles in groupwork.

Both strategies are effective in a training program.

so.
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Below is a list of behaviors which we have found usefu2 in training

groups. Any of these behaviors can be emphasized at any time during the

use of groupwork, by including them'in the initial phase of the training

program just described, by introducing them in connection with a facilitator

role, or by asking groups to become self-critical about them at a much later

stage of groppwork. The language used in thid-list is simplified for the

age group we worked -with, but there is nothing childish about the content.

Adults need to work on many of these same skills.

4

WORK BEHAVIORS:sways which help to get the
group's work done.

1. has new ideas or suggestions
2. asks for or gives information
3. helps to explain better
4. pulls ideas together
5. finds out if the group is ready to

decide what to do

HELPING BEHAVIORS: ways which help the croup to
keep working smoothly together.

1. helps people get together
2. brings other people in
3. shows interest and kindness
4. is willing to change own ideas to help the

group
5. tells others in a good way how they are

behaving

8i

4

4

I
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NORMS FOR EQUAL PARTICIPATION
,

.

Groups

The nereffect of a .training program for listening skills and for having

everyone participate is a set of internalized norms for equal participation.

When students feel that everyone ought to have their say and receive"a careful'

hearing, the problems of status genetgliiation,discussed in the last chapter.

can be partly soltied. Ag long as group members have internalized these new-
,

norms. and have acquired some skills in the requisite behaviors, students with

high academic status areL \ so likely to dominate the group.
, I

iIn a laboratory strdy, Morris demonstrated the effectiveness of training
_ .

procedureg such as thoSe involved in the Four Stage Rocket (1977). The focug

of Morris.' treatment w s the establishment of special norms for solving problems'

through group discussion: norms or participation and listening. The students

learned that these behaviorg would contribute to a duccessful outcome for the
I

./
/

group task.
/ t

Morris reasoned,that the'establishement of these normewould greatly soften
I

the effects of status generalization by interfering'very late in the process.
I

Even if there were different expectitions for competence; and high status members 0

expected to'be much more competent than low status members, the existence of

these norms would weakgnf the tendency pf expected competence to turn ipto
1

domination by high stat members. Instead, if everyone believed that all

members should partic ate. and all members should listen carefully to each other,

the peers would act in such a way as to insure that low status members received

a chanceto participate and were given a fair hearing (Morris, 1977). Morris
0.

was banking on the social psychological phenomenon of enforcement of group norms

on the, ehavior of members of the group. That group norms have a powerful

influence upon the behavior of the group has been well' documented (Sherif, 1936;

Ascii, 1952; Breer, Locke, 1965).
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Morris also argued that the host exgeHmenter as the organizational

authority, who was seen as an evaluator, would help enforcg norms because the

Members would see him as evaluating how well the group followed the norms.

This would apply, of course, even more strongly in a classroom whOke a teacher

trained students to use such group norms.

Morris' treatment was carried out in a laboratory setting with students

of mixed academic status based on'different perceived reading ability. He was

very careful to teach the new desirable behaviors as well as the idea that such

behaviors were effectivefor problem - (solving situations. The treatment consisted

of a set, of explicit guidelines for cooperative group behavior. These included

the folloWing:

1. Say your own ideas;
2. Listen to others. Give everyone a chance

to talk;
3. Ask others for their ideas;
4. Give reasons for your ideas, and discuss_

many different ideas. (Morris, p. 63)

Four-person groups were given the opportunity to discuss and practice these:,

skills in a problem-solving situation. During the practice period, the host

experimenter informed the group on how well they were following these rules

and made specific suggestions.as to how they could improve. The practice task

for these groups was a decision-making situation called "Shipwreck." This task

required the group to imagine that itwas the crew of a ship sinking near a

tropical island. On the ship were eight items of varying usefulness for survival.

The stranded group was asked to arrange them in descending order of utility. After

the group had arranged four of the items, the discussion was interrupted by the

host who proceeded to give feedback as to how well the group was following-the

rules. After a brief discussion concerning appropriate behaviors as identified

by the rules, the group continued to rank the items until they completed the

task.

8,;
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Following this practice task, the group went on to work on a parallel task,

"Lost on the Moon" (also a J. Hall task) which also required them to rank order

a liSt of objects for survival purposes. During this experience, they did not

receive reminders or feedback concerning the norms for group behavior. Immediately

following this discussion, the subjects played the standard, status game, "Shoot-

the-Moon."

In the Analysis, the results of these groups were compared with those of

students who simply experienced two collective tasks, "Lost on the Moon"'and
o

"Shoot-the-Moon" without the training sequence. Students with high reading status

were much more likely to be. highly active in the untreated than in the' treated

condition. In the untreated groups they had an average of 5.4 acts per minute

while in the treated groups they only gave out, on the average, 3.99 acts per

minute. The low status members in the untreated groups averaged only 3.57 acts

per minute; they were not more active in the treated groups (3.21 acts per minute)

(Morris, 1977). In treated groups the difference in the amount of talking between the-

most active person and the least active person was greatly reduced (Morris,

p. 114). Thus, the effect really was to even out participation by preventirig

high status members from doing too much talking and too little listening.

It is critical to remember that this desirable effect took place on an

unrelated, task, Shoot-the-Moon. The group Was never told to ,keep on behaving

the same way that they were taught. They simply assumed that this was the best

way to'behave in another cooperative ask. In other words, in 'the laboratory

setting, the norm had begun to influence group behavior without the adult in

charge having to say anything at all

Still another important'effect of the Morris treatment was reflected in

a special measure of the quality of the discussion on' "Lost on the Moon."

Morris counted up how frequently treated and untreated subjects offered reasons

8 4
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for their ideas and/or asked their group members to explain suggestions. The
111.,

treated groups were significantly more likely to show these behaviors than the

untreated groups (Morris, p. 117).

This'kind of a normative treatment does not eliminate the effects of status.
,

The treated groups were still more likely to see High Readers than/ Low Readers

as Leaders and were more likely to see the High Readers as having the best ideas

(Morris, p. 111). Furthermore, the High Readers in treated groups were still

somewhat more active than the Low Readers. Nevertheless the process of domination of

high status members is greatly softened by this safe, simple and pedagogically

sound treatment. One would not expect to seethe effects of status altogether

eliminated because nothing has been done about the difference in expectations

for competence. What has happe ed is that these expectations have not been

allowed to govern behavior unchecked, without interference from the new norms.

Thus, at minimum, the high status members do not have the chance to dominate.

Furthermore, the quality of the discussion is more rational and analytic.

9

iEACHING THE NORM OF COOPERATION

Students of education often ask, "How can you hope to install cooper-

ative groups in classrooms in a society which is so. competitive ?" One wayto

answer this question is to explain that the teacher has considerable freedom

and authOrity to design classroom situations which require students to work,

together in a cooperative manner. If the teacher requires this behavior, sets

tasks which demand this'b4haVlor, and teaches people how to behaye in such

settings, students will be quite comfortable in conforming in the classroom

situation. In the adult work world there are many such situations, even in so-called
4

"competitive" Americp society. Examples may be found in task forces,

political and organizational life, committees and clubs of all kinds. Actually,

many classrooms in their emphasis on individual achievement and highly competitive
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grading practices are a caricature of competition in the adult world rather

than a realistic preparation. Take, for example the teaching profession,

where most teachers achieve tenure; and where there is no particular formal

reward for meritc This may not be a cooperative structure, but it could

hardly be called a competitive structure, if we take that word to mean a

situation inwhich individuals strive against one another to gain scarce

rewards.

What always makes.debate about cooperation vs. competition so confusing

is that the word cooperation has more than one meaning. Teachers use the

word all the time, hut as a young student once explained patiently to me,

"Cdoperation Means you better do what the teacher says:" Cooperation in

everyday language sometimes refers toiconformity; in the literature on

groups cooperation sometimes refers to interdependence of people in carrying

out a task; at other.times it,refers to the reward system for the group--will

the group or only-individuals be rewarded as a result of activities?

In talking about cooperation we need to make clear precisely which'

features of the small group task we are talking about. Is it the means by

which the group accomplishes the task or the goals of the activity; or the

reward structure? Deutsch defined interdependence of goals as a group en-

deavor in which all individuals-obtain the goal; movement of any individual

towards the goal increases the possibility of others reaching the goal (1949).

Interdependence of means occurs when the group is forced, by the nature of the

task or task instructions, to Work with each other in order to accomplish the

task objective. The objective may not be a group goal but an individual

product as in the examples discussed under the "limited interdependence"
-

model suggested earlier in the book. In all of Deutsch's experimental studies

showink.favorable effects of "cooperation" the tasks were interdependent in

both means and goals. In much of the research showing favorable results for
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competition, the tasks donot require exchange of inforiation xrucialfor

completing the task. Rather thereis group goal, but subjects work

separately to achieve it (E. J: Thomas, 1957).

The above discubsion is intended to highlight the concept of task

structure. Experiencing certain task structures in and of itself has important

effects on people. There is convincing theory and research to support the

following proposition: When students experience successful outcomes on tasks

with cooperatively structured means and goals, they come to prefer, desire

and value this task structure. la other words, by introducing tasks of this

Character in the classroom, students come to prefer cooperative ways of doing
...

%\-t

ings, i.e., they think that people ought to cooperate. ,

This effect is quite different from the effect of deliberately teaching

Children norms for behavior in small groups, discussed in the first section of

this chapter. In the first case, children are learning norms which are specific

to behaviorin the group setting. In this second case, students are learning

the benefits of cooperative work relationships without respect to how people

should behave. toward one another in those relationships.

The latter line of thought stems largely from the work of Breer and

Locke who studied young adults in a laboratory setting. Their theory states

thefollowing:

It is ouitheirts-thet-in_m_uking on a task an individual
developg-certein eliefs, preferences specific
to the task itself whic o ime are generalized to other,
behaviors in\life...The theory constitutes an attempt to
show in what Ways differences in task experience can help
us to account for ,differences in what men believe, prefer
and value. (Breer and Locke, 1965, p. 10)

In these experiments; people who had 'experienced cooperatively structured

tasks were more likely to express a wide range of cooperative values on an

attitude and value questionnaire given some time after the task experience.

8?
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A Curriculum on Cooperation

More relevant to this discussion

in classrooms as a result of specific

working with seventh graders, devised

Groups

is evidence of this effect taking place

-task experiences. -Bloom and Schuncke;

a curriculum to teach students that

cooperatively structured means are an efficient and beneficial way to achieve

.many highly desirable, intrinsically interesting group goals. Regular class-

room teachers carried out this curriculum in on of their social studies

classes while continuing their normal activities it another social studies

class.

The Bloom and Schuncke curriculum is of special:interest to teachers

because the tasks they used can easily be used by any classroom teacher who

wants to achieve the same effect. There were five activities; each one

provided information from experience to the student regarding the utility of

interdependent task means and gbals. This information was reinforced by the

teacher after, the completion of each task. They used the "Lost on the Moon" -

task we have referred to several times. But in this case, it was not simply

used as a collective discussion task. -Rather; individuals first worked

separately in rank ordering the importance of the survival items. Their rank

order was compared to the rank ordering made by NASA experts. Then there was

a group discussion; the group opinion on the best rank order was then scored

in comparison to the expert ranking. Finally, the individual scores were

compared to the group score. Almost invariably in this task, the group score

is superior to that of any individual's score. This occurs becauge of the

exchange of information and because of the stimulation which occurs in a group.

Thus, the students learn that in a survival situation, groups are more effective

than individuals. The instructor must discuss this with the students; many

Americans are under the impression that the talented individual's achievement

is always superior to group achievement.

83
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The curriculum also used another standard task from many human relation

training programs--the Broken Squares problem. This puzzle cannot be solved

satisfactorily unless ind iduals share their information. The students are

divided into four-person g oups. Each obtains an envelope in which there are

pieces of cardboard for f ng squares. When the teacher gives the signal

to begin, the task of each group is to form four squares of equal size. The

task is not completed until each individual has before him/her a perfect

square of the' sate size as that held by others. The challenge lies in the

fact that exchange of pieces must take place between the members before this

goal is achieved. Furthermore, there are specific limitations upon the

interaction:

1. No member may speak.
2. No member may adk another member for a card or in any way

signal that another person is to gil)e him a card.
3. Members may, however, give cards.to they members.

The groups are given twenty minutes to work o this task.

This task is a precise analog to so many cooperattire tasks; the indi-

vidual must be concerned with giving rather than with taking or showing off

individual achievement. As is always desirable if the teacher wants to be sure

that students get the point of an activity, this task was followed by a

discussiom The teacher elicited ideas of what they were doing during the
A

game such'as sharing,and working together. This wasclinked to the concept of

cooperation. The class was asked whether they could have cooperated more fully

and whether they could have completed the squares under the rules of the game'

without cooperation. (See Appendix for pictures of the broken squares, a task

taken from Pfeffer & Jones, 1970).

The curriculum also employed simple jigsaw puzzles where-each group

member had a bag with one quarter of the pieces. They had to complete the

puzzle without a picture of the product in front of them. In this case they

83
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could talk, but of course the task could not.be completed without each

individual contributing his/her share.

The fourth task of the curriculum was he preparation of a pantomine

by each group. Each group was directed to choose an action which could be

presented part by part (cues, scenes). The members of the group had to

present these separate actions one by one in sequence for the class to guess

the activity. Groups had to decide on the , sequence and to rehearse'the

sequence. An example of such a pantomine might be ahopping at the super-

market with the following sequence of cues:

Getting out of a car;
Opening store door;
Getting cart;
Choosing items'
Waiting in line at checker;
Paying for items.

I have presented these activities in some detail because they, are

simple, inexpensive and effective in providing an intrinsically interesting

, A
cooperative experience, where the students can be helped to focus on the way

in which they are working together and each contributing their share or doing s.

their part to make a successful product.

The final Bloom and Schuncke task was a survival experience simulation,

developed expressly for this curriculum. This experience underlined the

.%

lesson that human beings must work together in order to survive (1979).

,J4
In order to measure the effectiveness of this curriculum, one week after,

JO),gr-
it ended, groups of students were called out of their classrooms to help

develop a simulation activity. Students had never seen these adults before;

and there was no connection in their minds between this activity and their,

1
The three tasks of Broken Squares, the puzzle and 'the pantomine are described

using the manual, "Curriculum on Scientific Observation" developed by J. Bloom
and J. Stulac for a six week experimental 'summer program, the Center for Inter-
racial Cooperation. They were successful in that setting as well as in the
Bloom and Schuncke curriculum.
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curriculum experience. This task was a simulated seal hunt among Eskimos.

The participants had 20 turns to catch seals on a board styled after Chinese

Checkers. UnSuccessful hunters could "dieil'or "starve" and thus be forced to

leave the game. There were strategies hunters could use if they banded to-

gether. They could adopt a set of rules for sharing the allOcated seal meat

stickers; they could adopt a set of rules for deciding where they could hunt

and they could adopt a set of rules for determining who would participate in

planning strategies. In an initial discussion, each group selected which set

of rules they preferred to play with. These options reflected the extent to

which the student would choose a cooperative as opposed to competitive task

structure.

There were two sets of treated groups. In one .set, the four-person groups.

had the same membership allthe way through the curriculum and the evalUation.

In a second set of treated groups, membership was shifted between activities
#

of the experiment and again, between the activities and the evaluation. In the

third set of groups, the students had never experienced the curriculum. Both

sets oftreated groups were significantly more likely to select the rule

options which involved interdependence for playing the game. Behavior during

the game was observed and scored for "we" feeling and cohesiveness (group

solidarity). Surprisingly, the control groups received a higher score than

either ofthe sets of treatment groups (Bloom and Schuncks, 1979).

This is a significant study for classroom teachers. It shows how

'deliberate teaching through'the experience of cooperativ...1 casks of the value -

of interdependence will create in the students a preference for working that

way even in a situation outside the cla§srcom. The failure of students who

had received this experience to behave in a more cohesive way strongly suggests

that task structure alone does not solve status or problems of interpersonal

Di
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struggle. As suggested in the first part of the chapter, the students will

need to acquire behavioral skills for this purpose and/or the expectations

problem will.have to be solved.

Effects of Cooperative Groupwork

The classroom experimentation of three Israeli researchers shows what

can happen when students are exposed for a long time to cooperative group-
.

work (both means and goals) and to specific training for behaving in groups.

A group f teachers in Israel had participated. in in-service training to teach

them how to trAin students to plan studies cooperatively, to conduct productive

group discussions and to help each other carry out and report on cooperative

group projects on academic subject matter: There were 243 children in Grades

3-7 from classes of these teachers in the experiment. They were compared to

150 controls who had conventional classroom experience. There were two

experimental evaluations of the children's cooperative behavior with peers.

In the first experiment randomly selected children were called from the

classrooms. They were given a series of hypothetical decisions to make where

they were to &vide some chocolates between themselves and their classmates.

The decisions they made allowed the researchers to construct an index of

varying choices the children made. There was an index of Altruism: How

willing was the child to get fewe. chocolates for himself in order to

distribute more to group members; an index of cooperation: To what.extcnt

would the child maximize his own and the group's payoff? The index of

competition yielded the number of times the child maximized his own payoff at

the expense of the group; and finally the Index of Vengeance told how many

times the nhi:d was willing to accept less as long as the group got fewer.:

chocolates. Results showed that pupils from cooperative classrooms were -

/

much more likely to receive high scores on altrui coopeiation and to

3
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receive lower scores on Competition end Vengeance than the pupils firm control

classrooms.

In a second experiment, five-person groups of children froth cooperative

classrooms ware compared to groups taken from control classrooms. Children

were asked to recombine letters from an epigram into new words. They were

told to try to work together at the start and in the middle of the 15 minute

work period. Judges, scoring proticols of group behavior, agreed that there

was significantly more interdependent cooperative behavior in groups from

cooperative classrooms. They were more shate-answersloffer-hell.

and, request assistance, whereas the controls were more likely to hide their

papers from one another and to reject assistance or refuse.to give assistance.

The social climate of groups from treated classrooms was also scored as less

tense. These researchers conclude:

Classroom- learning appears to create social norms
for peer cooperation. Mutual assistance, fair
distribution of speaking privileges, collective
decision-making and sharing of responsibility for
task performance become accepted and expected
patterns of behavior in the classroom. (Hertz-
Lazarowitz et al., 1980).

NORMS AS A PRACTICAL CLASSROOM TOOL

This chapter has presented evidence and made recommendations to the

teacher concerning the °deliberate teaching of norms for the groupwork setting.

There are new norms for behaviors in groups which can be effectively taught

using the principles of social learning theory. Furthermore, there is a norm

or preference for cooperative ways of doing things, which can be taught by

experiencing intrinsically interesting and successful tasks which require

interdependent means and goals. Theie two sets of training activities require

tasks of a slightly different type. We recommended simple collective discussion

tasks using an observer role (or group self-evaluation ) for training group
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process skills. The work of Bloom and Schuncke suggests some very specifically

designed tasks which have the lesson built into them that cooperation has a very

special capacity to produce desirable results for certain tasks. Both these

kinds of training activities and tasks have their place in an effective class-

room training program.

The advantage of having the students internalize these norms is that they

provide a way for the students to work effectively on academic tasks in group-

work. Although the tasks recommended here for training purposes have been

non,academic-in-naturer-these-eiperiences-prepare-the students-to move on to

the effective use of cooperative, task structures applied to academic goals.

These training experiences have used tasks which are intrinsically interesting

and . produce satisfying outcomes. The students have thereby learned that

groupwork is effective for accomplishment of goals and can be made inter-

personally rewarding provided certain skills are employed. From the teacher's

point of view much of the problem of classroom management is solved through

the internalization of these norms. Students become willing to work with each

other on assigned tasks, largely on their own. They will help'to monitor each

other's behal,ior through peer enforcement of norms.

After the analysis in this chapter, is'it any wonder that when teachersk

abruptly compose students into discussion groups without any training and asks

them to come to concensus, that students are unhappy and dissatisfied with the

experience? Is it any wonder that the quality of the discussion leaves some-

thing to be desired from'an educational point of 'ew? The delegation of tasks

to the group, in itself, represents a radical shift from conventional class-

rooms. New norms must be in place in order for groups to carry out their tasks

in an effective and responsible fashion. Students must learn how to recognize

those special behaviors which are desirable and undesirable for the groupwork
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setting. Furthermore, for many of the behaviors they will need'practice

because they have.not had many prior experiences with successful give-and-take

of group discussion with people who are not family or friends. Finally, they

need td have some grasp of wl collective discussion or working together is

an effective and desirable way for human beings to achieve desirable ends. For

all this to happen the teacher must invest some time in training activities

prior to using-groupwork requiring collective action. The investment of

precious time has a payoff in terms of successful group functioning throughout

the year; it is also a reasonable'investment for the acquisition of important

skills in work and in life in organized social settings.
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Broken Squares

N

Materials:

.Hake one set of shapes on the following three pages per four- person
group. Usd stiff matetial of different Colorsred, orange, yellow,
green and blue.

Divide up shapes into four sets and place in envelopes with numbers
one through four on the outside. Place all four smaller envelopes
in one larger envelope for each group.

.

Purpose:
- To introduce the practice of cooperation. Students participate in

an activity that requires each member to contribute.

Procedure:
. '

Divide students into four personl groups using prearranged list.

Pass out packages,of game pieces, one per member.

Give directions for game.

Instructions to the Group:

In. this packet there are four envelopes each ofiwhich contains pieces
of cardboard for forming squares. When you are given the signal to
begin, the task of your group is to form four squares of equal size.
The task will not be completed until each person has before his or
her a perfect square of the same size as that held-by others.

These are specific rules. ou must follow during this exercise:

1. No one may spiak.

2. No one may ask someone else for a card or in any sly signal
that/ another person is to give him or her a card.

3. Members of the group may, however, give cards to other members.

Are the instructions clear? (Questions are answered)

Teacher gives signal, "Begin.working."
400

Procedure After the Task , !

Purpose: e'

To develop the concept of cooperation so that students will understand
the process.



Procedure:

O

2

X.87c-

Broken Squ4ris (continued) ,

Discuss meaning of cooperation.

What did you do during the game? (Elicit idea of sharing, working
together, etc. and link it to the concept of cooperation. Cooperation
is defined as working together on a.project,to produce a group project.)

Could you have cooperated more fully?

Could you have completed the squares under the rules of the game thout
cooperating?

After discussion extend the idea of cooperation to future groupwork
activities to be carried out in the class and to adult activities.

1

s.
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Chapter VII .

° Giving,Roles to Group Members

Most human groupin adult work settings are different from the classroom

groups we have been describing in several important ways. First, the work is
4

often.divided,up between the members so thatdfferent people are responsible

for different portions of the job. The may meet as a group only fdi initial ,

. y . S i.

planning or for assembling the final group product. the second place, most. .

_ _ _ .

.
.work groups have some members Owho are executives or kroup.leaders. These are

specialized group members who'are supposed to behave differently.frOm.other

members and who have the right to tell'othe members what to do and even, in

many cases, final responsibiripy,and decisionmaking rights over the group-

product. These leadership roles do not arise spontaneously during the cclur4

of,.the group's activity; Mei:hers ar:ft officially given these roles by higher
4,

authority in the organization:' Such patterns of groupwork can be highly

efficient an4roductive'of satisfaction bylgroup members.. The instructor
. a 111.

,should consider using them in the, claSsroom. Take first, the simple divisions'

,

of labor-between different group members; if woris divided up this way,

everyone has'the comfort of a clear understandidg about what he/she is supposed

to do to-contribute to the group'product: Such clarity makes for happy and
..J4 .

Satisfied participants.., A teacher may make the initial decisicins *about how to

divideup the labor and how to pull togetber, the'final product._

There are advantages to,..the use 4f leadership roles as well. For one thing,
.

these groups buffer less from status struggle than truly collective groups

bedaus6 the statue order is clear and bar.kpd hy, igher-auther-i-by7----The--teacher

has it well within his or her power to appoint group

collective rasIsAKW.s..._LEurthermore the teacher has

leaders for each of the

the authority to specify
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.
. .

andwhat the group leader has the right and duty tondo with respect to the

\ 4

. '
I

rest of the'groupmembers. From an educational point of vie4, use of these

techniques has some drawbacks A rigid division of labor, plus strong leadership

'patternscqn be associated with a lack of creative interchange between participants.

If the te'achir simply divide<IT the job into sections, and the gioup members s.

, s
have very little tondo with each other,'. then thercateable to profit very little

.- .. ,
?

;.,

.

from each other's final ideas. If coup members are theri asked to put
,

their
lig ,

.

individual contributions togetherin a final report,,that report is apt to bN
. .

very poorly integrated.

. .

9

. If the teacher appointsa group leader. o dominates the discussion, then
'

members will tend to listen more to the groupIleader On the content of the

even though other group members may have more valuable ideas. Furthermore

amotnt of interchange between group members is greatly reduced if the leader

is onstantly saying whose turn it ia_to_talk. A classroom group..leader'with. the-

4 "

power to direct discussion and make final decisions will often.cause the group-

to give up and let the leader do the whole task.

0 How can the -diiisroom.teacher gain some of the advantages of clarityand
s

efficiency.from dividing up the labor and using lea, ership 'rules, without

sacrificing the 'active learning which'takes place during creative interchange?

The answer to this dilemma depends on an analysis of the.task the teacher has

in mind: Recall, first, that the "creative interchange" will not.be accomplished

witAut7some-sort-of-sp-eeial training .and socialization of special norms4foi%how

to behave in group diact4sion. Secondly, keep in mind a collective task where

everyone is working on the very same problei iimultaneously is time-consuming

and quite wearing on the participants. Thirdly, the collective task with no

11.

division of labor and no use of special roles, sets the stage for self-fulfilling

.prophecies based on status.

103
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the general'piinciple here is as follows: Concensus groups where there Is

no formal leadership and'no divisiori' of labor are very costly in terms of

interpersoal coordination, time, and the level of skill they require\from each
\

-

group member. They are likely to suffer from status generalization or f op

. .

status struggle. Therefore, I recommend only short-term use of such leade ess

groups. With proper training, these groups may be suitable for short-term
- 1

tasks. If the instructor is designing longer-term projects for the clags, then
P

It is necessary to pull out those stages and phases of the task which, are in,
:

most critical needeof malrimuTeNChanke and creative problem-solving. TheSe

particular stages can use the leaderless group.structdre, while all the rest of

the project can benefit -from combinations of- division of labor and special roles

fot,different group members, including leadership roles.
6

r

Two of the stages of at long-term project mbich benefit from Creative inter-
.

change Are: the initial planning sess*ns and the integration and preparation

of the final product. Initial Planning sessions require-open and creative,

interchange on several grounds. Obviyusly, the project's outcome is largely.
v.

determined by the depthof the analysts of. the problem and the decisions taken

on what activitiesmill lead to a good outcome. If the students are discus4ing-

a social studies project on Pueb-lo_dwellings, their final report or presentation
/

.

,k,

is only as'good as Ctei analysis of what are-the important materials' be4 A"$ 01.
.. -

..gathered and activities to be carried our155rindividtial group memberq such as
. .3,,,,,,

-..

k construction' of models. At the college level; if the group is asked.,to,ab some

library research on one aspect of alcoholiSm and write a zroup paper, the .

. \ .

quality of that paper is dependent On the ini\ial intellectual analysis of the

.,

problem and the revision of that, analysis in'thhe faces of knowledge that parti-

CiRants gain in the course of their research.

In addition to this. primarily intellectual rears n)or desiring\e'thorough

and open discussion of the initial plans for the proje there is an important\



,
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groupt-life" reason for making thip initial stage one in which everyone is a
- . .

full participant. It,is through this initial stage, that individual members

develop a sense of commitment to the project and to the group. If one or more

members feel that they dtdn't really have a hand in the planning of the project,
4.

they may fegl,--fee---to let the more active contributors carry the burden of -the ."

,Fork. If, in everyone feels that he or she had a fair chance to
),

have,a "say" in'the initialplans and accepted the group decision only after

arguing the Issue and accepting or compromising in some reasonable fashion,

then there will,be muChless problem of "letting the group down" by failing-to
;

do one's job. After all,the'o,ther members will feel free to say,. "You took. part;

and you agreedthat this was a reasonable way to look at the problem and do the,

--

job. So now you have to do your part!"

The, neplratio'n of the final report or_outcome isalso.a. time when,

t

e of the task requires anopen interchange. Particularly, if the group
4 9..

has been ugh-a period where each member has beA en
-

away from the group doing

some research or creating materials for the anal product, the group needaito
.,

,
N

N
.earn what each member'has found out. Although some of this process can take iN

ade%through reading and examining the productions ofindividual members, major

inte reatual benefits come from evaluating, analyzing and synthesizing what each

person as learned so that the group.as a whole comes to look at the problem in

.°

a soMewhs4t different way than they' did as individuals. This is a challenging 1

\aintellectual ask of integration. It is.also a Challenging intarpersonal.task,

`, b'ecause it is nev

N
-\be strung together in a mechanical fashion; the members will learn little more

easyto take criticism and others. Unless,

some'criticism and ev uation takes place,thelina4 product of the group will

than they might have learned doing individual assignments.

.u5
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In this chapter, I want to propdse that even diming these critical stages

of planninifand integration of groupwork projects, one can usee^liyited leader-

ship role. 'This role is more that afe facilitator then that of a "boss" with

executive decision - inking rights. Everyone underitandi '.that the. facilitator

does not have control °vet the content of'the decisions or discussion of the

gioup. 'Instead, the lecilitatotrhas much more limited functions such as seeing-

to it that everyone participites or iteping the gratipn tank and away from

irrelevancies; of making sure.that the group, makes its oleL4 decisions in the

time the teacher has allotted.

.

The use of a facilitetor has the advantage -of efficieneybecause one
c ,

. ,

member is in charge of seeinCthat the jotegets done on time as kell,as the'
0

1 0
A \ '"

\advantage of, preventing statu s' struggle and dominaiion by members of the group

,

31°
who have high Academic or 'octal standing. No doubt, onegives'up something.in

the way ofa free and full exchange of the well-trained,leaderless group, but , I

like so many decisions'made in this buiintss of groupwork, it is a, "tradeoff"

1' -92-

Groups

of the relative advantages and disadvantages of each technique.
. -

Assigning leadership roles: *The instructor hai the authority to-assign a

limited leadership roli to a member of; each group.' If, every group tember'is to
.

accept the "facilitator" as a legitimate leader, then it is essential for the

instructor to make this assignment of roles in a clear and public fashion. Both

the person who is to be the 'limited leader"-and every member of: his/her group

must understand that the instructor has given author10-0 the person Chosen fof

the role. Furthermore, the exact nature"of the duties'of the leader must be

public knowledge, so that group'membere. understand that the leader is behaving

in a certain way only because he/she is expected to do so.as part of the job.

For exampleif it is. the leader's job to see to it that everyone participates',

10 ('o
or'
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1

an attempt to.tell-an overly talkative member, "I think the group understands

/ your point'bfview; we need to hear some other ,,
ideas, will be less likely to

be taken as a 'personainsule; it will be supported by the rest of the group.

I have, f6und that. laying out the leader's role on a large chart and leaving
1-,

it in frant of the class helps to achieve this Charity and power of'the teacher's

.assignment of leadership. When this is done, even the meekest student will

tend to step forward and play the assigned role; and the group members will respond.

with reppect.

Selecting sAidents for leadership roles. Because teachers
obelieve that many` .

A r
0 -

students do notAlave the capacity for leadership roles, they tend to select.either
. '-

,

the most successful student or the atudent who obidolidly a social leader in the
,

-

informal...relations among theestudents. Selegtrhg the "natural social -leader" has '

.-1
thd additional advlintage of coop.ting possible threat from such students who are

sometimescapable of leading a revolt against the teacher's ideas for a new
s

instructional, format.

I would like wargue against.this common practi If the leadership role

is properly and publicly defined; and if students are Pro erly prepared' for any
.

requisite skills they will need, a wide variety of students can play such roles

as that of a facilitator. Furthermore, the .6ppprtunity to play such a role is a -

much-needed boost to the status of many students in the classroom who are regarded

by their peers as meek, mild, avi incompetent. In the case of Amales who aA

Widely believed to lack leadership capability or.in the case of minority children

who constitute only'a few class members and are uArepresented in adult positions

of authority/ it is essential to attempt to change the aura of powerlessness that

sufroundsthem.

The reason, I would argue, that teachers ,believe that only certain children'

have the capability of carrying out leadership roles is that, under ordinary

conditions',...the leadership role is not properly specified by the teacher to the
.t%
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potential leader and to le class members.. Therefore, the studentis left to

fall back on his/her 'they statuses such as "best student" or "social leader"

to pepuade the group to comply with his/he r requestd; Under those conditiOns

a student with Ordinarily loy or middling status in the'classroom, will indeed

have difficulty in persuading the group to do anything.

There is a further advantage in riptatinthe limited leadership role, so
0

that each member of the group gets the chance to play ale role of facilitato.r.

.This giv.'s every member a chance to playthe.role of the-notheerand will do
. . .

.

much to reinforce such importantideas as "giving everyone a chance to parti-,

Ciplite," and not, going Off on irrelevant tacks. It will also help to make-
:

4

'every^member feel like a responsibleand participating part of the group.

. Effectiyine4 of Facilitator Roles.
.

The facilitator role had much to reccmmend it. Even without training, it

will,belp to ptevent domination by a` high status member of the group, as we

shall see in the next chapter. In thissection,I will present some evidence

for,the effect of a facilitator -led classroom group gathered from, the workof -

Mary Wilcox. Iwill al7 giye., in some, detail, the method she used for- training
. .

die facilitators.

Wilcox demonstrated that it is possible to train fifthlnd seventh grade

students' from inner city classrooms to play the tole of facilitator in small

groups Fiorking without the teacher. Her study doeipaied groups with trained

Student leaders to groups led by teachers and-groups with untrained.student

leaders. Her discussion. task inVolYed a moral dilemma; thestudents had to come
J

to agreement as to what was the best thing to do. thus her_taskis highly

interdependent; it demanded consensus from the,gro49. .Furthermore the groups

_-were mixed pn racial and reading status. If she had not interfeFed-by using.
.

a facilitator role, the Stage was set for domination by high status members of

all student

(
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Students in groups with trained student leaders were significantly more

active than students in teaCher-led groups or students working with untrained

student. leaders. Furthermore, the quality of the contributions of the members of,

groups with trained student leaders was more original and diversified than the

quality of student response in groups working with teachers. Of especial interest

were the teacher -led discussion groups. Students were les -active; their

responses were more conventional, partly bec: --"-- ,:achers often felt it.

necessary to\moralize whenever a st e failed to illustrate

conventional morality. The result with untrained student leaders, as one might -

Wilcox training methods. In the Wilcox_study--, each group experienced four

--expect, was highly variable (Wilcox, 1972). f

discussion sessions under the dire-ctionmiimeither the teacher or a student

/
// feader. In all-conditions, Wilcox posted ma chart the questions which the

grouPW:se: to discuss and decide on the best answer. In addition she posted

explicit criteria for what makes for a good group discussion:

Give everyone a fair turn.

Give ns for ideas.

3. Give different i4
.11

Shechose student leaders who'Were neither the most nor least socially-,_
. , 4

powerful
'5'

membors of their classrqoms. They received an intermediate-number of
.

choices by their classmates as people who could get them to do things. -4A

,

Those students selected for the.trained student leader conditiRn were, Ns,.'

given the job of helping the group to meet the three criteria for what makes for

Ia good group discussion. During the initialatr ining session group leaders were

told the followihg:

floys and girls, we're going to see slides and hear a story
about some children who-have a problem--and you've been chosen

_ to lead the discussion after we hear the story. This morning
we're mooing totalk about and practice how to be a leader.

p 7f
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There are different.ways a person can be a leader. Different
people have different Ideas about what it means to be a good
leader. Some people think being a leader means telling everyone
what to do practically all the time: Some people think, a good
leader_means-letting everyone do just as he pleases--not inter--
fere with their fun. And some think-Tana this' is my idea-t6O---
that a good leader is in between these two. I think-being a good
leader means being a part cf agood group-talking with the other
members--letting everyone tell his ideas--Aeing just like the
other members--so long as evering-is going okay.

o

But if things re-not okay, then the good leader knows },.ow
to help p. When wouldn't things be 'ping okay? (Children

'suggest, and if not, trainer mentions the silent group, the
non-participator, the monopolizer.) If someone in the group
never gives anyone else a chance. to talkr-or if one person
doesn't talka good leader can help 'by-asking a. question --or
reminding the.big talker that someone else needs a chance.
We'll talk about how to ,do this' without making others- angry.
But remember-7the.good leader.uies these ideas only when they're
needed. Most of.the time the good leader is just like everyone
else in the group, listening and taking turns talking (Wilcox, -
p: 145).

A
The leaders were then shown a trairtng film of a group discussion with

a leader who talked more than necessary. This was followed by a discussion of

the performance of this leader. The trainer noted any comments directed to the

'three suggestions on the training chart. For each suggestion the trainer

actually rehearsed with the leaders how they could get the group to adhere to

these suggestions. The students then role-played a discussion such as they would

lead. They were directed to-stop the group discussion after about five minut

and ask members to evaluate how well they were doing by the criteria on the

suggestion chart.

This initial training session took 30 minutes. Theie were shorter follow-up

training periods prior to the following sessions of each group to help the

leaders c ith participation problems they experiented.

.

' There are several key features to Wilcox's techniques. Note the way she
\

laid particular stress on limiting the leadership role, so, that the student

leader would not become too dominant, particularly in the area of the final .
. h

,

11 u
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content-of the group deciiion. She made sure that they would recognize such

undesirable leader behavior, by makin a special t iliaining-fm. Furthermore,

, /1'
when she felt that special skills would be necessary for enforcing criteria

for desired behavior-On the group, she provided strategies and opportunities

/for practice for the leaders-in-training. Finally, in the follow-up sessions,

-she.provided feedback on the problem's they were-experiencing. ,

This is not the cnly way to train facilitators. However, it does embody

scme key ideas,of clarity of the role and careful preparation for new skills

that are involved. Regardless of the age of the students, the instructor

should always try to achieve this kind of clarity and should stop to analyze

whether or not appointed facilitate;': will have the skills necessary to carry

out the role. In the next chaptet, we will include a less elaborate training

program for facilitators-which we used in academically heterogeneous interracial

fourth, fifth and sixth grade classrooms.

Varying content of "the facilitator role. If the goal of having a --

facilitator is to create an open exchange, then It is always a ood idea to

limit the role so that the facilitator will. not dominate the content of the

discussion. It is also essential to keep as one of thr expected role behaViors

fore facilitator-,-Making sure that everyone participates and listens. Beyond

that, the content of the role can vary with the task at hand. In the interests

of efficiency the facilitator can gather the group togethei, keep them on

schedule, and see to it that a final product gets turned in on time.

It is possible to break up the facilitator role into two limited leadership

roles. One person might be assigned the job of moving the group through 'its

agenda, getting everyone's opinion; another member might be assigned the role

of easing interpersohal conflicts that arise and being attentive to the feelings

, 'of individual members. Ina training program which divides task and socio-

emotional functions of leadership roles, Schmuck and Schmuck provide 'some.
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excellent components of this second leadeiship role: 4

1. Encouraging: being friendly, warm and responsive to others;
accepting others and their contributions; liitening, showing
regard for others'by giving them an opportunity or recognition.

2. Expressing group feelings: sensing feeling, mood, relationships
within the group; sharing-his own feelings with other members.-

3.- Harmonizing: attempting to reconcile disagreements; reducing
4 tension; getting people to explore their differences. ,

4. Compromising:.offering to comprimise"his own position, ideas or
status; adMitting errors; disciplining himself to help maintain
the group.:

(Richard A.. Schmuck and Patricia ASchmuck. Group Processes in the
Classroom, p. 86, 2nd edition, WilliaM C. Brain Company, Dubuque,
Iowa, 1979)

.

As with the more task-oriented facilitator role, it is essential to train

students to recognize these leadership behaviors when they occur and to develop

strategies for fulfilling these leadership functions. The example from Schmuck

& Schmucis for secondary school students, but a simplified' version could be

developed for younger children.

Other limited leadership rolei are those of secretary or recorder of the

group, representative of the group to a coordinating committee for the entire

classroom, or reporter for the group decisions to the class as a whole. With

more mature groups who have the task of. synthesizing individual productions into

a written or oral report, an excellent specialized role is that of Summarizer.

The Summarizer works with a chalkboard or butcher paper up in front of the group,

getting down they key ideas under discussion. This is far from a mererecorder\s

role; the Summarizer has the job of leaving out issues he/she considers irrelevant

to the task at hand and highlighting disagreements between.ideas that will need

to be resolved. The advantage of this role is that it tends to depersonalize

disagreement. The argument is one between ideas written up on the board rather

than between the individual who proposed the ideas; a good deal of objectivity

112
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is gained. Adults who are unwilling to say negative things about each other's
...

deai face-to-face, are enabled to be objectively critical when faced with the

ideas-separate-from-the-person.

Summary, To review the'malor points of what I have been suggesting abou&a..
mosequili,

l eadership roles, I want to stress the major ideas the teacher should keep in-

mind. We have recommended a limited leadership role for groups with ldng-term
"--

projects. By limited is meaat'that the leader does not have executive

decision-making rights over- the group, but is restricted to tasks like Seeing to

it that everyone'participates or seeing to it that the job gets done on time.

When it comes to influencing the final decision, the limited leader plays 3 role

like any other member of the-.group.

A wide variety of studentsoshould have the opportunity to play the leader-

ship role--not just the best student or the social star of°the classroom. Leader-

ship roles maybe rotated between students,
,

will be workable if the instructor assigns

eta tly what the leader is expected todo.

...and strategies that the instructor feels the students coo not have, then it is

essential to fashion a training program, however brief, to insure that these

students will have the necessary tools for their job.

The function of the limited leader can vary. Making sure that people

over the course of the project. This

tie role publicily, making clear

If the leadeiship role involves skills

1.

participate and listen to each other is a cell and indispensable fu ion if the

facilitator is to,prevent certain students from dominating the group. Beyond

this function; however, facilitators can carry out any number of tasks as an

official representative of the instructor, such as setting the agenda and keepihg

track of the,timet or attending to. the socio-emotional needs of the group members.

Finally, I have suggested that spadership can be broken up into several roles

such as the Recorder, Reporter, Summarizer or Socio-Emotional Leader. Without

11;
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. becoming overly elaborate, giving more members some fesponiibility for the conduct

of a grout), qua grOupi will do much to ',increase commitment tb'the group enter=
/

prise and to make the Timbers more Conscious,of how they are behaving and getting

,

the job done.

DIVIDING THE, LABOR'

.

To the .extent that_ different people the,groupare carrying out quite'

different roles and jobs; there is less opportunity for conflict and sometimes

every little opportunity for social interaction alto/tether. In the examples just

given of several leadership rolAColigiatidg simultaneouslif, people have different
.'

e L ..Inbeto do, but they all revolve around a collective task, such as planning aria
-

.

1 , ,

carrying out a group roject...Thereforethese separate roles do not relieve
. ... ,

people of the respon:aI litY for interacting and making depisions as a grolip nor
.

-- of the responsibility for behaving as g regular decision-making member offithe

, group 41 addition to one's special responsibilities in the role of facilitator,

recorder, summarizer,-etc.-

.

In contrast to this,complex strategy of interdependence andirole playing, it is

possible to design group tasks where each individual goes off and does his fier
.

. i

opartof the task. These job assignments are made by the eigEhifi-integraoing,
-4,

,
.

.
.

the parti of'the group product may either be donecon a mechanical principle or

carried out by the teadher., this simple arrangement may be highly suitable for
. .

young chiii?en or for tasks where the instructor wants the group to have the

satisfaction of seeing what they could produce by combining their efforts without

the prol3lems of coordination or troubled interpersonal interaction. Of course,

the intellectual skills in this kind of a project not those that

come from synthesizing other people's ideas but are closer to the kinds Of
. -

in°
intellectual skills the student can practice on his own. An example of this

approach would be-a presentation to the class on a general topic, with each
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person responsible for preparing a different relevant sub-topic. The teacher

'could work with.each individual in reviewing and-preparing the student for the

: N
. presentation. The student could gain t1itlaLI5oreathering information from

- .

sources,
,_._

various , pulling the infotmation together into a coherent presentation,

and baking the presentation.

In between these extremes of a collective task group w ith specialized
1

. -
role& and complete division ofjabor, with each persofi ,contributing to the

group product completely .on his/her own there are various degrees of cooperation
0 \

possible on a group project\--' The group members may work oa their own but come

together as a group to integrate the individual products into a final product.

Or, fthe g roup 'may start out as a collective task group in the Plannirig Phase,

go their separate ways in the Research Phase, and then come together once mbre

for the Integration of the Final Product Phase. In analyzing the advantages_of

different degrees of cooperation; Sharan and Mertz=14azaowitz (1980) point out that

as the instructor requires the group to cooperate more closely, theyhaVe to deal with

each other's ideas, take on problems of synthesis and integration, learn to

readjust_their perspective in light of what other people have to say, and learn

the 'skills of critical evaluation. If you as a teacher, want your students to

practice these higher order conceptual skills, then you should be planning tasks

which require the group to cooperate more closely on planning and integratioiLd`

,even though you divide'lhe labor among the particiPanti. As. the teacher incre*See

the deleand for collective, interdependent interaction in order to gain these-

teaching objectives, the interpersonal and coordiaatiOU costs go'up as well. As

explained in previous chapters, these kinds of collective activities require

,twor.

special skills and training; they do not come "naturally" to either children or

adults.
V

I

1_
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Further examples of division of labor. Up to this point, I have talked

'bout-hreaking- down various functions of the group like Secretary,

Emotional Leader and Task Facilitator into different roles. I have also'
A

suggested dividing up people's activities according to the part of a group
G.

project they-are responsible for carrying out. ,

o
A further possibility, used to considerable advantage in the social sciences

or social studies area, isto divide up the group according to'different,points
_ -

----------of view on a given issues The task is to prepare argument for an assigned

point of view. The end project ipanel discussion or debate in front of the,

class.

One last-example is useful for a collective task group that is going to .

#-

have to work together closely. One can break up the tes4o that each person

:playsa different and complamentary role; a technical work team such as an

airplane crew br an operating room team operates in this way. People work together-
,

veryclosely, but each'has a different jpb to do. This pattern was used with
.

great success for an'interracial summer school project where the'students were

.divided into interracial groups for the purpose of making movies; at highly

-inEerdependent'task (Cohen, Katz & Lohman). The roles were divided into Camera

Person, Director, Story-Writer, Actor, etc. Over the course of learning to make

the movie, each student got the chance to play each role.. (Much_to the surprise

of the staff, the children thought that the most important role was that of

- -Camera Person, andunt-tEirTiathe Director.) This pattern has the advantige

. ,

of cutting down on possible conflict; it also teaches the participant6 to take

the perspective of the other. For the interracial situation it has the prime1

4

advantage of teaching the students that different people can make very different

- and creative contributions to the group, if given the chance to play a

specialized role.

e
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TEE 0ROUP'INVESTIGATIVE METHOD

In he 4nal'. section of this chapter I would like to describe in 'some detail
A

the Group Investigative Method developed by Shlomo Sharan and his cdlleAguet

for use in the schools-of Israel. For a complate.desciiption, the reader should

see the.chapter in Contributions to the'Stud of Coo eration Education ( Sharan,

Este, Webbsnd LaxarOwitz,...gdstLI980), eititle "A Group Investigation Method

Cooperative\Learning in the Classroom." '

'FOr the'purposes of this chapter I want eaNhiiglight'the wqy in which this

technique uses both division of labor and a variety of leadership roles. This

technique is recommended for teachers who want-to develop higher,order cognitive

procestes such as critical evaluation, adjusting 65-ather people's intellectual

'perspective, synthesis, and -analysis. Another objective is to prqvicie students
.

with the experience of_makingTdecisions about futruti-activities and carrying

-through in an adult and responsible manner. In order to accomplish these-

t
c

objectives, Sharan et al. have recommended highly interdependent project groups
0

whgch continue functioning over time in °order to'accomplif long -term projects

.which are presented to the class as a whole. There is a.considerable emphadis

placed on the initial selection of topics and formation4of work groups, so as

to maximize each student's sense of control and commitment to the situation.

. .1

In order to solve the pfoblems of interpersonal process which are bound

to.arise in such groups, the tehnique utilized -lied leadership roles and some

---training in group process skills. Teachers .ho use this techniqUe receive

extensive in-service training as s team from a selected school. There is

considerable attention paid to choosing. projects which involve a wide range

of intellectual skills and allow alternative answers, solutions and approaches

as well as a variety of final products as an alternative to oral or written

reports.
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This method of teaching assumes that knowledge does not develop from

,
single input and storage vocess. It stresses.the ability of a group to produce,

"meaning" as a *suleof collective effort. Social interaction and communication "%,,

play.a vital role in the pupil's construction.df knowledgen

P

A class engaged in group investigation is -Structured into a,set of
/
small-

r
'groups, each numbering from two to approximately six students. The groups engage

in a collective effort to study a given topic for a specified period of time.

Both size and dime thefts of the group are variable,. Usually,' groups study'

different aspectit the same general topic. Each group plans specific content

and methods of study, carries out its study plan.ana prepares and presents it

to the entire class in some form. Problems selected are those to which there
-
.-

can be a variety of solutions and perspectives. The intellectual skills required

are those ()treading comprehension, summarizing, efficient use of reference books

as well as evaluation,. analysis in discussion, au integration of one's ideas

and information with the work of others.

In the initial stage, there is anelaborate process for identification and

selectionof group study topics through cooperative planning by all students.

Special groups are created, just for the Purpose of developing lists and ideas 4

7
of aspects of the topic which might be studied. The teacher plays an active

role in helping synthesize these ideas i to a final list of topics which will

incorporate the suggestions from a large number of people.- Then students are

allowed to select which topic and group they will work with, so that the initial

planning groups and the project_groups are not one and the same. This allows

for students to develop an initial commitment to a group ou- of their own interest

in the topic and their own free choice of that group.

The groups then must plan the learning task,'determining'sub-topics for each

member and how they will work together. The teacher assists groups at this stage

1
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.

to choose learning tasks which are not limited to gathering in rmation but

involve active investigation. Far example, a learning. task migh4 b

Groups

go out

and interview some people with'respeCt to a question related to the topic ratherI
than to go copy out some information from the encyclopedia.. A variety Ofsources

should be used for the intellectual activities which offer a_variety of ideas,
t

opinionst,eValuations, etc. The groUp must also look ahead to thekind of gpsoup

product tDey want to produce. This"forced them to coo*linate their tasks to an

---Intellectual goal.

The longest stage is the one in which the investigation is carried out.

Although this involves considerable division of labor, there may be constant'

i

need to 1.4form and coordinate aid confer betwetn students and between students
q

. Z s.
and the teacher. During this-process the teacher may'have to stress group

./.-
s,

skills and individual study skills.

/1 0.

The' final stage involves preparing the final product. This techniqu e is

Mr
unus'ial in its attention to the problem of reintegrating gle,intellectual

projects intoa presentation for the class as a whole.: Sharait et al.,-recommend

a classroom coordinating committee with a representative from each ptoject
.

group. The function of this committee is to keep track of the progress of

individual groups and plan ahead as .to how each product can be combinidlinto

en overall coherentseries of experiences for the class. The authors provide

--- examples of final reports in a sixth grade project on ancient Greece; they

inclu de a quii show about Olympic gods,la large model of the Parthenon,

accompanied by slides, pictures and a floor plan; a series of Olympic games;

and a dictionary.of Greeknwords used in Hebrew.
,

In addition to 0 presentation to the class as a whole of
,

,

project, the group investigation technique recommends several

for tying together the curriculum unit. Learning centers can

a 119

each group's

other strategies

9
1 ;

t

be developed
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where students can, e require to study materials that the instructor wants.

everybody to master as background: stly, the class may be asked tostudy
5.

Carefully each,other's projects in preparation for'ad_examination which is'

',made up of questions submitted by each group on their materials.

. .

Throughout this lengthy process, groups are manages by ha.;;ing'different -

g.

members playlchairperson. The-chair my be asked to present a topic, keep A-

s..

track.of:time, distribute written material,' umm arize previous discussion,

focus 'discussion on a topic, or encourage maximum participation., There are.
,/

also ioles ake Recorder, and Representative to the Coordinating Committee,
.

which maybe played by- various members of the group.

' In a three weekexperiment with 217 pupils from 10 classrooms in Grades
4

24;$ Sharan, Ackerman .6 Herti-Lazarowiiz (1980) evaluated the type of learning
4

taking 'Slate in five Clasprooms using the small group method and the other
.

five using traditionarmethoda to teach the same materials. The experimental

teachers had attended 1 series. of 18 workshops over the course of one and

one-half years.. All the students were from lower socioleconomic groups. With-
.

the identical sets of material, teachers in traditional classrooms presented

topics verbally,.asked questions and gave homework tasks. The evaluation test'

used iteml of lower and higher coghitive levels, using Bloom's taxonomy. In
'1%,:.

three out of five grades, the small group treatment classrooms did:significantly
-

-

' better on higher level questions. The direction was as predicted in the other

' grades, but d.Ld not gain Nitiatical significance. On the lowei'level questions,

the two troupe did'about the same (Sharan, Hertz-lezarowitz 6 Ackerman, 1980)

The goals.of the group investigation method are very ambitious from an

intellectual' point of view. The students play the role of creative and active

"research scholars." In order to achieve these Coals a.high level of inter-

dependence is necessary. The problems created by that interdependence'are

solved in various ways: building.commitment to the group and its project; use of

120
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division of labbr; group'prockai skills, The developers admit that not every

studentcan be integrated into such a demanding group/ They suggest that
al

there are some"students who are not suitable for such collective tasks who
.

might well be allayed to work on their own. Other students may be allowed to

shift groups if serious problems of commitment develop. The teacher must worktk.

as an intellectual leader an i resource person, assisting the gioups to develop

the more challenging questions and learning tasks, helping the gropps with
o

the resources and skills they will need to carryout their tasks, worrying-r

abbut coordination of theedifferent project groups, and paying close attention

to whatifill be 'the overall intellectual htegration of thwcurriculum unit.

At the same time the teacher must be skillfull in astisting,groups tdovircome

their problems, without intervening and telling them directly what decisions .

. .

they must make or tellitig individuals haw they should handle interpersonal
0

difficulties in the group.

I havi dwelled at considerable lengtOlan this example to show -that all of
-

this can..be accomplished with admirable intellectual results, even with

children as young-as second graders and with (ktitclents who do not come from

upper status hopes: Not,all groupwork tasks need have such igh order

intellectual objectiles and.not all groupwork tasks require such interdependence;

not all groupwork need place such a heavy emphasis on reading skills. Never-

theless, this example is a stimulating one, suggesting what an elaborate and

skilled application of groupYork methods may produce.
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Chapter VIII

. Groupwork in the Desegregate Setting

A ..
The use of small cooperative groups is of.en recommended for interracial

classrooSs. The rationale forthis recommendation is that small group settings

will provide intlfralial vequal atatus",conditions which have long been thought
/

Yo reduce prejudice and racial stereotyping (Allport, 1954). In addition,

fl .

0
cooperative groups, as we have mentioned before, have been fount to promote

-,

.. -inceased friendliness and positive Affect. For eductatOrs who are concerned
, . -

with the integrated ichobling experience as a means, to promoting interracial

t '-harmony and gen4tral social integration of the races, cooperative groupwork

would seem the, ideal tool for these social goals. ;

Effects of Groupwork: Achievement and Race Relations,,.

There are several cooperative groupwork treatments for the interracial

classroom which have been the subject of systematic research. It is important'

to analyze for each one, the%nature of the task and evaluation structure; as

-

well as effects on students. For example, one cooperative treatment, Aarondon's

"Jigsaw Classroom" has each member of the group responsible for teaching

certain materials to the rest of the group. The group then is tested on the

sum of the materials as individuals, but the group receives a single total score

reflecping individuil members' performance. Thus, students are motiv,:ced to

work closely with each other, tit only because they ar' responsible for

teaching materials, but because their final score is dependent on-the grasp.

each member has of the materials to be learned (Aaronson, Stephan, Sikes,

Blaney & Snapp, 1978).

After two weeks using.this_method, in fifth and sixth grade integrated
0

classrooms, learning outcomes were compared to those of students in classrooms

taught by traditional methods (whole class). Results shoved a significant gain .

for minority children in the Jigsaw Classrooms in comparison to minority

1
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children in the traditional classroom. There-were no differences in test .

_ ---
scores for the majority children (tucker, Rosenfield, Sikes & Aaronson,, 1976).

In another study of Jigsaw tlissrooms, Blaney found after a six week experiment,

pre to post-test gains on liking for one's group in the Jigsaw Classroom where

students had been working in interracial groups. A questionnaire measure-
-

showed increased self-esteem in the Jigsaw Ciassrboms and declines. in the

conventionally_taught control classrooms. However,'Black pupils in both

experimental and control classrooms declinedin their liking foe cr.hoolLand

Mexican-American children in the control classrooms showed a greater liking

for school than those in the Jigsaw Classrooms (Blaney,,et al., 1977).

In another popular treatment for integrated settings, referred to as STAD,

Slavin uses interracial groups who receive a group score on a quiz after work

with highly focussed teaching materials. The score-each student earns for his

or her team depends on how wefl that. student (Ides in compariion to other students

in his or her own ability-achierement group in the classroom. Thus, team is
o

not penalized for having a low-achieving student as one of its members unless

that student does poorly on the quiz in comparison with other low-achieving

students in the class. They may help each other in studying, but it is not

typically mandated. Effects of STAD have been assessed with curriculum-specific

tests and with standardized achievement tests. As a control group Slavin has
4

used classes working with the same highly structured learning materials, but ;kth

conventional instructional rewards. This is a particularly demanding kind of

control group; and the results of the three studies with interracial classrooms

were quite mid. Sometimes the test outcomes were significantly superior -for

STAD classrooms and sometimes they were not. In all three of the studies on

mixed-race classrooms, there'was aincrease in cross- racial friendship choices

as a result of STAD (Slavin, 1980; Slavin, 1977; Slaving, 1975,-,Slavin and

Oickle, 1980).
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Both these approaches make the students depend on one another for receiving

a favorable evaluation for their work. There are available many laboratory and

classroom studies of the effect of a group reward structure on achievement.

Johnson, Maruyama et al. conducted a "meta-analysis" on 27 studies of the effects

of competition, cooperation, and individual rewards on achievement and

productivity. This is a statistical procedure in which the authors ask the

question: Howpowpful is cooperation as compared to competition or individual

reward in accounting for the results of all these atudies,_taken asra whole?_

In this analysis cooperation refers only to a group of people having a joint

goal, so that to the extent one person succeeds or fails, everyone succeeds or

fails. Some of these studies took place in the laboratory and some vnrein the

classroom. 00verall, their analysis found cooperation superior to competition

in promoting achievement and productivity. Cooperation was :lso superior' to

individualistic efforts. Some experiments and classrooms tend to combine

cooperation with intergroup competition, but this analysis suggested that

cooperative groupwork without intergroup competition is superior in producing

achievement. Very suggestive is their further finding that the superiority

of cooperation is enhanced when the task is not a rote learning or decoding

task and when people teach each other and work together accomplishing the group

goal (Psychology Bulletin, in press).

Desegregated classroom teachers experience tremendous pressure for
/
achieve-

ment for their students. Minority parents are so hopeful of an improvement in

achievement in the desegregated setting. The teachers themselves want very badly

toloove low achieving students up to grade level as soon as possible. Parents of

the middle class white students often fear that their children will somehow be

held back because of desegregation; they envision that the academic level of

the class_will-deteriorate-and that their children will suffer by having the

teacher pay more attention to the low-achieving minority student.

it
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When, in the face of such pressures for achievement, the teacher decides

on groupwork as a viable alternative for this academically heterogeneous

setting,/he will probably face (or-fear that such questions will be raised)

the issue -of whether the use of such techniques will detract from academic

achievement. Many people view the use of groupwork solely as a technique for

making students' behavior more "prosocial." Learning how to get along with

others is not seen-as a top priority, goal by parents who are primarily con-

cerned about success and'status on an individual basis.

The teacher nay reassure anyone who inquires that the research evidence

a on the use of groups with interdependent goals, is-favorable. At least, there

r

is absolutely no evidence that achievement of higher status students is

depressed and there is evidence that under some conditions the achievement of

minority students is.boosted.. Furthermore; the Johnson and Maruyama review of

many studies shows the'superiority of this method, in general, to'that of

traditional individualistic learning approaches.

In review of all.the available, studies, Sharan summarizes reported

effects on interracial relations in relation to the differences in the nature

of groupwOrk (Sharan, 1980).

Most of the research studies which assessed race relations in the
desegregated-classroom as a function of interaction and peer
helping in teams reported positive effectf. In most cases, gains
in cross-racial relations, ere modest. Nevertheless, it seems
clear that team learning, in its various manifestations promotes
positive interethnic contact under cooperative conditions.
Despite this positive overall evaluation, some studies proved'
more effeitive than others, and, more important, many critical
question, remain to be answered. (P. 258)..

Again, we have no negative effects on interracial relations of cooperative

groupwork, but fail to'find consistently positive results. Although the

teacher can certainly conclude that she/he has everything to gain and little

to lose, from using such techniques in the desegregated classroom, it is clear

that desired results do not automatidally follow from setting up group tasks

1 40
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and group goals for interracial classrooms. What is needed is a more powerful

and penetrating way.to analyze the dynamics of interracial-groups working under

cooperative conditions.

Analyzing the Status Problem

Much of what has been discussed in earlier chapters is relevant to the

question of groupwork in tnterracial classrooms. Nowhere does the issue of

status become so criltical as in,this particular setting; and nowhere does the

use of the concepts I have been describing become more valuable than in thinking

out this particular-technical and social problem.

The core of the analysis is-clear; the cooperative interracial groups

that are widely recommended for desegregated settings bake a lot of sense from

one point of view: they are obvibusly far superior to a social setting which

provides no time or place for students of different backgrounds to learn how

to work together or even to become acquainted with one another. Integration does

not take place automatically on the playground; we now have many studies of

_ desegregated schools documenting the phenomenon of voluntary resegregation by

the children'in the play yard, lenchroom,.and classrooms (Schofield & Sagar, 1977),

1979). Some desegregated schools use various forms of tracking and ability

grouping, so that, classrooms provide nolilace-for_interraCial interaction.

When researchers find improved interracial relations in classrooms with

41cooperative groups, it is often in contrast to control classrooms using rigi

ability grouping which provide almost no opportunity for children of different

races to talk with each other.

Clearly, the cooperative small grokip is far superior to any of the above
14

arrangements for fostering social integration. On the other hand, the

cooperative group working on a collective task is also a setting for "self-

fulfilling" prophecies based on differences in social and academic status. If

the net result orgroupwbrk is the greater activity and influence of the Whites

12G
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.

within the group in comparison to the Blacks or Browns, then the desegiegatdd
,

.

situation is only a mirror for the status order in the outside society. This

is not what educators or policy makers have in mind when they talk about social

integration. This is indeed a classic "dilemma of groupwork."

Social class. Resolving this dilemma requires an initial analysis of th

status characteristics involved in the classroom. In many. desegregated

situations, the minority ethnic students come from homes of a far Iowersocio-
.

economic status than the Whites. This status difference has critical

levance for the schoolroom, beCSuse lower social class children do less

well on conventional academic curricula. A strong social class difference among

students in a dosrooxt4roducesgreat academic heterogeneity, as-any experienced

teacher knows. And unless some fairly radical steps are taken to,interfere

with the process, the teacher will find that a status order based on Reading

rapidly develops and depresses the participation of low status students.

Race. Add to this problem, the operation of race as a status characteristic

in cone-et/tie tasks. If social clads'results in a strong academic status order,':

and if the students with lower academic status tend to be Black or Brown, then
-

the operation of reading status will only reinforce the operation of racial_

status.--If White students learn from the groupwork that minority student are

less active and influential,they will come away with every racist expectation

for minority intellectual incompetence-reinforced. This is hardly what

teachers have in mind when they decide to use cooperative interracial groups.

In addition to the problem of reinforcing stereotypes, if there- is a

strong status effect operating in the classroom, the minority, students'who are

poorer in reading will see themselves as generally incompetent at school taski.

This will depress their effort, their engagement, and their participation. Thus

the teacher will face the common problem of the student who needs desperately

to put out extra effort to catch up on basic skills but who appears unwilling

127
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to try. In the educational literature this is often referred to as a problem

of poor self-concept. Coming at the problem from status theory, we can see

it is not so much a characteristic of the personality of the minority child

but a function of the classrOOm situation. The student is only reflecting

the general evaluations and expectations for competence he /she /receiving
_ .

frOm the teachdr and from classmates.

If in contrast, the desegregated classroom contains children from differing__.
., .

.

racial or ethnic'baCkgrounds but
.

with similar social class achievement_

characteristics, then we do not seem to find severe prademstbased on racial
, . .

.

status and there are more positive intergroup relations. Exposure to minorities

whg achieve.as veil or better than majority ch dren, may well constitute
o - .

the 4egualatat,us" classroom conditions which have long been seen to reduce

prejudice and stereotyping. ,

Analysis or Interracial Groupwork. -

..Now that we have conceptualized some.of the peculiar status problems of a

3ck,

desegregated classroom with a wide social_claea_sange., we can return to the

initial examples of groupwork in the interracial setting. In the case-of the

Jigsaw Classroom, when the student who has low academic status (and is probably

Black or Brown) fuL;lons in to role of teacher of hi,s/her assigned portion

of the lesson, there is potential for an effective treatment of expectations

for competence. However, the task is a conventional curriculum task involving

reading and comprehension of materials. Unless this student is extraordinarily

carefully prepared for the teaching role, there is A high probability that

hefahe willnot appear unusually competent when acting as teacher; 'In-

addition, it too easy for the better readers in the group to "take over"
41,

from the faltering "teacher" and read and teach the materials to the group.

Our experience with training students with a history of poor achievement for

the role of teacher has been that it is best done under highly controlled
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tutorial conditions; it takes sreat'patience and`Varying amounts of time

for different students. Even when the lowstatus student is actually per-
---:._.

.

. -----

forming comPetently,'it takes further extraordinary steps to convince him or her .

- , A',
_

of that competence. These conditions are unlikely to be met consistently in

Jigsaw Classrooms.

. -

If this is-the case, then why does the Jigsaw Classroom- improved

achievement for minority students under some conditions? The answer to this

question lies in the irony that it is'uotnecessarY,to change competence

expectations to produce some improvement in learning. When there is no group-

- work, many low status students withdraw from their assignments-and put out very'

little effort.- The Jigsaw Classroom is a comielling group situation, in which

it is in the interests of the group for poor achievers to do well on the exam.

. The group cannot "afford" a poor performance from the-low achievers. They will

read the materials and explain them if necessary. Thus, the poor student is

much more likUy to,became engaged and is. not allowee to lail-jUitbicause of

a reading deficiency. Groupwork can produce increased engagement of the low

achiever, especially if there are some urgent reasons why peers should assist

Such students. Furthermore, if the group process is based a_ norms of

cooperative interpersonal behavior, there should be positive results in inter-
,

personal relationships among studeatsrof different races. In,the case of the

Jigsaw Classroom, there is considerable stress on good groppiprocess, so that

the ults achieved by this technique in improved interracial relations are

understandableas a product of this training.

From the point,Of view of status problems, the Jigsaw Classroom is-probably

not a sufficiently powerful technique to alter-general low expectations for .

.competence on the part of students with Low Reading Status. (who are more likely

to be of minority racial or ethnic background). Thus, students may like

g AA ,,,, ,,,, ,,
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helping the low status student and may have positive feelings about him/her

as a person, but this does nothing to chang..erceptions that minority students
1P

.have less to offer to the group than majoritystudents and stand in a sub-

ordinate and child-like relationship' to the majority student. Furthermore, .

, -

the unresolved problem of low expectations for competence may account foi the
- --

.,

I inconsiitanCy of positive effects-on tested learning outcomes of this method.

There is a similiar limitation in the STAD technique. In this case; care

is taken not to penalize the'group for the lower, performance of the low

achiever, by having his /her scbre giien, relative to a similar group of other

low achievers in the classroom. This no doubt prevents the group frOm behaving

in a punitive wanner toward the low achiever, but at the coat of the strong

reinforcement of the ability.status of every'member of the group. As-a--matter

of fact, in this technique, one's achievement status is officially sanctioned

by the teacher, because one's official evaluation is based partly on one's

ability status. From the point of view of Expectation States theory, there is

little hope of changing expectations for competence based on reading or ability

status under such conditions.

As in the Jigsaw Classroom, there is good reason to.help the low achieving

members of the group to perform. Furthermpre, the use of highly focussed,

structuted learning materials makvit comparatively easy for peers to act

effective -teachers. This helping behavior, in turn, fosters interracial contact

with a p,sitive effect.

Note, however, that the student with higher social and academic status in

the role of "benefactor" of the student with lower social and academit status

who is seenas"needing help." Minority students play a powerliirs role as group

members who need to be helped. Even though interracial liking can be increased

under these conditionsrcertainly,general expectations for incompetence and
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powerlessness of many minority students have been reinforced. Essentially, the

teacher has settled for a classroom social structure which mirrors the power

and status arrangements of the racial groups in the outside society.

I Would argue.that this technique does not produce equal status conditions.

Moreover, the increased engagement and participation of students with low

academic status will not reliably lead to measurable-learning gains.

The learning gains of minority children will not occur consistently in this
4

social structure.

What are the critical conditions in the desegregated classroom for

.

accomplishing the twin goals of improved achievement and positive interracial

relations? Below I have listed some questions to ask of any proposed groupwork
- ,

treatment for the academically heterogeneous desegregated setting:

1. Is.there a specific,collective task delegated to student groups?

2. Are the groups Mixed as to race and reading ability?

3. Do group members have to depend on each other for achieving a
favorable evaluation of the'grouP ptoduct?"

4. Have the group mOnbers-learned some special nlrms concerning
how to behave cooperatively in groups?

If.the answer to these first four questions is "Yes," then one should sde
,

significant improvemett.in interracial relations over the situation where the

answer to these questions is "No." If all these conditions are met, will there

be improved achievement for low achieving minority- students? Although there

should be improved participation and engagement in the task and although such

students will receive assistance from more successful classmates, there are

two more "conditions" which must be met before aChievement'results will be

consistently produced. It is necessary to ask two more questions:

5. Is the 1 ture of the task very similar to conventional class-
room work? And is. reading or writing a prerequisite for each
individual to function successfully the task?

131
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6; Haveeliecial steps been faiep to Modify low expectations
for competence by low students with lok academic status?,

0 ,

If the tiik.is highly conventional and/or,requires reading and writing as
.

prerequisite toindividual success, then there are forces working against each

other in affecting the achievement of students with lower academic status.,
0

The task is collective --vstudents need each other to achieve a favorable

evaluation--and .cooperative norms are operating; these forces are working

for you, boosting the participation and effort of the low status student -. But

the conventional natur of-the task itself is working against you --xour tasks

require only skills on which low status students have repeatedly received low

evaluation. Therefore, they are expected to do very poorly relative to their

classmates (by themselves as well as by the others). Under these conditions

I Would not expect to- find (nor -do -the studies find) reliable achievement gains.

To obtain consistent results, one has *...o do something about these low

4

expectations for"aademic competence which are operating in the groupwork

task. This is entirely.PCssible with a careful selection of task and some

special steps to modify expectaticne for incompetenctf. These steps might

include multi-ability treatments and/or the allocation of special roles to

low status students.

Combining cooperative groupwork for which the 'students are properly

prepartd with a treatment for expectations opens the way for positive social

relations in the interracial setting and improved achievement for minority

students with low academic status. The following chapter provides the specific

steps a teacher might take to achieve these goals.

0
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Chapter

A Design for Groupwork in the Integrated Classroom

l4 criticiiq of available designs for groupwork has been rather severe.

When there are large achievement differences correlated with racial or ethnic

differences, the goal of "equal status conditions" is a difficult one to

achieve in the desegregated school. The teacher might well ask: Is it i r

technicallt possible to achieve the goals of superior learning on the group

task far..studentt who areflow'status intheclaseroom and an opportunity for

the equal status interaction which reduces racist n4 ethnic stereotypes?

In this chapter I will try to show hoj; using basic principles introduced

earlier in this book, Sit. is entirely possible to design groupwork which meets

these social and'academic goals. I need only outline the steps here because -

they have .already been discussed in previous chapters. The steps are a
4

a
combination' of strategies with known effects on the status problem. It makes

sense to combine into a package various strategies which have been successful

in classroom research and`wLch have a strong theoretical base. We are; after

all, attempting to achieve equal status conditions in a 3 nost challenging serz:ng.

There is one limitation of this strategy which the practitioner must keep

in mind. Even though groupork can produce superior achievement on the group-

work task itself, the improved expectations for competence on the part of low

status students cannot be expocted to transfer to conventio'nal subject area ,

instruction. If }you want to modify competence expectations so 'that they affect

Pa broad range of classroom tasks, then you must attack the underlying features

of classroom instructon which produce generalized expectations for incompetence

on the part of certain ,students.

i
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The steps below are a good first stage for the teacher who wants #to

,-'try out the techniques of.treating status problemi, but is not yet convinced'

or sufficiently confident to make more radical changet in the classroom.

Ste4"1 Selection of Tasks for a Series of Groupwork Experiences'

Pick interesting.end intellectually challenging tasks. Pick tasks
which are related'to your curriculum objectives. These' tasks .should

gut much more'like the way adults in the work world use theiiminds,
than the way students ordinarily operate in classrooms.

Picktasks in which you can see that there are multiple abilities
involved.

Definition: A multi!!ability task is a groupwork assignment which
1 does not make reading, writing, of computation i pie-

!, requisite for successful participation. Participants
understanctthat no one person can be good at all these
abilitisCand that everyone will be good on at least
one. SUCh tasks may involve group discussion, inter-

' viewing, role playing, manipulation, observation,
reasoning--in other words.a variety of skills and Media.

Science-i=experimants, naturalistic observation, nature-
projects, learning principles of science through
active, problem- solving; many available science
curricula provide rich materials which can be
adjusted so.that students can assist each other
with reading and writing skills.

Language Arts--understanding and interpretation.Of
literature can be lssisted by role playing
and imaginative discussion of motivation,
of characters, and ofjunderlying meanine&f.
poems, stories and drkma.

;Social Studies -- simulations, oral history projects,
'community.resource surveys, discussioh of
social issues, dramatic role play of customs
and life style of historical and. contemporary
societies; learning the difference' between
observation-and inference in, social science;
interview' tudiep of htmelocal government works.

l'Oreign,Language -groups of students can plan and act out
conyersationalscenes, such as meeting on the
_street ofordifing food in a restaurant.

Visual Artsr-movie or videotape halting with each group
responsible for a short movie or tape.

13j
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Step 2' Preparing Student for Cooperative Group Behavior

Ansitysis of your Tasks: Wha t grOup 16411s will students need for
your tasks? Will discussion and decision-making be
involved? If so, student., will aeed practice in
listening skills, in conciseness, and in being attentive
and 'responsive to other people's ideas. 4

In addition, you *sill want to introduce norms for equal
participation. There may be'other relevant group process
skills which you want to teach before the groupwork begins

. or which you may want to teachwhen the problems arise.

ups.

Orientation of Students: Students will need to know about the gioup-
worktasks they are pieparing for. They. will need to
understand why it is important to learn skills for
working in groups wit people who are not close friends.
Stress the importance f such skills', in adult life,.
Avoid lecturing; use ual aids such as Epstein's Four
Stage-Rocket (see chap r VI).

Tasks for Learning Skills and Norms:. Select an engaging discussion
task which is non-academic. A moral dilemma such as the

- Fallout Shelter Task or n survival problem such as Lost-
on-the Moon isgood..

Composition of Groups: Plan gi:oup composition ahead of time. Don't
plan groups on the basis of friendship.

Compose groups heterogeneously on ethnicity, sex, and 1:

academic a:tar:ding. Put on the board the composition of4
the groups and where they are to meet. Change groUps
for each new of practice.

Practicing New Utley:Isms: Use visual aids to make sure that students
know what new behavior like "listening" they are practicing.
Use techniques like Epstein'awhi7ch force' each person to
"listen" or "reflect" on what the person before has said.
You may want an initial briefiincontro/led discussion
where group becomes analytical and critical of the
problems they experience. (See chapter VI for details.)

Use of Observer Role: One member of each group functiions as an
observer. 'He/she records key behaviors when they occur
on observition sheet. Observers then report on behalf
of their group how man; times they saw the desired be-,
haviors. Have an assistant take aside observers for
trainiy.

1.35
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Illp.I. Preparing Students for Multi-Ability Grdupwork

I

Groups

Discusiini Multiple Abilities: Briefly describe the nature of tht
groupwork tasks. Stress the similarities of what they
will be doing to the way adults use their minds rather
than Alariti to their previous school experience.

Tell the students that there are multiple abilities
involved. Give examples of the specific abilities you
see are involved. Ask the class for further suggestions
as to othe5 abilities in these-tasks.

Explain that np one person will be good at all the
abilities.

Exislain that everyone will be good at one.

Explain that it is legitimate,to ask classmatei for
assistance 1f materials are difficult to read or if one
is having problems with writing something up. (These
ars only two of the relevant skills and abilities.)
Explain that. it is a group member's duty to assist others
who need help.

Preparation of theTask: Have all materials carefully prepared in
advance.' Go over written instructions with class as
.,41. whole. Make clear how group products will be evaluated.
Figure out how such time introduction will take, so that
you will not find that by the time you are ready to start
the groupwork, the class period is over.

If students are to plaispecializad roles, be'aure'they
receive iNpecial training session. Be sure everyone
understands what each of these official roles is expected.
to do.

Composition of Groups: Always plan ahead of time. Always make them
- heterogeneous as to ethnicity, sex and academic status.

Group membership may remain constant for length of a
single groupwork project.

Step 4. Use a Group Facilitator

Appoint a Facilitator for each Group: Select students who are usually
quiet and may be lqw achievers or have little social
influence. Select students who are low achievers or who
may be seen as "active troublemakers" in your class. Be
sure that these students get a turn to play the facilitator
role. The role may be rotated so that other students also
have this opportunity. Make a public statement that you
are appointing Joe Jones as Facilitator of Group A. Be sure
to provide leadership opportunities for female students as
well as male students.

1 3 G
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Facilitator's Role: You can have the role include a number of tasks
useful to you in getting the parts of the job done on
time and the groups coordinated with the materials and
outside sources.

Role should always include the following when group
discussion and decision-making are involved:

See to it that everyone participates.
Keep the group moving,forward on the task
to meet time deadlines.
Make sure that people are listening to each
other.

Make sure that people give reasons for their
ideas (especially important for younger students).

Making Role Explicit: Everyone should know what you expect of the
facilitator. List role expedtatiods like those above
on a chart.

facilitator Training: Facilitators may need help in understanding that
theiT-ryole is not to make decisions for the group. They
may also need suggestions as to tactful ways to get people
to participate, listen to each other, and to prevent some
from talking too much.

Step_.5. Let. the Groups do Their Work

Delejation of Authority: You have,- in effect, dq.egated authority to

these groups of students to carry out the task, using
your instructions. Their decisions are their own to
make. They can even make mistakes on their own. They
are accountable for the group product. Their special,'
roles and the norms for behavior will do much to control
behavior instead of your direct supervision.

You must let go and allow the groups to work things
through without your telling them what to do at every
step of the way. They must learn to solve some problems
for themselves.

Problem of Control and Coordination: Remember that the new norms and
the special roles like the facilitator will do much to
control Lehavior and make it effective and pro-social.
Remind groups of norms and refresh facilitators On their
roles. Ask groups to critique their own group proceds
in light of-the-norms Add-roles-6ex have leased.

--
If task is long-term and has complicated stages, design
some check points, where-you can comment on group plans.
You nay want to go over plaits group has. made with a
repredentative of the group. Try not to second-guess
their decisions., Make suggestions as to how they can
extend their plans if they are not sufficiently .

challenging. Make suggestions Of special resources
they may Writ to use. Ash questions rather than direct
behavior!

49 . 0
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If the class is to coordinate their separate group
activities, have a representative of each group meet
in a special coordination "task force."

If some individuals are very unhappy with their group
and groups seem unable to improve the situation, you
may have to intervene and come to the "rescue" of an
unhappy student. Membership may be shifted; or in
extreme cases of an individual who is simply unable
to function in this setting, he/she can be given a
specialized individual role which bears some relation
to the class activities.

Bring class back together after tasks are completed
for! performance or report "by individual group.

Be sure to include in a final discussion some con-
sideration of how well groups operated and hoc"'
different individuals made different contribuiions
because of the milti-ability character of the task.

Step 7 Evaluation

Evaluation of Students: There should be some way to evaluat
group product. Other students in the class c
learn how to be constructive critics of the produ
of each group. You can evaluate the group product.
The group can evaluate its own product if they'have
clear criteria. .

Never attempt to evaluate the contribution of the
individual to the group. You may want, at a later
time, to design a test or quiz involving the sub-
stane of the material learned in the process of
groupwork. Each group may want to contribute items
to the test to see if classmates have learned from
their group presentation or product.

Student groups.should be able to evaluate their own
group process and the success of the facilator role.

the

Evaluation of Yout "Engineering"

You will want to be critical of your groupwork the first time you run it

thgough;---Di&-the-students-find-the-task engaging and-interestine Did-they-

learn something from the experience? How effective were your instructions in

'producing xlarity about what to do. Were there management and coordination

problems?
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Beyond these technical problems is the issue of whether or not the tasks

were successful in producing equalstatus behavior. Were the low status

students active in their groups? Was the student who played the facilitator

role seen as competent by peers and by him/herself? There are some effective

and simple ways to evaluate your own classroom. These tools have been

developed in classrooms and do not require special training in data collection

or analysis. In the sections below, I c,-ill describe what they are:and how to

use them. Include$ta these materials are sample observations guides, a

questionnaire, and an interaction scoring sheet. Depending on what aspects

concern you the most, they can be used separately or together.

Guide for an Outside Observer

It is extremely valuable to have an outside observer visit the class-

room on the day you first start academic groupwork tasks. You will find it

difficult to be self-critical when you ate busy orienting students and directing

the groupwork. Perhaps the ideal .situation is to have another teacher present;

you, could return the favor and be the outside observer in his/her classroom.

The outside observer can take notes on the clarity of your instructions

and or not the orientation held the attention-of students and was

ently c lete and clear to prevent confusion as they proceed with their

tasks. The observe can help with a critiqUe of the effectiveness of the

multi-ibility definition'\of the task and the discussion of how all the group

process skills and cooperative norms should be put into operation in the

academic task. Finally, an outside observer can be asked to listen to you

assigning the facilitator volethe clarity with which you delegate the role

to a particular set of students.
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/When the students start to work in their groups, the observer can move

around the room watching and listening to the students. Are the students

helping each other? Is the facilitator dominating the group? If you point

out to the obierver the students you are most concerned about, she/he can keep

a special watch on their behavior: Are they participating? Do they seem to

understand what is going on? The observer can check on whether you are

accidentally dominating certain groups, not allowing them to solve their own

problems rather than stimulating them to extend their thinking.

Figure I presents a sample.guide for an outside observer. Using these

guidelines the observer can take notes. A conference with the observer and

his or her notes will prove invaluable in deciding what needs tohe changed j
."

for the next session or for the next time you introduce this groupwork task.-- .

Figure- I

Sample-Guide for Observing'Teacher

A.

Your observer should be present in good time to take notes on your
orientation and instruction as you prepare students for their first academic
gioupwork.

1. How clear are the instructions? ,

2. es the instructor make use of visual aidsand student participation
ther than lecturing?

ow attentive are. the students to the orientation?

4. Does the instructot make explicit the multiple abilities involved
in the task? Does he/she make clear that reading and writing are
only some of the abilities involved in the task?

5--Does-the-inst-ruotor-make clear-that -people_have_the_right_to. aqk

j.

group members for help--and that group members have the duty to
assist others?

Is the assignment of the facilitator role clear? Who are the
facilitators? What are they expected to do?

14
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Figure I (continued)

° Sample Guide for Observing Teacher

B.

Groups

Point out to the observer the students about wbom you are especially
concerned. These should minoritystudents with poor academic skills.
Especially important are suc students who are also not very pop ar or
powerful in informal social relations in the classroom. In add tion, you
should be concerned with other students who are low in acade standing
and/or unusually quiet and socially isolated. The observer should spend

Isoie time answering, these questions for each group.,'

1. Do some of the weaker students show a grasp of the problem?
Are they participating? Is anyone listening to them?

2. Do you see any evidence of a status struggle in the groups?

3. Is the teacher dominating the small groups?

,

4. Did negative outcomes for the group appear to discourage them?

5. Are students giving evidence of really working through problems for
themselves?

a
6. Are students helping each other?

7. Is the facilitator dominating the group?

8. Are the students confused about what they are supposed to do?

. Is any one student dominating the group?

Use of a Student Questionnaire

1fthe students are fourth graders or older, many'important questions can

be answered with a questionnaire. If all the children'do not read well, you can

read the items out loud. In Figure II, I have presented a sample student

questionnaire. These are questions which have been very successful with children

as young as nine years. These particular items allow you to examine the success

cf_tbe_low_atatua studentsBy_asking students_to put-down-their-names-on-tb

questionnaire, you can pick out the students of special interest and see whether

they reported participating and how they felt about playing the facilitator role.

Furthermore, you can check on the responses of the group members to see if they

141
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thought the facilitator role was adequately played. You can actually'see if
A

any low status studentazwere picked as having the best ideas or were chosen

as having done the most or least talking,in the group. We have, always found

that there is a good relationship J6etween people's report of such matters and

the systetatic scoring-of an observer.

If the multi- ability definition of the task has been effective, then".'

studebts should be able to list an ability on which they thought they did Well.

Also, they should be able to list some of the abilities you introduced as well

as other abiliti>fttside-of reading and writing.

Even the success,of the training in cooperative norms can be checked out

with a student questionnaire.. Do they report experiencing problems with not
'ON

'being listened to, or.talking much less than they wanted to? .Did people have

trouble getting along in-the group? Would they be willing to work with this

group again? The sample questibnnaire contains only-some of th questions you

mightfind useful. _YOu should pick and choose according to your major concerns.

You can make up additional questions.

ttr

.....4

a
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--Figure II Groups

Sample/Student Questionnaire

Please check with at/On the line at the left of each answer that you think'
represents your thought or feelings for each question. Remember, there are
no right answers. I want to know what you think/

Section- A

ow interes ng did you find your work in the group?

a) Int resting

b) ,Fai y interesting

c) Not very interesting
-

d) I W s not interested at all

2. How difficult d 4 you. find youriwork in the group?

a) Extremely difficult

b) Sometimes difficult

c) Not too difficult- -just about right

d) Very easy

3. Did you understand exactly what the group was supposed to do?

a) I knew just what to do

b) At first I didn't understand

c) It was never clear to me

4. What abilities did you think were important for doing a good jOb on this
task?

P

5. Wag, there one ability on which you thought you did very well?

Yes No

6.--How-many-times-dt-d-ydirhave the chance to talk during the group sespions
todayT-----

None

One or two times

Three' to four times

Five or more times

143
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Sample Student Questionnaire

7. If you talked less than you Wanted to, what were the main reasons?

I felt afraid to.give my opinion

Somebody else interrupted me

I w.48.not given the Chance to give my opinion

I talked as much as I wanted to

Nobody paid atention to what I said

I was not interested in the problem

I was not feeling well today.

8. Did you get along with everybody in your group?

With few of them

With half of them

With most of the

With'all of them

With none of.them

9. Did everybody listen to each other's ideas ?.

Only a few of them

Half of them

Mostof...them

All of them, except one

All of them .

Section B

1. Who did the most talking in your group today?

2. Who did the least talking in your group today?

3. Who had the best ideas in your group today?

4. Who did most to direct the discussio

5. Would you like to work with this group again?

Yes No

If not, why not?

6. How well do you thinkthe facilitator did today in his/her job?

1 d

Groups
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Figure II (continued)

Analysis Guide, for the Questionnaire

Groups

I: What proportion of the class found the task uninteresting, too difficult
or confusing?

A. Haw many students reported that the work was interesting or un-
interesing? ,(SECTION A, Q#1)

0

B. How many students teported that the work was extremely' difficult
or very easy (SECTION A, 02)

C. How many students reported that the instructions were never clear
to -them? (SECTION A, ,Q #3)

II. Did the students see the task as involving multiple abilities?

A. How many students were able to listmore than one ability?
(SECTION A,'Q#4)

B. How many students were able to list one ability on which they thought
they dfa-well? .(SECTION A,-Q#5)

C. HoW many of the 'abilittes-ttsted.were like those in ordinary school-
work? (SECTION A, Q#5)

III. How was the group process? Are there special problems that need further
Nark?

A. What kinds of problems. are checked off frequently on,SECTION A, Q#7?

B. How many students report getting along with only half those in their
group or none? (SECTION'A, Q#8)

C. How many students report that half of the members of their group or
fewer listened? (SECTION A, Q#9)

D. Of those students who said they would not like to work with their
group again, what kinds of reasons did they give? (SECTION B, Q#5)

IV. How did. the low-status students feel about their experience ?' out
these questionnaires and make these.tabulations:)

A. What proportion of these students found the task uninteresting, too
difficult or confusing? Is this percent-higher than that for the class
as a whole?

. What propbrtion of these-students listed an ability on which they
mt-the same :-s-for-thet oug t t ey we .

class as a whole?

C. What ptoportion of these students reported that they participated
only one or two time or not at all? '(SECTION A, Q#6)* Calculate
a proportion of all the other students who chose either of these
two responses. The percent for the low status students and the
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Figure II (continued)

percent of other students, who report little partic ation should
be about the -same if god have produced equal st s interaction.

oups

D. Were there some particular low status stude. s for whom this
experience was not a goodone? Take th low status students who
report littl= rticipition on examine their questionnaire
as a whole ind out what the source of the trouble
was.

V. How succes ul was each group in achieving equal status and good group
process? (Rearrange the questionnaires so you have all the ones from
each oup together).

4%
Did some groups teport more interpersonal problems than others? Or
were complaints pretty wellepread across groups? (SECTION A, Q#7, #8,
and #9) If three or more members of'the same 811- make some complaint
about their experience with the group on one of tt. JO items, one could

( reasonably assume that there was interpersonal difficulty.

B. In how many groups-was the loW status student-chosen as having the
. best-ideas? However, if you have identified about a fourth of the

class as "low tatus" then 25% of the choices should be directed
to these studeh s--if you have achieved changes in competehce ex-
pectations.

C. Were there groups in which almost-everyone :lose one of the low
status students as having done the least talking? (SECTION B,
Q#2). This is evidence of a group where you may,not have achieved
equal status behavidr. Checkthe gioup's questionnaire over
carefully, You may want to appoint this studezat as facilitator next
time.

D. How were the evaluations of the facilitator in each group (SECTION
B, Q#6).

E. If the low status student was a facilitator, was he/she chosen by at
least some group membits as'having done the most to direct the
discussion? (SECTION B 04).

VI. How good were the interracial relations? (Separate out students by
,ethnic or racial group membership).

. "

1 A. Di d most of the minority and majority students report getting along
,

with most of all of the other students in their group? (SECTION A,
Q#8). Were the proportions different for the different groups in,
your class or about the same?

B. What-proportions_said_they wailid natliketowork_sath_their-group
again? (SECTION B, Q#5). Was this proportion about the same for
the different ethnic or racial groups?
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Still another way to analyze your questioquaire.results i to pull

out students who worked in the same group. Look attheir reap uses on
- /

group prdcess. Were there any particular groupt reporting-Man problems?
0 4

This group may peed time to go over the group'procass skills; you may

decide that.the,intire class needs to work on Some particular_ skill that

you'did not include in the early- training.. Examine the low status membera.

of theigroUp: Were they chosen by anyone as having good ideas or having

ACM the most or least.talkiag in the group? Did they report participating

less than other members-of the .group? Lookingat the data in this way you

obtain a rare glimpse into a very important problem- -how is the row status

student'perceivtd by classmates? Does this situation-woikifor him/her so that

her or she is participating and is receiving.some favorable evaluatiolis on

class tasks'lfram classmates? A well-chosen, well-executed multi;ibility task

should have this effedt!

Finally, you might like to look at questionnaire results from the point

of view of interracial relations. Do most of your students report getting

along with most of the people'cn their groups/ Do most of the students say-

they would like to work with this group again? Then the students are reporting---

a fair degree,of interracial harmony because all your groups are interracial.

Do not be alarmed if some-students report that they did not participate

very much or are-unable to list one ability on which they thought they did

well. It is not realistic to expect that for any groupwOrk task, everyone

Is 'going to participate to the maximum and see themselves as doing very well.

On the very nett,groupwork task, you will find that different people are

participating stiohgly. :fhe situation the instructor wants to Tmeven't is a

systematic effect in which the minoriONbildren, and/or the children with reading

anemath or language problets are .consistently the low participators who do

not rate themselves well-and are not razed well by others,.

1 4 ?
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Systematic interaction scoring. An alternative to t e questionnaire

method is systematic interaction scoring by an outside ob erver. This is

.much less difficult thanit sounds. It is relatively east to obtain a

rough estimate of the rates of participatio" of different studen . If you

are fortunate enough to persuade an observer to visit the classroom, they

. can spend some time noting down answers to the umstions ou have provided

in the Guide for Outside Observers; is a fifty iinute se sion, there will

also be time to do some systematic scoring. However, if time is short, it

will be importadt-for you to 6ve everything ready and tJ have instructed

. your observer in the procedures you want. Each group should be observed'

for the same amount of time, say five minutes.

.Select the "target .students" you want tehave observed. These -may be .

any or all of the following:*students with low academic' statusil minority

-1
students who have little social influence among their lassmates; very quiet

and non -particiPatin students; students who present special behavioral

problems. Next; mak out a scoringlpheet in which you draw-the location of

the various grOups round the cies/3room, with a box to represent each student

_in each_group-.---Fi -boxes-imEeachgroup-which repttaeht-t-iirget
- 4

students. Point ou the location of the target student within the ,group

when the observer ids ready to scope that group. Figure TIT is an example of

such a scoring sheet.'
.

,

The observer should spend a least five minutes scoring each group.. I

am assuming that here will be f ve or six groups with fbur or five students

each. The dime e .simply make a_fthash_mark" fPrexery_speech_a_student_

It---
----

makes relevant:t -the assignment. That speech can be as short as "OK" or it
/

can run on for everal minutes A speech ends when the person stops talking

or is interrupt d by another s eaker. The hash marks are entered inside the
. ,
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box which represents each person inside the group. It is very important to

.0
record the contribution of the target student. Sometimes errors will be

caused by members of the group moving around and in and out of the group.

Try not to let this happen for the target student. If the target student

moves away from the gr94 and ceases participating, it should be so noted.

The observer has to stand close enough to the group so as to hear and see,"t

but not so close as to make the students aware of what he/she is doing.

The tabulation and analysis of these data are very simple. What

percentage of target and non-target students were never seen by the observer par-
.

ticipating? If these proportions are about the same, then you are doing

quite well in boosting the participation of'students who are ordinarily

low in participation. More precisely, you can examine the number of times

the target student was scored in comparison to thnumber of times other

'people in his/her'group were scored. The simplest way to-do this is to

compare the number -f acts of each target student to the-average number of

speeches for other members,of his or her group. Strike an average for,the

number of hash marks for every member of g particular group.

Then compare the target student's figure to the average

figure for his or her own group. . Are they below average? Are most of the

target htudents below average? If the groupwork task has been effective in

moderating. status effects, some target students should.be below average,

some close to average, and some above. Incidentally, this method of scoring

allows you to tell'at a glance if some member of a group is dominating the

group byltalking-far-more-than-anyone-elsevIf-you-a -concerned-that your

facilitators are doing too much of the talking, Point out the facilitators

to the observer and be sure that the'obperver marks hem down on the chart

when keeping'track of the speeches.

len
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I have provided at, the bottom of Figure IIrsome sample calculations

groups

-
on the hash marks drawn in on the scoring sheets. These figures give an'

answer to the.overall question.of how well the target students are doing,

relative to their classmates on participation. The figures for any single

target student have to'be seen with a good deal of caution because it may

well be that the particular five minutes the group was'being scored was not

very representative of the group's pattern of interaction as a whole. This

method of scoring has the advantage of objectivity, but the disadvantage of

the limited nature of 'the cortclusions one can draw from the numbers. The

questionnaire has the advantage of richness of inferences that can be drawn

\but the disadvantage of the subjectivity of the responses.

Groilp A

Facilitator

Figure III

Sample Interaction Scoring Sheet
Group B

71 1

AMP

Jim

,2

Group C

Henry

//

I

Susie

r

Facilitator -- Terrence

I *41

Group D

I

Facilitator

Ronald

I

O
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Figure III (continued)

Calculations

Groups

Target Students Other Students

e

Total Number 5 16
* Number Who Never Talked 1 5

% Who Never Talked 1/5 = 20% 5/16 = 31%

Conclusion: A smaller proportion of target students than other
students was never seen talking.

Group by Group Analysis

Mliget Students

Group A.
Number of Students

Total Number of speeches 3

Average Speeches per , 3

Student

Other Students

4

5

5/4 = 1.25

Conclusidn: Henry talked more than average for his group.

Group B 'Calculated the same way as for Group A

Deciding on a methd ofevaluation. A teacher cannot become a full-

time evaluator. Obviously, one has' to pick a practical method of evaluation.

It makes a lot of sense to try one of these at a time. As you gain experience

it takes much less time to analyze the data. You may decide that a combination

of methods gives you the best information if the methods do not take too much

time.

Improving the groupwork. After pulling together everything yoll

have learned from the evaluation including your own rough observations, come

to some conclusions about how the next session of groupwork'can be improved.

It is very important to do this in a systematic_ fashion. very

much easier to do if you have a discuSsion with Your observer where you force

yourself to make some decisions in light of what you have learned. If you

don't do this, it is all too easy to forget what you have learned and return

'to reliance on a vague overall judgement of "how it went."- You are not a
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particularly good observer when you are trying to do something new and

difficult like introducing and running groupwork. Furthermore, there.I.sn't

much point to going through the motions of systematic evaluation if you

don't pay any attention to the data, and use it to make decidions.

Some decisions may have to do with altering groups of procedures for

%

the next groupwork task for the present class. You might decide on which

group skills need emphasis or review before the class goes on with more group-

,

work. Some may relate to doing this particular task better next year.

It is important to ask yourself whether or not there are some ways you

could improve your own role. Can you improve your task introduction? Can

you do better by delegating more authority to the grotos and avoiding inter-

fering with some of the groups? Did you ask the groups some good questions

which led inem to extend and expadd their thinking?._Write down your

conclusions so you have some notes to look at when planning the next group-

work task.

One of the most surprising things is the enthusiasm you will see in

your students for classes run in this fashion. You wiliTnd that students

who. continue to work in pretty much the same way in a continuing series of

groupwork tasks, rapidly gain in skills and move quickly to their work in

an efficient and constructive fashion. What has happened is that they have

acquired new skills and internalized new rules for behavior--and so have

you

Evidence

The ,hree-part strategy deb,:ribed above was tried out on an exploratory
---- I_

basis as /part of ihd- Stanford Status Equalization Project. Two of our staff

members who were experienced teachers acted_as a Stanford Support Group;

they asked for volunteers from the staff of a large Grades 4-6 school who

15:2
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,'

wanted to receive some assistance in learning to, use small groups in their

classrooms. 'Six teachers volunteered; and the.Stanford Support Group worked

with them on a collegial basis for three months in order to find out what

were the practical problems of implementing research results in an ongoing'

classroom.

Perez (1980) made.a special study of the six teachers who volunteered

in comparison with seven who were willing to act as controls. She came

to the conclusion that the .teachers who volunteered were having more

discipline problems, were less traditional in their methods of instruction,

and were more critical of their own reaching skills. They vented to learn

how to do "small groups," because they believed in that kind of instruction.

'However, their own attempts had not been at all successful, partly because

of their underlying discip1inary problems, and partly because of the lack of

training and knowledge in this type of instruction.

This school represented a challenging, setting in which to try to make

changes in the middle of a school year. The schoOl's population had an

extraordinary social class range; there were 57% Black students who Were

largely working class. These were mixed with middle and upper status Whites

and a small number of middle class Asians. There was no tracking so that

ea ;Eh class contained a wide range of skills from students who could not read

well to students who were reading at a high school level. There was

a good representation of Black teachers on the staff and a Black vice-principal.

The curriculum placed a strong emphasis on Black History and culture; the PTA

was active and predominantly Black. The school represented a combination of

a strong emphasis on academic performance with a social and cultural influence

that was predominately Black.
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All of our staff members who were experienced teachers made the same

comment upon visiting these classrooms; they had never seen such active

Black students. The Black children tended to demand a good deal of teachers'

attention; the teachers worked hard to keep them engaged in their work and in

their seats. There were relatively few teacher aides available; and the

academic range and liveliness of these students made this a very difficult

setting in which to'teach. Furthermore, teachers had -little preparation

time and no official time to work with our staff. This meant that teachers
3

had no opportunity to study the general prindiples which have been described

in this book. They had to rely-on brief memos from our staff and approx-'

imately eight classroom visits as well as conferences during lunch.

The general social ciliate of the school was an aggressive one. On a"

questionnaire instrument, the Multicultural Social Climate Scale, developed

by Dr. James Deslpnde, the ;students reported rather frequent physical and

verbal conflict of all kinds. This conflict did not appear to be

specifically interracial in nature, but reflected a predominantly lower

class school climate. Whether or not this level of conflict was reflected

inside classrooms depended on the disciplinary skills of the individual

teachers. Many teachers were strict disciplinarians, making much use of

whole class instruction and-seatwork which they supervised closely. These

classrooms were quiet, peaceful and orderly. In other classrooms, where

teachers were attempting to give more autonomy to the children or were

trying to use more individualization, the resulting discipline was variable.

A few were highly skilled inimanagillg this more complex kind of instruction.

The rest were really having moderate to severe problems in controlling their

claSses; in these cases the aggressive climate of the corridors and schoolyard

invaded the classroom.

15
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We arrived at these conclusions over atwo year s dy of the school,

using systematic as well as informal clinical approach s to observations.

In the first year of study, we Carried out some studies of status problems

in these classroo

4

Each studenefilled out a questionnaire on which he or she was asked

to rank all the same-sex students in the classas to how good'ihey were at

reading. 'Students were defined as "low status" if their average ranking

by their classmates on reading ability was low. In the school as a whole,

there were many more Whites who were ranked at having High reading ability

by their classmates than there were Blacks. Nevertheless, there were

some classrooms where the higher ranking readers were Black as well as

White.

We then composed four-person gtimps, all'of the same hex, to play the

standardized task of Shoot-the-Moon. Some of these groups had two White
)

students who were seen as having higher readingability. The other two

.members were Black students who were seen as having lower reading ability.

In another set of groups, we used only Black students, with two having

relatively higher reading status and two having lower-status. Systematic

scoring found that the "High" readers in all cases were much more influential

than the "Low" readers. Whether or not there was a racial as well'as a reading

status difference in the group .did nqt seem to matter. In other words, the

reading ability acted as a strong status characteristic for the all-Black

groups as well as for the interracial' groups.

Implementation of Small Group Strategy

Most of the time of the Stanford Support Group in the classrooms was

spent on rathei elaborate preparation of the students:for skills and norms

for working in small groups. Students were grouped heterogeneously; they

155
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were given varidus'disaussion tasks; during which they practiced special

behaviors such.as giVing everyone a chance to talk and listen. The staff

adapted Epstein's Four-Stage Rqcket fdr their use. See Figure IV.

Figure IV

The Four-Stage Rocket

FiC -Test

/,

,

Choose an observer, someane'to watch the group. .Talk about the
assigned subject for five minutes.' The observer Will write down
what he-thinks the group did during the duscussion.

*",; > e

Stage I Conciseness - getting quickly to ,the point and not be/ting
around the bush

The observer for the pre -tes 11 watch the clock and keep time

ft744...1Z1)."'

Keep on discussing the sub ct five minutes, making sure that'
each person talks for onl fifteerk eConds.

Stage 2 Listening - pay ng attention to what is<being said

Keep on discusaing (he same subject for five more minutes making
sure that each persdn talks for only fifteen seconds.

But, each persOn must wait three seconds after-the person before
has spoket.,before he may speak.

v.
Stage 3 Reflecting - repeating out loud to the group what the person

before you said
.

Keep on discussing the same subject making sure that each person
talks for only fifteen seconds.and that he waits three seconds
aftei the persdn beforec,him has spoken befbre he speaks.',., %,

.V

Also, no person may speak until he repesits,to the group, what the
person before him said. This is called reflecting.

The person who, hadAPoken.before has to nod his head to mean YES
if he thinksthis reflection is-right. No one maytalk until he
correctly reflects what the Person befre him said.

Stage 4 Everyone Contributes - all the people in the group have to
speak

.1

Keep on discussing the same subject for fiv

1
more minutes. Make

sure that each person talks for only fiftee seconds and that he
waits three seconds after the person before him has spoken before
he talks. No one may speak until he has correctly reflected what
the person before him said.
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Figure IV (continued)

Also, no one may speak-a-second time until everyone in the group
has spoken.-

Post-Test

Keep on discussing the same subject five
rules on the ,talking.

Try to use the skills of CONCIS

EVERYONE CONTRIBUTES in the discus ion.

Groups

no

LISTENING, REFLECTING, and

The observer will write down t fference between the pre-test and
post-test that he sees on the observer sheet.'

The-Fou'r-StageR4ckeej--
Observer Sheet

Observer;

Date:

States Names of people in the group

1. Conciseness

i

.

.

;

.

.

,

.

talks for 15
seconds

2. Listening ,

,

0.

,

.,

waits for 3seconds
before talking

.

3. Reflecting
...

_ _ _ _ ... ... ... _

,./

repeats correctly

4. Everyone
A , ,

....-

.

Contributes

talks in group

".
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This was followed by mor\e-diacussion tasks

practiced a set of "Work*Behaviors"such as

"Helping Behaviors" such as willingness to

Groups

during'which the students

giVing new ideas or suggestions,

change one's own ideas to help

the group; and the avoidance of "Troublesome Behaviors" like "attacks other

people." These behaviors were'all presented to the children on charts--see

Figure V.

Figure V ,

IMPROVING GROUP PROCESS SKILLS
A

This list of group roles or ways that a group acts is divided into three
' parts:

WORK BEHAVIORS are ways which help to get the group's work done.

HELPING BEHAVIORS are ways.whiN help the group to keep working
smoothly.altogether.

TROUBLESOME BEHAVIORS are problems that come up betWeen the people
in the group and stop them from getting their work done.

.1

WORK BEHAVIORS are ways which help to get, the group's work done.

1. has new ideas oi,-,suzgestions.

2. asks for or gives iniOrmation

3. helps 'to explain. better

4." pulls ideas together

5. finds out if the group is ready to decide what to do

HELPING. BEHAVIORS are ways. which help the group toiceep working
smoothly altogether.

1. helps people get together

2. brings other people in

3. shows interest and kindness

4. is willing to change own ideas to help the group

5. tells others in a good way how they_are behaving

1
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Figure V (continued) Groups
e'

TROUBLESOME BEHAVIORS are problems that come up between the people
in the group and keep them from getting their work done.

1.) attack other people

2. won14 go along with'other people's suggestions

3. talks too much'

4. keeps people from discussing because does not like the
arguments

5.- shows that he does not care abofii what is happening

6. letting' someone boss the group

7. not talking and not letting other's know your ideas

8. tells stories about himself and keeps the group from getting
their work done

,Observer:

Rate:

IMPROVING GROUP PROGRESS SKILLS

WORK BEHAVIORS

:Behaviors Initials of People in the Group

//

I. has new ideas or
suggestions

,.,

II. asks for or gives
information

.

.

.

..

III. helps to explain
better

IV. pulls ideas
together

_ __ ........_ __ .

V. finds,out if the
----group is_ ready to

decide what to do

I

A

1 5 D



Observer:

Date:
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Figure V (continued) Groups

SMALL GROUP ,

HELPING BEHAVIOR

Behaviors , Initials of People in,the Group Total

1. Helps people
get together

2. Brings other
people in

3. Shows interest
and kihdness

4i: Willing to

Change own
ideas to help

'group

44,

5. Tells others in
a good way how
they are behaving

Totals

1 co

gt
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, Figure V (continued) Groups

IMPROVING GROUP PROCESS SKILLS

TROUBLESOME BEHAVIORS

Observer:

Date:

Behaviors Initials of People in the Group

I. Attacks other
people

. -

II. Won't go along
with other
people's ,

suggestions
,

.

III. Talks too much

IV: Lets 'someone

,boss the group

. .

V. Does not talk
.

.

VI. -Not caring about
the group's task

I

,

VII. Tells stories to
keep group from
getting work done-

..A

.

_ ,

VIII. Does not discuss
to avoid fi4hts

Z CI
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Observer:

Date:
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'Figure V (continued) Groups

If

SMALL GROUP WORK

OBSERVER SHEET

Total

t

Group Members

Bossy
'people'

.
,

.

Quiet
people-

Good
listeners

.

,

/

.

,

Interrupting
people

.

uY

Helping
others talk

Total
. .

se 1 G2
ti
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Groups
Throughout this whole set of disussion taski, there was a student

adsigned to an observer role. 'The observer took down the initials of the

people who exhibited the behavior being practiced; the observer was

responsible for reporting during the wrap-up session, how many times he or

she recorded various kinds of desirable (or undesirable) behaviors. A

sample Of the scoring sheet is provided in Figure V.- In all, there were six

different discussion tasks employed. Group comppsition was frequently shifted,

so that the students would become accustomed td working with every other student

in the class. The observer role was rotated.

After this phase of the in- service ended, the teacher was to incorporate

groupwork into this or her regular curriculuaractivities. The staff spent some

time discussing how this might-be-TOne; and each of the volunteer teachers

staged at least one demonstration- lesson using groupwork techniques:

Facilitator role. At this time the staff suggested to the teachers that

they sh6uld shift from the use of the observer role to that of a facilitator.

A major function of the facilitator was to enforce norms (like behaviors in

Figure IV and V) that had already been learned as part'of the initial curric-

ulum on group skills and norms. In a memo on this subject, the staff re-

commended that the following rules for group behavior should be enforced by

the facilitator, (1) Give eveyone a fair,turn; (2) Give reasons for ideas;

(3) Give different ideas; and (4) Listen to each other's ideas. Teachers were

urged to allow low achieving students to play the facilitator role. See copy

of memo--Figure VI.

a
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Figure VI ,Groups

Stanford University
School of Education

Center for Educational Research at Stanford

STATUS EQUALIZATION PROJECT

March 28, 1978

Suggestion for Use of Student Leaders and Student Observers

3.

O

When you introduce small group tasksin the content area it may be
helpful to retain the student observer or student leader role.

The student leader can become directive in the group. They may remind
and direct the.group members on the various behaviors (or selected tehaviors
you have given them to observe that day) they have been prepared to observe
for. Rather than simply observing and reportingthey may become more'
directive (not punitive) and active in the groups. -

Another approach may be to identify a new role as you moveinto the
content area, e.g., Student,Group Leaders: We have prepared Charts for th4s
purpose which you may want to use if your group task involves the form of
the discussion technique.

Student Leadership Chart:
A 1. Give everyone a fair turn

2. Give reasons for.ideas
3. Give different ideas
4. Listen to each other's ideas

When other tasks are involved you may wish to select other behai.ior charts
to have the student leaier use.

The student leaders can be relied upon to get the groups started on their
tasks with a minimum of direction from the teacher.

We also suggests that the leaders should be trained before they are assigned
to groups. This c be done during recess, lunch time or.other times of the aay
when seatwork womld ermit you to work With the student leaders. Below are
suggestions for tra ng.

Examples of questions the'teacher can address to the students in order to
makesure that everybody understands what it is to be a good leader.

A., Teacher using student leadership dhart: "You as a Student Leader
needs to:"

1) Give everyone a fair turn: teacher asks children to talk about
it and ask the following:

a) What might you, as leader, say if someone doesn'it say
anything? . . . Remember, it's your job to get idea:
from your group.

416
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Figure VI (continued) Groups

b) If someone talks toofmuch, what might you as leader say? ...

If the following is not.suggesied the teacher can give this
example: "We have lots of ideas from you, Greg; let's see
what Mary has to say."

c) What could you do if no one says anything at first? ...(The
teachef Suggests: "Give 'some ideas of your own. Then ask
different members what they think about your ideas") as soon
as they start talking you can act like one of the group again.
(Talk but don't be_a teacher or a person in charge) try to
get them to talk to each other...not just to you, the leader.
Ask them what they think about each other's ideas.

sr

B. Teacher points .to SUGGESTION II: "You, as a leader alto will need co:"

2) Help the group give reasons for ideas: teacheraski children to
talk about it. -You may give examples of quesfions such a :

a) "How can a leader get his group to give reasons for deas?"
(If the following are not suggested the teacher wi give
these examples:

- "Do you agree, Tom?"
- "Why do you think so? OR Why don't you ?"
- "How do the rest of you feel about John's ideas?"

C. Teacher points out to SUGGESTIONIII:

-3) Help the group ask for many ideas: teacher asks children to talk
about it:

a) How cat. a leader help the group talk about lots of ways to
answer a question? (If the following are not mentioned the
trainer might suggest:

- "Do you have any other ideas?"
- "Can you give an example of what you mean?"

"Tell us more why you think so," etc.

D. Teachef points to the REMINDER:

"Everyone must agree on the answer."

The teacher might say: "This is a very important rule for a group
discussion task."

a) "Haw can we help omr group agree on one answer?" (If not
suggested by the group, the trainer may suggest the following:)

- "We have' dome ideas for an answer; now let's decide which
is the best one." "Let's choose the idea we will give as
our group's answer."

REMEMBER: Any of the group behavior charts may be used in the same manner when
training student leaders or student observers, e.g., Four-Stage Rocket,
Work Behaviors, Helping Behaviors, or Troublesome Behaviors.

165 ,
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Multi-Ability definition of the task. In this in-service program the

approach of introducing tasks as "multi-abil y" was not strongly used. MOst

of the children in treated classrooms, had bee exposed to an experimental

one-week Multi-Ability Curriculum prior to the in-s rvice. However, no

systematic attempt was made to continue with multi-ability definitions of

new groupwork tasks that were introduced by the teacher. The Stanford staff

did discuss multiple abilities when they first entered the classrooms and began

the first discussion task of the curriculum on cooperative norms. The teachers

did not continue multi-ability definitions of groupwork tasks they used as

demonstrations at the conclusion of the in-service program.

Evaluation of Training for Small Groups

Gamero conducted an evaluation of the work-of the Support Group in

producing cooperative groupwork and equal status behavior in these classrooms.

She was present as an observer for each classroom session in which'the support

staff came in to work with the children and the teacher (Gamero, 1981). These

classrooms had been experiencing discipline problems and had little previous

experience with such heterogeneously composed groups. Gamero concluded that

these factors made the intitial attempts to organize the class into small

discuskon groups quite chaotic. It is clear that if a teacher does.not have

good control of the class, or if the students are fourth.'graders (or immature

fifth graders) outside help is necessary at this initial stage. (Teacher aides,

parent volunteers, or high school students would be adequate.)

The children resisted being composed into groups of classmates who were not

their friends. It turned out that they did not understand that adults must work

with people in groups whom they may dislike. After this ordinary fact of adult

life was explained, the students became much more willing to work in groups

composed by the staff.
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At the beginning of the curriculum, the children were often quite

aggressive with each other, particularly in the clasrooms which had more

severe discipline problems. As the learning of new cooperative behaviors

proceeded, this began to disappear.

Many of the group processes used in this training program were not all

equally successful or important. At least for the first training for

cooperative norms, Gamero recommended using a shorter list of behaviors.

.She felt that the basic skills set out in Epstein's Four-Stage Rocket would

be sufficient for a start',-with later behaviors added as they became necessary

during acadeMic groupwork. In conjunction with the shortened initial training

for small group behaviors, a shift from the use of a group observer to that of

a facilitator at the conclusion of the Four-Stage Rocket would assist students

in moving more rapidlyto the group format that they would:experience in

academic groupwork. Furthermore, the fadifitator role had great potential for
---

_----
enforcing cooperative-norms as well as for -providing leadership opportunities

for-children who are relatively powerless in the social "pecking order" of the

classroom as well as the children with low academic status.

In order to make a systematic evaluation at the conclusion of the in-service

program, Gamero constructed a standardized group task for the students in the

six treated classrooms. She contrasted the response of the students to a

groupwork task in these classrooms to that of students in three untreated class-

rooms in the same school (all students of the fourth, fifth and sixth grades).

This final evaluation was made one month after the inservice program ended.

The teachers who had received in-service had cotinued to use small groups on

their own after the end of the formal training program (Ahmadjian, 1980). The

teachers in the control classrooms made much more frequent use of large groups,
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rarely used small groups; their students were typically hard at work on seatwork

or quietly paying attention to the teacher.

Gamero's,method of evaluation was a standardized role play, given,bystwo

adults speaking frottia script. The role play concerned amoral dilemma involving

school children of the student's age. This storyAi told in'Figure VII. The

groupwork task was to reach a concensus,on the best solution to the dilemma.

There was a person assigned to Afacilitator role in each group. Expected

behaviors were .on a chattl' Give everyone a fair turn; Give reasons for ideas;

Give differe eas; Listen to each other's ideas. The facilitator was

red to as a "Leader" and was told that it was his or 'her job to see that

these behaviors took place. (See Figure VII for detailed instructions used

in this task.)

Figure VII

SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION

PRESENTATION OF THE TASK: "MONEY FOR SANDRA"

I. Introduction:

Today we are going to put on a little play for you. Maria and
Sandra will play the part ofsixth grade students very much like you.
The play will be about a "moial dilemma."-

A "moral dilemma" is a problem where people cannot easily decide
what is the right thing to do. Neither decision will make both actors
happy.

You must watch and listen very carefully because you will have to
dedide, after watching the play, what is the right thing for Sandra
to do.

After you have seen what the problem is, you will discuss in a group
the best solution to the problem. Please listen to them, carefully.

II. Roleplay: 5 minutes

4

4

. 4
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Figure VII (continued)

Instructions:

Groups

Is there any questions about the situation? Are you all clear what
happened? Then, we are ready to try to come to agreement on what is the
best answer to these questions on the poster:

What shouj.d Sandra Do? ,Raturn the coin or not?

Give reasons for your decision.
1

IV. Small Group Discussion:

Instructions:

1) You will now discuss the problem as a group, for
15 minutes.

2) The class will break up into small groups of five.
(Names will be read off by the instructor).
There is one person in each group who will play the'
role of a facilitator. (Here the instructor appoints
a facilitator for each. roue)`.

This is the job of the cilitator.
(Here the instructor show the student Leadership Chart).

Student Leadership,Chart

1. Give everyone a fair turn.
2. Give reasons for ideas.
3.' Give different deas.
4. 'Listen to each other's ideas.

Remember: Everybody must agree on the solutiOn made by the group.

3) At the end of the session, your group must select a
person who will make a repor't about the group's

solution to the problem, and explain why they arrived'
at that decision.

) Then the instructor asks the group to start the discussion.

At the end of the small group sessions, after children have given the reports,
we could ask them:

-- 1. Does anyone want to comment on why we come to such difficult-ideas?
-- 2. Does anyone want to comment on what they think were good ideas?
-- 3. We need to point out that is is OK to think up a new solution to

the problem. For example: at Nixon, children found a way to give
it back and get a reward boo.

160
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Figure VII (continued)

OBSERVER ROLE *

1. The observer should tell the facilitator that it is his/her
job to get the group sitting closely together.

Groups

2. If the group appears to becoming to a conclusion much too
early, she should say: "I'm not sure that Ileard that you all
agreed. You have to give reasons."

3. The observer hai to remind, the group after they have reached
agreement, thatithey must pick a reporter. Should not let
facilitator think that he or she is necessarily the reporter

4. Remind the group that they have only 15 minutes"to discuss and
find an answer to the problem.

It would be advisable to warn the group to arrive at a conclusion,
if they haven't yet done so,-when only 2 minutes are left, do
they will have time to choose the reporter and to give reasons
for their decision.

*These were instructions to the paid observers who scored interaction of
discussion groups.

4
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Figure VII (continued)

MONEY FOR SANDRA - THE MORAL DILEMMA

Groups

The Problem

The issue is honesty: if someone has cheated you, is it fair to cheat

him in return? Maria owes Sandra fifty cents she has borrowed but not paid

back in spite of Sandra's repeated requests. Sandra has a chance to get .her

money back--by stealing it in a way that will cause Maria much trouble.

Introducing the Problem

Say to the group, "Have you ever lent something to a friend--who just

never gets around to giving it back? If you have, you can remember how

provoked you felt. This story is about sucho happening.

Sandra had put her foot on a shiny half dollar.

Nearby, on hands and_knees, Maria was searching through the grass,

carefully parting the blades to-peer between them for a silvery telltale

glint.

"Sandra, help me!" she pleaded. "I lost my half dollar!"

"Too bad," Sandra said. "Too bad you didn't pay me what you owe

me befora you lost that money."

"Oh, I couldn't pay out out of that half'dollar!"

"Oh, no?" "Well you.are, chum, yqu are," Sandra said tc herself.

She was really disgusted with Maria. She had lent Maria two bits for a movie

just a week before, when Maria already owed her for a hot dog and a coke.

But Maria who was good at mooching always managed to forget any debts she owed.

"I couldn't.pay you from that half dollar," Maria explained, "because

it isn't mine. Besides, it's special. It's a coin from my Dad's collection.

I brought it to school to show to the'teacher. He collects coins. I didn't

tell my Dad I was taking it. He doesn't like me to mess with his collection.

Besides, this coin isn't worth just fifty cents. It's scarce, so it's worte

a lot more. Dad'll really be sore!"

So you're in trouble, Sandra thought. Well, go ahead and squirm. You

got it coming to you. Then Sandra thought of Maria's father. he'd really

be rough on Maria.

Sandra almost lifted her foot, almost said, "Hey, look--" but checked

the impulse. Maria needed a lesson.

_But-this would be so tough a lesson----

MORAL DILEMMA: What should Sandra do? Return the coin or not"
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Children in each classroom were composed into five groups of five or

six members. A "Low" Reader was always assigned the facilitator's role.

The groups were mixed'as to sex, reading ability and race. For two groups

in each classroom, there was an adult observer who did systematic scoring of

behavior and used'a tape recorder to record the discussion. The other three
. .

groups in each classroom filled out a questftnnaire following the groupwork,

along with the two groups who were scored. This questionnaire contained many

of the same ftems included in the sample questionnaire earlier in the chapter.

Altogether there were 41 groups-with-13-in-the-three-untreated aasgraciturwa---

'

28 in treated classrooms. See Figure VIII for the design of this evaluation.

Treated
classroom
(N=6)

Untreated
classroom
(N=3)

Figure VIII

Design of Systematic Small Group Evaluation

Groups observed
+ tapes

+ post-meeting
questionnaire

Post-meeting
questionnaire only

18 groups
...

10 groups

9 groups 4 groups

Total - 27 Total = 14

Grand Total.= 41 groups

Results. Systematic scoring of the contributions of each member of the

observed groups revealed that Low Readers were more active in groups in the

classrooms receiving in-service, than in groups in untreated classrooms. Table

1 presents these findings. For each group observed, Gamero calculated the

percentage of acts which came from Low, Medium, and High lieaders (excluding

the facilitator). She then took an average of all such percentages for Low

Readers in treated and untreated classrdoms. Table 1 shows that Low Readers
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contributed an average of 29% of all acts in treated classrooms, but only

20% of all acts in untreated classrooms. (This is a statistically significant

difference). Actually, in the treated classrooms, Low Readers contributed, on

the average, more than the High Readers or the Medium Readers; this is not

true in the untreated classrooms.

c'''' <--1
Table 1 .

1

Average Percentage of.Initiation by Students in Small Groups,
According to Reading Ability and Treatment Condition

1

\I. (Excluding the Facilitators)

Number of Average Percentage
Reading Ability Treated Students of Acts Initiated** "t" Ratio

OW

Medium

High
I

Yes 17 29.39
No 7 19.59

Yes 31 21.28
No 18 27.69,

Y(3 23 25.69
No 11 24,05

0.926

p <.05

** The reason that he percentages shown in this table do not amount to 100%
is because we took oUt the scores of some students who presented problems of
proper, sidentification:

In addition to these findings sion participation relevant to the task,

groups in treated classrooms showed more pro-social behaviors than groups in

untreated classrooms. Despite the observably "rocky" start they had in the

beginning of their groupwork training, there were few troublesO6 behaviors

observed in the groupsin treated classrooms or in groups in untreated class-

rooms). Students'in treated classrooms were more likely to ask for each other's

opinion and to give favorable evaluations of'each other's ideas. Table 2 gives

the average number of these cooperative behaviors per group in treated and
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untreated classrooms. Again the treated groups are significantly more

likely to show these behaviors. Furthermore, groups in treated classrooms

were more oriented to their own interracial group as a social unit. When

asked as to who had the best ideas, they were much more.likely to put down

on the questionnaire "the group" as their answer, even though the questionnaire

specifically asked`them to nyme a person. Thirty-six percent of the treated

/-*
studentiput down "the group" as their answer as opposed to 20% in the un-

treated groups. See Table 3.

Table 2

Average Number of Cooperative Acts-per Group for Treated
and Untreated Classrooms ("Positive Evaluations"

plus "Action Opportunities")

Treated
# Cooperatiiii; x Cooperative

# Groups Acts per Group t -Value

Yes 18 100.97 5.61 1.92*

No 9 39.31 4.37

*p <.05, t-level of confidence set at p<.05; 25 d.f.

Table 3

Treatment and Probability of'ChOsing "ThecGroup"
as. Having the Be0 Ideas

Chose the
Treated Group Individult Refusal to Answer N X

2

Yes 51 (36%) 77 (54%) 15 (10%) 143 10.773*

No 13 (20%) 34 (53%) 17 (27%) 64

*Level of significance for X
2

was set at p < .05; d.f.

174
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The intellectual quality of the group discussion was different in the

two sets of classrooms.' Gamero scored the recorded group discussions for the

number of "reasoning" statements participants offered. These were selected from

the tape recorded discussion on the basis of certain cue words such as "I think

that...," "because," "probably," etc. The average number of reasoning scores.

was calculated for groups in the two sets of classrooms. There was an average

of 24 reasoning statements per group in treated .classrooms and only an average'

of 16 per group in the untreated classrooms (againastatiptically significant

difference). These differences may be seen in Table 4.

Table 4

Average Number of Reasoning Scores per Group-- ,

(Treated versus Untreated), in a 15 Minute
Small Group Interaction Session

Total Reasoning X Reasoning Scores
Treated # Groups' Scores per Group t-Value

Yes 18 434 24.11

3.197*
No 9 140 15.55

*t-level of significance set a p < .05; 25 d.f.

There was no evidence that the program was successful in changing com-

petence expectations of reading status. It should be recalled that training

students in norms for equal participation was based on the treatment developed

by Riche derris (1977). Such a treatment does not, by itself, attack com-

petence e-,.!ctations but only superimposes norms for equal participation on the

group's behavior. Morris, himself, did not find evidence that participants in

his experimental groups thought the Low Readers had any better ideas than

1 75
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participants in the control orcilps ,(1977). The same finding occurred in

this evaluation of the small group training.

When all the groups were asked on the questionnaire as to who had the

best ideas, the High Readers were selected56% of the time in both treated and

untreated classrooms. But the High Readers represented only 30% of the students

in the classrooms. Thus, they were 26% more likely to be chOsen as having the

best ideas than would be expected if reading status had nothing to do with

perceptions of competence in discussing-the moral dilemma. Th.! Low Readers

were only picked 14% of the time in treated classrooms and 21% of the time in

untreated classrooms, although they represented 26% of the students in the

treated classrooms and 31% of the students in the untreated classrooms. Thus,

the Low Readers were between 10 and'12% less likely to be chosen as having the

best ideas than if reading status were not important in evaluating competence.

Being in a treated classroom did nothing to improve this situation. These

figures are all given in Table 5. Overall, the High Readeis were still seen as

more competent, even though the task was completely non-academic and involved

a purely moral issue.

The final result concerns the Low Readers who played the role of facil-

itator. These students did ve'y well in the eyes of the group members in both

sets of classrooms. They were evaluated favorably on the group questionnaire.

Particularly in the treated classrooms, the Low Readers had a high evaluation

#
of their own performance as facilitators. A listener to the recorded discussion

would note same differences in the way that facilitators in treated classrooms,

who were trained for the job, behaved in contrast to the untreated facilitators.

In untreated classrooms, the child who played the facilitator often insisted on

giving out turns to speak to each person. In treated classrooms, the faciIL-

itator was less obtrusive and the discussion was more open and spontaneous.



Students' Relative Influence Measured by the Percentage of Choices Given to Students
as Having the Best IdeasPin the Solution of the Small Group Task

(Within Reading Ability and Treatment Condition)

Reading
Ability Treatment

Total # of
Choices

Observed % of
Choices

' # of

Students
Expected % of
Choices

Differences Between
Observed and Expected-

% of Choices

High Yes 77 55.84 43 30.07 25.77

No 34 55.88 19 29.69 26.19

Medium Yes 77 29.87 62 43.36 -13.49

No 34 23.53 25 39.06 -15.33

Low Yes 77 14.29 38 26.94 -12.65

No 34 20.59 20 31.25 -10.66

*Calculations for this table were based on the total choices.given to specific students (77 choices in
treated groups and 34 choices in untreated groups). The rest of the choices were either given to.the
group as a whole or were refusals to answer the question. (The number of groups end students in Table 4
is higher than in the earlier tables. Since these were questionnaire responses we could include all those
criterion task groups which Jere not directly,observed. Altogether there were 143 students in treated
classrooms and 64 students in untreated classrooms.)
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Interpretation. The small group process curriculum was successful in

much the same way as the Morris laboratory treatment was successful. The

norms for equal participation did much to boost the participation of the Low

Readers in the treated classrooms. The result was equal status participation

in groups in treated classrocims.

.The use of the facilitator is an especially practical and promising

technique. Even without previous training (as in untreated classrooms),

the use of this role did much to py.event High Readers from dominating the

interaction in both sets of classrooms. Even in the untreated classrooms,

the Medium Readers were more active than the High Readers. In these well-

disciplined classroomi, the facilitators were able to function quite well

even without training. In the treated classrooms, where the facilitator

was somewhat more likely to think well of his own performance, we see real

possibilities for raising competence expectations over time as Low Readers

have repeated opportunities to play such leadership roles.

Although the behavior showed equal rates of participation by low and

high status children (the Low Readers were mostly Black), there was no

evidence that the competence expectations for Low Readers were equal to that

of High Readers in treated classrooms. Evidently, the multi-ability strategy

was not employed strongly and was not sufficiently explicit. In retrospect, it

appears that the teachers never had the chance to practice viewing tasks as

involving different abilities. This strategy is not an easy one, because

teachers and curriculum developers are not accustomed to analyzing school tasks

in this way. In addition, the in-service program did not stress this strategy

nearly as strongly as they did the reinforcement of cooperative group behaviors.

The classrom observers,used in the last month of the school year, never saw

the teachers using multi-ability introductions.

6
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Despite its limitations, this curriculum had much to recommend it from

the point of view of interpersonal-behavior in a desegregated classroom.

There was evidence of much pro-social behavidt in a climate where we had

observed considerable anti-social behavior. Gamero foUnd very little trouble-

some behavior in the group task even in classrooms which had displayed chaos

in the fiist groupwork practice sessions. Children in the six teated class-

rooms were more likely to agree with the statement on a questionnaire, "It
P

is important to learn to work with people you dislike" than were children in

seven untreated classrooms (Perez, 1980). Interracial groups in the treated

.4
classrooms were more cohesive as measured by the spontaneous judgement that

"the group" had the best ideas. Finally, there was much more reasoning in

the discussion'groups in treated classrooms. On the whole, the in-service

program achieved a more humane, rational discourse, certainly a highly

desirable outcome for the integrated classroom.

What Was Learned

In this chapter I recommended a three-part strategy to the teacher:

training for group process; use of a facilitator role; and multi-ability tasks

with explicit multi-ability introductions. This recommendation comes as a

direct result of the field experience I have just described. Evidently two of

the three strategies, in this case, we=e effective in producing equal status

participation and desirable interpersonal interchange. The third part, tie

multi-ability strategy, needs to be much stronger in order to change competence

expectations which are still based on reading, even where it is not relevant

'co the situation. It is not enough just to, use multi-ability groupwork tasks---

the fact that they involve separate abilities must-be clear in the students'

minds. They must have the opportunity to be evaluated favorably by their peers
1

on these new abilities. Unless the experience is made very explicit, . do not
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think it is possible to change competence expectations in an ongoing class-

room situation. It should be recalled, that we know that it is entirely
0

possible,to have students think well of the ideas of Low Readers in a non-

academic task. The Rosenholtz Multi-Ability Curriculum demonstrated that

this is possible when children have really had the opportunity to perceive

the separate abilities involved in a task.

I have been frank abOut the problems experienced in these lively

desegregated classrooms-particularly about the help that is necessary for

younger classroomS and where teachers have had problems with discipline.

But it can clearly work even under difficult conditions. Most important,

there appears to be little risk of such procedures.

When you try it out for yourself, you too should be critical as we have

tried to be. Ask yourself how well each of the theoretical stratdgies worked

in your class. Try to improve on what you are doing as you go along, using

some of the evaluation tools provided in this chapter. Our experience has

been that it won't be very long before other faculty members will want you to

show them how to manage classrooms in this dynamic fashion. I would like to

close here with the response of one of the participating teachers to the

question, "Bo you have any plans for changes in your instructional pattern

next fall?"

"I plan to use the small groups set-up more. If you can get the
standards assimilated, the groups could go along fine by themselves.
Maybe within our teacher groups we can get these groups started
within each, other's classrooms. Maybe to begin with we would need
more adult bodies and we could get our aides involved. I'm really
pleased withyhat we've been able to accomplish. Some kids would
have gotten sb turned off by themselves on academic tasks. A lesson
that is not e4iting can be exciting in a small group. For example,
the academic lesson that we presented, they would not have gotten
through by themelves and in the group they all came up with 'good
answers. It was\a challenge and they accepted it."

1 S
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Chapter X

The Multi-Ability Classroom

The Multi-Ability Classroom is a, set of recommendations for permanent

Changes in the task and evaluation structure of classrooms These changes

are calculated to increase active, engaged learning behavior on the part of

lot:, status students and to provide enriched detailed feedback to the student

on how he orishe is doing an many different and specific skills.

These recommendations are designed to change expectatons for competence

held by classmates for each other and by the student for him/herself. Instead

of a set of consistent expectations fora student, based on how "smart" or

"dumb" he or she is, the teacher introduces multiple intellectual abilities

on which each student developes mixed expectations for competence, not just

consistent by high or low expectations.

I have reserved this chapter for the last because the skills of groupwork

are integral to the mulii-ability model. But this set of changes goes beyond

groupworkto attack features of the classroom which build and reinforce the

acaddmic status order. In my view, the source of the problems is in the conception

of human ability held by teachers, parents and students. Human ability is seen as

essentially unidimensional; and reading ability serves, in people's minds, as a

perfectly good measure of a student's intelligence. Perhaps, it is because of

this belief that educators do not worry about a curriculum which makes reading

and writing a strict prerequisite for participation and success at almost all

classroom tasks after the fourth grade. If the teacher believes that a student

who is still having problems wJth readino, at this age has limited intellectual

1S2
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capability, then the teacher may assume that he or she would f it even if the

instructions and background were comprehensible. I can't think of any other

reason why one would set up so many children for certain failure by-design

of learning tasks--unless teachers believe that these children are more or

less permanently and inherently limited.

As a sociologist, I can put this fundamental problem in another way. As

long as teachers see their job as one of sorting and selecting the "winners"

in 'the world of school from the "losers," then it becomes perfectly acceptable

to consign a fair propOrtion of the class to permanent academic failure.

Many educators, especially secondary school teachers, do see their job as one

of cultivating the talented for further education and for eventual entry into

the more highly prized professional and business jobs. Other educators see

their job as'one of maximizing academic success for as many students as possible.

In My -years as a teacher of teachers an4 a researcher of schools, I have

met many teachers who want desperately for every child to succeed in their

classes. They have, however,' carried over into their methods of teaching,

beliefs about ability, evaluation methods and grouping techniques which encourage

failure on the part of the students they most want to help. No one has ever

suggested to them that the social structure of their classrooms may be preventing

them from reaching their own teaching objectives. These are the teachers I want

to talk to about the.Multi-Ability Classroom.

Conceptions of curriculum are closely related to conceptions of human

intellectual ability. If there is no other way to be "smart" other than through

reading, then there is nothing wrong with a curriculum which makes reading a

prerequisite for success on every classroom task. Even in mathematics, I find

that children are required to read word problems in order to demonstrate their

understanding of -2.qthematical concepts on standardized achievement tests. It

1 Q
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seems to bother comparatively few educators and testers that failure to do

the word problem correctly may be due to a reading deficiency rather than a

conceptual skill problem.
40

In a multi-ability classroom there are many legitimate intellectual

methods of solving problems; and afar wider range of tasks are suitable as

----media of instruction. Reading becomes a useful feature of communication in

connection with these tasks; written materials allow the teacher to pLesent

vital information_about how to do the task, a new vocabulary, and other

instructions necessary for the learning process. Thd difference between

conventional classroom instruction and what I am recommending here is that

in a multi-ability classroom, it is now legitimate for students to ask each

other for BiIiiliVreading and unaeritanding these'materials. It is often

one of the specific duties of a member of the group to see to it that everyone

understands the written instructions. However, this is only one of the many

relevant skills which are explained by the teacher as being important for the

learning activity involved.

0

Definition of a Multiple Ability Classroom

What then is a multiple ability classroom?

The multi-ability classroom has many dimensions of
intellectual competence. No one student is likely
to be rated highly on all these dimensions. Each
individual is likely to be rated on at least one
dimension. Thus, there are no students who are
generally expected to be incompetent at new tasks
and no students who are generally expected to be
superior regardless of the nature of the task.
In a multi-abllity classroom one's skill in reading
represents only one important competence; it is
not an index of gene:al expectations for success at
all classroom tasks.

1 S( 4
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Basically, this goal is achieved through changes in the task and evaluation

structure. There are a much wider variety of academic tasks. Small heteroge-

neous groups are frequently used as part of the regular curriculum. The teacher

takes deliberate steps to insure that students do not make evaluations of each

other and of themselves along a single dimension on intellectyal-capacity.

BeCause every student can show satisfactory success on some of the tasks and

),ecause they receive individualized evaluations, they develop mixed expectations

rather than uniform expectations for competence.

Why Should a Teacher Change?

. Changing the way a teacher ordinarily works is a costly procedure--and by

this I do not mean in dollars and cents. It is costly in terms of the risk of

disorder in the classroom, in terms of e tra effort spent in preparation and in

the necessity to evaluate and adjust new rocedures. It is far more comfortable

to stick with tested methods of instruction.

Impact on learning. Many teachers are vitally concerned with the failure

of some of their students to make good academic progress. These are the students

who are often disengaged from their tasks, who participate very little in

academic recitation and discussion, and who fail to put out the requisite effort

needed to make up for their deficiencies. Many recent studies demonstrate the

connection betwee
1

active learning time and test scores. Recommendations by

the researchers includt improvement of classroom management, and more direct

instruction. However, some students fail to respond to the best organized

teachers--there is really no way to "order" a student to put out effort and

become engaged in a learning task.

If the task structure is changed from one with iniividual or whole class

work to small groups or multi-ability,activitins, you will find that student

engagement improves dramatically as well as academic participation. This
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connection has been demonstrated in previous classroom research (Hess and

Takanishi,.1974; Eerliner,,1978). Furthermore, the Beginning Teacher

Evaluation Study found that two features of the !ear4ng environment which

were closely relsted to each other were positively correlated With achievement

in Grade 2. These were the degree to which students took responsibility for

their classwork, belongings and classroom and the egree to which students

helped each other, shared materials and worked together (Berliner, 1978).

Thus, the recommended task structures should impact engagement and active

learning time. These improvements should, if current research and theory are

correct, have a favorable dramatic impact on learning for low achieving students.

It is significant that Berliner found engagement rate to be a powerful predictor

of learning across all four. quadrants of achievement in reaaing and math at

Grades 2 and 5.

However, it is not enough to change the-task structure. Even if there are

many small groups in the classroom, the effects of academic/status differences

will depress t'..e participation rates of -low status students within the heteroge-

neous small groups. Thus, the simple use of small groups, elthough boosting

the participation and engagement rate of"low status students 'n comparison to

ordinary seatwork, will still not make that,participation equal to that of high

status students. X° accomplish that goal, one must still treat the 'status

problem in some or all of the many methods we have recommended in-this book4'

These relationships of task structure and the academic status order to

learning are pictured in Figure I. Note that both task and academic status

orders are seen as having independent effects on participation and effort on

the part of the students.

1 s r.
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Figure T

Social System of the Classroom

Task Structure .Academic Status Order

S:jent,Effort + Participation

Je
Learning

Thus, one good reason a teacher should consider changing a task structure

and,treating the academic status problems is to improve the learning outcomes

for students with low academic status. This may be particularly important for

teachers working with academically heterogeneous classrooms.

Impadk on inttrracial relations. The multiability classroom is obviously

of special advantage for the teacher of a desegregated classroom. If the White

children discover that Black children who may be poor readers have much to offer

on other relevant intellectual dimensions, the stage is set for social inte-

gration and the reduction of stereotypical beliefs. Clearly, the more radical

changes recommended in this chapter are preferable to the limited introduction

of cooperative multi-ability tasks recommended in the lastchapter. A successful

multi-ability classroom should yield equal status interaction in small inter-

racial groups and improved effort and engagement on academic tasks on the part

of the minority children who are working behind grade level in the basic skills.

I will present some relevant evidence on this argument.

Impact on bilingual classrooms. Bilingual classrcoms often present the

teacher with unusual academic heterogeneity. Students have varying degrees of

proficiency in spoken English and often show great variation in ability to read

in any language. The multi - ability classroom has a special bonus for the

.1 S
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bilingual classroom. Through increasing active verbal-participation by changing

the task structure and treating the academic status order, the students obtain

important active practice in oral English. They will be found talking to their

peers on academic subjects as often as three times per minute. Language experts

highly recommend active practice in a functional context for increasing English

language acquisition. I, 'will also present some direct evidence on this point

later in tias chapter.

Conventional Instruction and the Academic Status order

I. have recommenddd that teachers change their methods of qvaluation of

students in order to modify the effects of the academic status o:-der. Evaluation

practices appear to be one important feature of classrooms that helps to build

and reinforce generally low expectations for competence on the part of some

students. That is why groupwork, by itself, is not enough to create a multi-

ability classroom. Even if we were to create equal expectations for competence

on some groupwork tasks, the regular evaluation system in the classroom would

reconstruct the academic status order we had just t.reated. In many classrooms

the choice of tasks goes hand in hand with the evaluation practices to en-

co4rage the students to make inVidi,.s social comparisons, helping to strengthen

the belief that Some students are pretty much hopeless when it comes :o

learning. Figure 2 diagrams these connections in order to illustrate the pivotal

role of evaluation practices in creating and maintaining academic status order

effects on learning! It shows how evaluation practices plus task structure help

to create and maintain agreement between students on the academic status order.

1 8
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Figure II

Evaluation in-the Classroom Social System

EvaluationiPractices

'ask Structure Academic Status Order

N
Effort and Participation

The Single Ability Classroom

le

Learning

The multi-ability classroom is different from instruction in many

conventional_ classrooms. It helps to understand the rationale for recommended

changes, if conventional classrooms are described in the purest form--what I

will call Single Ability Classrooms. In practice, classrooms represent an

inconsistent mixture of tasks and evaluation procedures because they are not

ordinarily seen as interconnected.

In Single Ability classrooms human intellectual ability is seen as uni-

dimensional; reading is used as an index of how "smart" the student is. The

.teacher is the major source of evaluation; whole class recitation and ability

groups with stable membership and seatwork are tSe most frequent teaching

techniques. In whole class recitation, the teacher's evaluation of answers

as "right" or "wrong" automatically become public knowledge. In ability groups,

the label is a public evaluation of competence which children understand,

regardless of how the teacher tries to hide the laels. In seatwo-A where the

students are all working at the same task, they compare themselves with each

other on how fast the work is completed and on how many red marks the teacher

180
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makes on the worksheet. Still another way children learn about the teacher's

evaluation is through formal grades on report cards and tests. Single Ability

Classroom teachers rarely provide any evaluation other than public criticism or

praise during recitation and grades and marks on tests, homework and report cards.

In addition to these features of the evaluation system, the Single Ability

Classroom has important task characteristics. The nature of the schoolwork is

quite uniform with most of the tasks requiring reading skills, and using paper

and pencil. Curriculum activities repeatedly require the same basic skills in

all content areas; they present a narrowly consistent picture of students'

academic capabilities. Increasingly as the student grows older, reading skills

are made the prerequisite of success in all other academic subjects. Good reader;

therefore do better than poorer readers in every subject, yielding uniformity

in grades across subjects. There are no alternative conceptions of ability

available to students in the Single Ability Classroom. Music and Art are given

little emphasis; there are few intellectual tasks presented where students who

are not good readers can excell on other intellectual dimensions such as reasoning,

decision-making, observation or the generation of new ideas.

Effects on Students

As a result of these features of the task and evaluation system, Single

Ability Classrooms produce strong agreement between the student as to where

each one stands on Reading Agility. In other words, in such classrooms there .

should be a strong chance for status generalization based on Reading Ability;

the participation and effort of poor readers is more likely to be depressed.

The evidence on the linkage between-Single Ability Classrooms and a

status order based on reading comes from the work of Rosenholtz and Wilson.

They studied a sample of 15 classrooms: they measured instructional

features with a teacher questionnaire and student agreement on status ranking

with a student questionnaire. In classrooms where teachers used standardized
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tasks, large groups, comparative evaluation and gave very little autonomy to

students in decision-making, the students showed strong agreement with each

other on how everyone ranked in.reading. Furthermore, the students'

perceptions were in essential agreement with teachers' ranking on reading

ability. In classrooms where the teachers used more small groups, individ-

ualized materials and less comparative evaluation, the agreement on where

each student stood on reading ability, was not so marked (Rosenholtz and

Wilson, 1980).

Simpson (1977) studied these kinds'of traditional classrooms which

contained multiracial student groups. He contrasted them with classrooms which

did not use whole class tasks, movie use of games, puzzles and other multi-media,

and gave thildren more autonomy. In these desegregated classrooms, teachers

did not see nearly as great performance deficits among Blacks and Chicanos as

in traditional classrooms.

In a set of 23 racially integrated classrooms Oren and Macias find

important differences in student academic self-concept and in students' sense

of control of his/her own academic performance according to the evaluation

practices. In these studies classrooms were characterized as to how rich and

varied were the teacher's evaluation practices. Teachers who scored high on

this index used individualized feedback as well as conventional marking and

grading. Teachers who scored low were those who gave comparatively little

feedback of any kind to students. Oren found that in classrooms with a rich

feedback system, there were fewer students who reported feeling little internal

control over the grades they received--i.e., they were less likely to report

that their grades-were dye to luck or teacher bias (Oren, 1980). Macias found

that the same index cf evaluation practices was positively related to minority

students having a higher academic self-concept (Macias, in progress).

191
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Creating a Multi-Ability Classroom

Let me try to make the recommended changes as clear as possible. I

have first introduced the theoretical strategy so that.the concrete changes

can be seen in the context of the goal of eliminating consistent low

expectations on the part of students with low academic status.

Steps to Affect Evaluation

The following features of a classroom will help students to form a set

of mixed evaluations on multiple dimensions of ability:

1. Use tasks that, feature multi-media and skills other than
paper-and-pencil or reading skills.

2. Use groupwork tasks defined as multi-ability.

3. Use individualization in the basic skills; use
flexible grouping, rather than ability grouping.

4.. Use rich feedback to the individual student which may include
marks and grades but must always include talking to individual
students about specific things they do well and specific skills
they need' to work on. '

5. Provide opportunities for the low status student to perform
competently in special roles such as facilitator in small group-

.
wirk.

6. Avoid automatic failure in science, math and social studies
because of reading deficits.

7. Avoid individual competition; it will aggravate status problems.

These steps will help to achieve the desired goal of mixed evaluations by

providing for more success opportunities for low status students. They will

be more likely to do well if given the.. chance to work on multi-media tasks

and on other tasks whiel do not require them to read or write in rder to

participate successfully. They may grasp the abstract concepts t rough

alternative media; and they may make a contribution to a task.inv lying reading

and writing if, it is defined as requiring multi-abilities and they receive

the needed assistance on those parts of,the task they cannot do by themselves.

Individualization will provide these students with appropriate challenging
, , ;,
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tasks where it is possible for them to succeed in :the basic skills. If they

receive specific individugized-f-Caback, they should come to feel that with

sufficient effort they can make satisfagtory progress in areas where they

have had significant, robleme.

Even though one can set up a situation where the low status student is

competent and successful in the eyes-of the teacher and other'students,

. convincing the student that his/her own competence is not at all easy. In

ordei to acheive this clear understanding, the student must receive detailed-

'and accurate feedback from the teacher as well as from other students. The.

teacher should take the time to talk to the student about his or her progress

and about activities on which s/he has done particularly well or poorly. Further-

more, diffuse general evaluations of ability such as permanent ability grouping

are antithetical to achieving this goal. These groupings tell the student

that there are loci general expectations for competence in the subject matter--

exactly what you as instructor are trying to change.

The use of multi-ability tasks in and out of the groupwork setting will

do much to increase the successful experience of the low status s

the multi-ability classroom requires very careful attention to the evaluation

practices of the teacher. It is essential to achieve perfect clarity on the

part of the low status studentjhat he or she does some things whichare

intellectually demanding yeti, well and that there are other skills on which he

or she is behind and needs to put in extra effort and work.

Increasin: Partici ation Throu h Chan in Task Structure

Changing the task structure of the class is not only a matter of the kinds

of tasks one introduces but the ways in which the teacher makes it legitimate

for students to relate to each other in the'procese of learhing. The kinds of

roles students play in the classroom and the individual or group nature of tasks

J93
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.and goals may also be seen as part of the class structure. Recall that in

traditiongl classrooms students may not help'each other and Operate'as'indi-.

viduals with individual accountability and reward.

Here are some steps to take in creating.a suitable task structure for

. .a Multi-Ability Classroom:_

1. Make it legitimate and important for students to, help one another
in group settings and when working on homework and at classroom
Learning Cbnters.

2. Use heterogeneous small groups- with groupwork tasks.

a. Define these tasks as multi-ability.

b. Train the groups with specialnorgt.for cooperatiyh behavior.

3. Choose academic tasks which allow different individuals to learn
through' different media and on different developmental levels.

4. Choose tasks which allow individuals to contribute intellectually
.

through different kinds of abilities; visual thinking, stgativityi
reasoning, logic, interpersonal understanding, an .organizational
ability. The list is endless; one has only to think abbut How
adult workers such aq teachers use their mindkrather than how
students have traditionally been asked to use their minds in
school settings.

.5. When working on the basic skills use individualization in such
a way that the student in need of remediation receives high
quality supervised practice on tasks.which are sufficiently
challenging..

Effects of Changing the Task "tructure
,

In the last chapter, the efforts of the Stanford Status Equalization

Project to help teachers train students for small groups were described. In

addition to the small group curriculum, the Stanford Support Team made a more

general effort to have the six treated teachers alter their task structures by

introducing more multi-ability tasks and small groups as part of their regular

curriculum. They were givn the definition of the Multi-Ability Curriculum

and a hangout on relevant changes in task and evaluation structure. The staff

held a series of discussions with each classroom teacher on haw their regdlar

curriculum might be adapted to the Multi-Ability Classroom. After three months
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of in-servicethe staff withdrew. A month laterobservers entered the

classroom to take.a number ofmeasures o f-the task structure in treated and'

untreated classraoMs as well as the engagement and active participation of

selected students.

Abmadjian carried out a special study of CA low-achieving students in

%.=

three'of the treated classrooms and in three,of the control classrooms. She

. repeatedly observed these children.at work on different days and in different

subject areas of the curriculum which ordinarily.required reading, such as.4

social studies and math. Her findings on the impact of task structure

differences on the behavior of low-achieving students are highly relevant to

the argument that the introduction of small groups and multi-ability activities

will fo'ster active learning amonglow-aChieving students in academically

heterogeneour, racially integrated classrooms.

Systematic observations of each student for repeated, 'short, standardized

time periods revealed that the target students were experiencing atotally.

different task structure in the treated as- compared to the untreated classrooms.

Students in classrooms receiving in-service were much more likely to be found

doing multi-ability activitiesor in small iroups. In this observation scheme,

multi-ability activities were scored if students were engaged in creative

writing, multi-media tasks or open discussion. Small groups were defined as

pairs or students per group, Table 1 shows the propoition of time students

were observed lq-the different. task structures of the two sets of clasSrooms.
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. Table 1

Proportion-of Time Individual Students WereObserVed in Various:
Activities and Groupings by In:-Service Treatment*

.

Groups

4 e

TI:eatment

.

Total Obser-
Teacher vation Time

NonMulti-Ability
Activities and
Large Groups or
Individual Work

Multi-Ability*
Activities and/or
.Small Groups

Yes

No

:

Teacher #1 3 hrs. 15 min.
teacher #2 '3 hrs. 55 min.
Teacher #3 \ 4 hrs. 33 min.

Teacher #4 3 hrs.. 18 min.
_Teacher #5 2-hrs. 54 rain .

Teacher #6 2 hrs. 12 min:

Rey:, -Non Multi-Ability Activities'
Large Groups or Individual Work
Multi-Ability Activities

Small Groups

28%
'52%

38%

92%
85%
70%

72%

48%
627'

8%

15%
30%

Academic Drill, Penciol/Paper,Taak
Individual, Large Group of 7 + Students

.Creative Writing, Multi-media Tasks,
Open.. Discussion

Pairs & 3 -6 Students Per Group~"

*Janis Lee Ahmadjian. "Academic Status and Reading Achievement: Moditfying the
Effeits of the Self- Fulfilling. Prophecy." Doctoral Dissertation, Stanford
University, 1980.

a.
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.

There were marked differences in the amount of -active learning on the

part of these targeted students In different task structures. When the

observations wereclassified as to the kind of grouping and activity in which

the student was seen, it was clear that in small groups students were very much

morelikely to.be talking about their'work with other students. In small groups

student;; talked on an average 1:5 times a minute while in large groups thi rate

was only :29 of, one interaction per minute. The rate in indiiidual work was'

.45 ofOne.intariction per minute. If the student were involVed in a small group

,doing multi=.ability activity, the probability of talking about the task rose

to an average of two" and one-half minutes a minute. These average rates of
.r

talking about the task are presented in Table 2. Ahmidjian's findings of the

amount of time the students were disengaged from the task revealed a parallel

pattern'of most engagement in small groups and least engagement iniseatwork.

As in Berliner's 1978 study, Ahmadjiin fnund.relativelyihigh7ratesof die-.

engagement in seatwork--5bZ of the time (Ahmadjian, 1980; Berliner, 1978).

Table.2

Academic 'Interaction With Other Students: Acts Per Minute
for Observations of Various Grouping Size/Activity Types*

A.

-Grouping Size/

Activity Type
Academi Initiation With Other

s
2 Students: No. of Observations

Small Group 1.54-

Large Group .29
.

'individual .45 '

Multi-Ability .40

Activity

Small Group/Multi- 2.53
Ability Activity

Large Group/Non
, .47

Multi- Ability Activity

*Ahmadjian, a. cit.,

3.33 23 .....,/

'19 1 30

.27° 36
..

.61 29 '

10.80 16

.2:01 22
ti

r

A
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.Small groUps were comparatively rarely seen in the classrooms which did not

receive in-service. Howevei, when they-were observed, they were also

. .

productive of- higher rates of talking and engagement as in the treated.

*

Although there were some.exampIes.of multi-ability tasks seen'in
' -

.

untreated classrooms, they were nouthe same kind as in treated classrooms.

They were either the use of films or large group discussion. Creative, writing

was never observed in the untreated classrooms. As a result, it is not

surprising that multi - ability activities, by themselves, in these. untreated
. c

classrooms were not associated'with higher rates of ac participation.
.

'

.
.. .

In contrast, in the treated classrooms, the obsitrveri scored many examples of

creative writing, multi-media tasks such as manipulative academic games

' and open dismission. Multtrability activities had'a markedly favorable effect

on engagement end active participatiOn in:treated classrooms. (See tables in
4

appendix for the statistical.arialysii of these effects (Ahmadjian, 1980).

Thus, the experience of a different task structure meant higher rates of

academic participation and engagement for the low-achieving child. Further-
.

more, the introduction of norms for equal participation, n the course of

training students in treated classrooms for groupwork had the impact of boosting

the participation rate of low readers within the small groups. This result was

.dedtribed in the previous chapter (Gamero, 1980).

Will task structure affect learning? The question teachers will want toKA

ask is whether or not increasing task engagement and talking abdtit the task with

peers will result in more learning on the part of studehts who'are.deficient in

basic skills. In the case of'36 children, AhmatIjian

being taken ou of the classrooms for instruction by

speCralisL, However, the changed task structure was

March of the school year; so any favorable impact of

19

studied, all of them were

a skilled reading

not really'in place until

task structure had-little
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time to, operate,. The reading'Specialist, not. knowing which. children were in
- .

t1.7.

treated classrooms, gave slight:.7 more favorable ratings to the progress of
. .

0
.

.students-in the treated classrooms, but the difference was not statistically

..,'. . ,.
. . .

significant and could have l'aen due to differences between the - rating of skills
/- ...

as of the beginning of the school year.4 Thus, the study did not provide a good
0 .

;._
t...

test of this important issue, although it did show that the differenceg in

task structure certainly did no harm to, the reading progress of students in\

the treated classrooms. - 5

There are numerous studies which relate active learning behayior to

learning outcomes. However, they are often examining' active leariting behavior

of students while under direct-supervision of the teacher-as' in reading groups,.

Although of some relevance, these studies do not constitute a good test of

peer interaction as a medium of learning. Nevertheless, these studies stress. the
4

connection between a student engaging actively in the academic work and his

learning.

In an ongoing study of ath-scierice curriculum for bilingual classrooms

(Grades 2 -4), I find a strong connection between elldren talking to ea h other

_and working together and learning on a,eriterion reference test. Taking_into

account how the student didton the pre-test, those who talk-more and wbrk

more together get higher scores on the posttest.(CTBS Math Test)'.

In the case of this curriculum,. the task structure was ehanged by having

Learning Centers with clusters of children workingat each Center. Tasks were

multi-ability in that they involved many different way oeunderstanding,

manipulable materials, and a tremendous variety of skills. Directions for each

Learning Center were written in English, Spanish and pictographs; not only

did the tasks require. understanding of these written directionsIbut each Center

required a worksheet which had to be filled out before one could progress to
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the next Learning Center. The problem of poor readers and inadequate

*0- Language skills was solved by telling the children that they hod the right to

ask anyoA else at their Learning Center for help.. Also, .everyone had the

duty to assist those who asked for help. Readers assisted non-readers in

becoming oriented to. the tasks which inv olved manipulation, measurement, /P
6

drawing, computing, hypothesizing and many other scientific skills. The

Learning Center tasks were constructed so that children who were funttioning

at a lower level of cognitive development Could learn by carrying out the

activities at a simpler level. These tasks are an excellent example of multi-.

ability activities.

Returning to Figure I for a moment, I argued that changing the task'
P

structure would change the effort'and'participation of the student, and would

therefdre have animpact-on learning. The relationship between the childten

working'together and talking to each otherand.learning is strong evidence for

the proposed linkage.. However, it'id critical to point out that this learning

took place under the conditions of beautifully prepared _learning materials. It

should be clear that I am notAdvocating Learning Ceniers as a.magic sub-
.

stitute for a well-conceptualized and prepared curriculum. Instead,, I am pointing

out that shifting toward small groups and cobperative learning relationships in

conjunction with careful-preparation of, multi-ability tasks will solvg many of

the motive obAlLproblems of poor achievers and engage.them.in effectiVe active

learning jehaVior. -1'

Thes changes in task structure require basic skills from the to in

managemen of the classroom; Teachers who have not solved,t e problem of gaining

1
This cmtriculum is called FindinsiOutite-scrubriemento-and was developed by

E. De. AVika. The research-cited is,part of a project supported by the National
-Science Foundation.
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compliance from their students when they give directions; teachers who are

.

relucunt to delegate authoriti4o.students to carry out' tasks; or Leachers
. \ 4 a

who find it difficult to_get their'classrooms organized efficiently and
L ----T ',.

quickly--ally teacherswill have*oblems following the recommendations i....

\ , .

. \
on -task structure. They will need to wori\9n these more-basic teaching skills

..:---- -. \\.*

00' / in order to run a 'Multi-Ability Classroonl. T*Fork of the Stanford Support

Group suggests that with'some help frdm an-experienced teacher (not necessarily
4 1

,, .

an outside expert), dperson can'rapidly improve these.basic teaching skills.

%*
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Incorporating Status Treatments

For maximum effectiveness,on learning, the teacher must keep in mind

that having the students' interact on collective tasks will activate status

problems. This will hold, even if the tasks are as varied as those in the.

science curriculum just described.' Unless the teacher stops to explain that
0 \

reading is only one of the necessary skills fo- success at these Learni enters,

I would expect the better readers toNdominate in the cooperative interactions

between the students.

The weaker student, although much bettez off with the assistance of

his/her classmates than without it, could still do better, if the teacher-

stopped to give a multi-ability definition of the tasks at each Learning Center.

Furthermore, as long as reading and mdth continue to be taught in conventional '

ability groups, one would expect no transfer of the improved expectations for

comOetencrto these academic subjects. Direct benefits to reading skills would

only be derived from active practice in learning to read the materials at the

Learning Center with.peer assistance.

In addition to multi-abilitytreatments, the use of cooperative norms and

different roles for different students mill. do much to provide newsuccess

20i
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experiences.for low'achiev.ing students, thus leading to the elimination of low

general expectations for competence on the part of these students.v/

To sum it up, the key point is that changes in the evaluation practices

should go hand in hand with'changes in the task strucUre. In that way, the

teacher will generate the motivation di' work harder at learning tasks in basic ,

skills'and in other academic ,subjectS. At the same'time, the teacher will
c

-achieVe equal status' interaction between studehts who come from different

cial and tiltutal backgrounds\ This( fn turn, will weaken racist stereotypes

and will instruct the student;,in how to work together;
,

A WOrd,Abaut Power

'0
I.have.written'hbout small groups in classrooms as ifworkrelationships

betweed.children took place in .1'.'Vacuum../Actually, theS, are very much affected

may. informal social relationships between thechildren and By the,organization

of the school. The word "power" is a good way to chaEactqrize ttiese other,

kinds of relationships which enter into the student's work behavior. Some

students are able to &et other'students to do what they want through inter-

personal influence%

In many classrooms the mast influential children are also the. best students

About the only exception are the outstanding athletes, who may or may not be

good students, but who are often seen as influential by classmates. -When this

is the case, a teacher will not notice that athletes will tend to be very active

/and influential in c1assroomgroupwork, whether or not they have high academic
a

status:

In some classrooms, there is no relationship between academic status

ranking and influence. In this case, the teacher will observe two kinds of

children who are active and influential in work groups--those who.have higlj)

academic status and those who are influential on other grounds. In these

classrooms, socially powerful children are often.seen as a threat to the

authority ofthe.classroom teacher. They are'quite cap#ble of cregting

202
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problems for the teacheeby their ability to'exert influence for unacceptable

behavior.

One of the unexpected bonuses in groupwork is the effect on these kinds'

)

of students. They are virtually "coopted" by the use of groups working on

academic tasks. Since Ihe medium is social, they will quickly engage them-..

selves,in task-related interaction and become deeply involved in academic work.

In the integrated school wherg.the Stanford Support Group tried .to Install
T

multi-abilit, classrooms', careful analysis of the data reveale4that there were
A

many Black students who were poor readers but whose ideal; iri.group discussion.

were highly valued; they were seen as competent. In these classrooms with a

wide range of social class and academic skills, alternat!7e status chiiac-

teristics to reading ability seemed to be operating right alongside the reading

status chSracteristic. 'Analysis of behavior on collective tasks'revealeli the

academic status-isrder`and an alternative status characteristic operatins
17,

simultaneously 'ard I:in opposite directions. The reading chaiacteCistic was more

like4. ly to boost ttie influence of White students; while'the alternatiie status

characteristic was boosting tie influence of Black Students (,,,CAen 1979)
.

'What was the source of the-social influence of Black students in this

integrated setting. This question raises the issue ofhow the racial composition

.

of the school, the presence of minority members on the faculty and the preserlbe

of strong multi-cultural programS7 come tp affect-work relations?etween students

. in the classroom. In an analysis of many integrated settings, -Iadacola

demonstrateda strong cdprrelation between how dominant-the White students were

over minority students on coll'Otive tasks and these organizational variables.

4.

In scbhpls:yhere the minority. students represented a larger proportion of the

student population, where minorities were well represented on the faculty, and

where thetawere multi-cultural programs, the Whites Were less dominant in group-

work than,in:Schools without'these characteristics (ladicola, 1979)%

. 200
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Students are indee affected by the power and authority relationships of

tge adults around them. In the school studied by the Stanford Status Equal-,

Groups

4'
ization Project, the Black adultsand Black culture played an official and

powerful role.. This was reflected in the students in that both Whitenand Blacks
.061,.

re more likely to see Blacks as influential. Influential Blacks were also

see

the

as having good ideas in group .tasks and were active and influential in

shall group academic setting.

Te

school models

'Robbins fo

with Chicano

are often unaware of how the relationships between 'adults inthe

behavior for students. In one experiment Oh Expectation Training,..

that if the Anglos dominated the administration of the treatment

a nits playing subordinate roles, Expectation Training was in-:

effeCtive in per uiding 'Chicanos to. be more active and influential. in interaction

with Anglos. If icano and Anglo adults modeled equal status 3ehavior as they

ran the experiment,

status behavior among

What does this mean

ectation Training was succesafhlin producing eaual

students (Bobbins, 1977).

or the classroom teacher? If the school is one with,-

, .
_ -

of minorities, it may indeed .b very difficul to treat the tendency of

a. very small number of minor ty students'and no representation_nn-thi'faculty

minority students to be lbw parti pators. If they have little/informal, socials

influence, it may become very difficu t to persuade them thanv-itla legitimate

for them to speak up and argue with their glo classmates:
- - 0

Elsewhere I have recommended against desegre ation plans which result in

this patterh (Cohen; 1980). However, the teacher typica ty-has no contrk over

these variables with the exception of the use of multi-cultagal mate als. In
. ,

t addition to this approach, one sensAie strategy is.to empower these studs
e_ .

by giving them special roles to play, such as grohp facilitators. Yoh can use

your authority as a teacher to delegate to them the right to direct the behaVior

of their classmates in,a specific role.
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In the bilingual setting; it is Often the case that the Anglo teacher
)

has a Sp/lid:it-speaking teacher aide. If the teacher is'constantly seen

directing'the behavior of this aide, it,wilI communicate to the SrAirth

speaking children that "thei_are-powerless in this social setting. It there-
.

fore becomes important for the teacher and aide tr function as an equal status

team in frOnt of the students; many teachers and aides do indeed work in this

manner.

If the schodl is one where there is a wide range of academic skills but

the minority students who are low readers tend to be the most socially powerful

students, then the recommendations of the multi-ability classroom are ideally

suited to the setting. These techniquesrwill coopt the, influential students,

persuading them to apply their talents to academic arenas. At the same time,

careful training in group process shills, which we have recommended, will provide

excellent training for harmoniousequal status interracial relations.

Conclusion-

This book has moved from the simplest applicat Hof groupwork in

designing a lesson
.

or unit with a specific teaching objective to the complete

restructuring involved in the Multi-Ability Classroom. as much as a sei'of

techniques, I have been describing a new way of lOoking at the design of learning

,tasks in light of what we know about crhssroom soda/ structure.

Some of the recommendations can be put to use with very little difficulty- -

only the time necessary to do the advance planning and the post-class evaluation.

-Others require careful choice of curricular materials, a high level of teacher

management skills and the requisite skill in individualization and feedback to

students. It is quite possible to start with the easiest tasks recommended and
0

to move on as skill is acquired to the more difficult.
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I encourage the teacher to be experimental in weaving these general

principles in with his/her own approach to teaching. gbwever, the task is

really better accomplished with the help of a-colleague. The intellectual

task is not an easy one; it will go better when there is a colleague with

whom one can discuss strategies, and evaluate results. It only takes one

. pair of teachers or a teacher and --a resource or specialist teacher to put
-)

geoupwork into operation. The very process of designing and carrying out

some of the ideas in this volume will turnout to be highly rewarding for the

teacher. Groupwork, when properlyfikine, is entirely too good to be restricted
X

to students - -it will have.th* same benefits for the'staff!
.
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Analysis of Variance

Number of Academic Initiations
With Other Student&

Classroom Type and Activity Type

:S

Soutoe' S.S. D.F.

Main Effects 375.58, 3 125.19 7.60 ****

ClassroOm1Type 92.70 1 92.70 5.63 **

Activity Type 155.56 2 77.71 44.73 **

Classroom Type 174.06 2 87:03 5.29 **

x -Activity Type
..,

Residual 6256.04 380 16.46

Key: Level of Significance ---

* = P <45 ** = p <.01 ***%. p<.001 .

A
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APPENDIX A

SMALL GROUP TASKS
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STANFORD UNIVERSITY
School of Education

Status Equalization Project

FALLOUT SHELTER!
Small. Group Task

The object of this game is to .select seven persons to go

into the fallout shelter. You have just been alerted that

.a neutron bomb is headed for the United Stat'es-1- the United

States has just released a neutron bomb in retaliation.. There-
,

fore; it is very likely the end of the world. Your group must

Oa

decide which seven persons will.go into the fallput shelter.t
Remember, only seven persons can go into the shelter. You must

have agrement of the entire group 'before a selection..can be made..

1. a 30 year old,,male symphony orcheSaa violin player

2. a 67 year old male minister

3.' a 23 year old engihder and his 21 year old wife (they
refuse' to be:-seParatecy

4. a 40 year old policemah who refuses to be separated from
his gun

5. an 11 year old student (male) from Wordsworth School

6. a 25 year old'male high school dropout; recently arrested
for armed robbery

-

7. a'32 year old feinale 6th grade teacher

8. a 40 year old female doctor (medical).

9. a.50 yearold female artist and sculptor

,10. a 25 year old' male poet

11.. a one year old female child

O

24.5

4 fa.
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Rank order the ,ollowing ten people as to haw_ much.you would like

to have them friends. Number I would be.the friend you would

like best and number 10 would be the friend you would,like.

There must be total agreement on the rankings within your group.

1. (Cook) A student, who, cooks dinner two nights a week for two
pp people who are sick bed..

. .

k i bd ,
..

0

2. (appeaser) A'student who witnessed a friend taking money
from another friend's wallet, tells neither friend, but
replaces the Moneh himself/herself.

.

3. (bossy) A fifth grader wh8.always 'bosses people around; on
the playground as well as in the cla'ssroom. .

.4. .(4,i.h/ete) A Wordsworth-student.who.ilis a star athlete and
only has friends who are asgood at,athletics as he is.

S.
. .

(popular) A student who is very,popular.because he/she ,

makes everyone feel good. -He /she never expresses his own
feelings of opinions if they could cause,an'argument.

,

6. (good-timer) 4 student who jokes all the time and plays
1 practical jokes on,other;s for the"fun of it.

7. (snob) A Wordswoth student.w ho tells you that you should
not beitiedds with someone else because their father is

'in jail. r

8. (prude) A.student who makes fun of other students who
can't db well in the Classroom.

9. (withdrawn A ,student who 'is very quiet, rarely talks to
anyone yet will hold an interesting conversation when
someone else starts talking to him/her.

10. (fighter) A fifth grader who picks fights with people over
nothing.woith fighting abouta

"

4
21:6
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'alligator giver"

Once there- was a girl named Abigail who was in lobe with a

boy named Gregory. Gregory hadan unfortunate accident andbroke,

glasbes: Abigail, being a true friend, volunteered to take

.tbem to0oe repaired. But the repair shop was across the river,
.

and dulling a flash flood the bridge was washed,awiy. Poor Gregory
. .

could see nothing without his glasses, so,Abilgail was desperate0

.
.

p..

-

.

g -
to get across the river to the repair 'sho While'she was standing

. ...,

:et 1
forlornly on the bank *of the :rInier, clutching the broken glasses --.' ::

.. '',
- in her hands,; a boy named Sinbad gilded by in, a, rbwhpat .. :-. i*

,
..

She asked Sinbad if he would take heracrosse HA agree4to on
, - ,...,.

- ,the condition that while she was having the glasses she
. 1 , .

.

Would gd to a nearby stgre'and steal a .transistor radio that he- had

been wanting. Abigail refused to do this and went to'see a friend

"named Ivan who had a boat.

:tihen Abigail tolkIvan her probi,,,Am, he said he was too busy toe

help her out and didn't want to be involved. Abigail, feeling that A,

she had no othef choice, returned to Sinbad and told him she would

agree to his plan". s.*

*

When Abigail returned the repaired glassei to'Gregory, she told '

him what she had had to do. Gregory was so mad at what she had done

he told her that he never wanted to see her again.
. fr *Abigail, upset,'turned to Slug with her tale of wo... Slug was

sorry for Abigail that he promised her he would get even with Greg--

ory. They went to the school playground where Gregory was playing

ball and Abigail watched happily while Slug beat GregOry up and

K,broke his glasses.
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Rankthese.characters from "best" to "worst": Abigail, Gregory,

. %

'S12W, Ivan, Slug i
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Gi "e reasons foi yoUi'decisions
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"Lost on the Moon" Instructiohs'

For this activity you are toimagine the following: you are

an astronaut piloting your spaceship to the moon: (CRASH) Your

spaceship has just crash- landed on the moon.- You were scheduled

to meet up with the mother ship which it 200 miles away. Both

you and the mother ship are on tp.e lighted side of the moon. The

rough landing has runied your shipexcept for the fifteeh,items

shown on these cards (show a card). The survival of yOur crew

depends upon reaching the mother Ship, In order to do this you

must pick the most important items available for the 200 mile trip.

Your task is to rank the fifteen items according to most important

to least important. That is, put the item you would value most

first, the next most important item second, and so on. As you are

doing this, try to think of good reasons for your ordering., Remember,

there may be many uses for an item; it doesn't necessarily have to

be used for its usual or intended purpose.

Here are the fiften items:

Box of matches
Food concentrate
Fifty feet of nylon rope
Parachute silk
Solar-powered heating unit
Two 45 calibre pistols
Steller map of the moon's constellation
Self-inflated raft
Magnetic compass
Five gallons of Kater
Signal flares .

Firit-aid kit
Solar-powered walkie-talkie
One case of powdered milk
Two tanks of oxygen

2,9


